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FOREWORD

The Cave of Altamfra, tite miraculous preservat1·011 of wln.ch ever since tite glacial age
we owe lo sonie Jortnnate accidenl whereby the entrance became blocked, was redi.scovcred,
again by accident, it1 I868, when a sportsman's dog, i11 pursuit of vermi11, hafrpe11ed to
be caught among the rocks and lhe efforts to release il revealed the entrance. In 1875 the
Cave was first explored by Don Nlarcelino S . de Saitt11ola, a pioneer of prehistoric studies
in Spaúi. On a later V"i.sit in r879 he was accompan1:ed by hi.s t1:ttle daughter, who, penetraf1"11g by candle light into tite cha111ber opening out behind thc hall, was tite first fo
di.scover the animal p1:ctures 011 tite ceiling a11d walls, fo wln"ch she called her f atl1er's atte11f1·on
11:ith a shrill cry of "Toros/" . Sautuola was ·well aware of the únportance of lite discover;
as is shown by his report pubh.shed úi 1880; but, allhough 111ost of ihe polychrome frescoes
represent bison, an animal lo11g exlinct in Spaúi, tite paú1Hngs were general/y considered
to be the nde work of modem shepherds and his claims that lhey were of great a11tiqm:ty
111et w1:th universal scorn.
I t was not 21mtil the end of /he cent11ry. whe11 several simi"lar caves co11taúi111g rock
painli11gs were found 1:n France, lhat Sautuola came postl111mousl;1 1'nio /ns ow11. Since then
Altanúra, wln'clt, úi spite of o/her d1·scoveries shll stands mwqualled as an example of cave
painting, has bec01ne a centre of pilgrimage for ali interested in the st?tdy of Pre/úsloric
1\11an and lus art. I ts very popularily, however, coupled with the constant threats of rui11 froni
the falls of rock induced by inft'ltration, called for drastic 1·ntervention. Acco1'd1º11gly, ú1 1925,
a ] um.ta was formed for the preservat?:on of the Cave, wJu:cJi was rendered more readily
accessible by tite construch'on of a motor road and the cutHng of patlts úi t71e Cave 1·lself;
furllter, electric hghtú1g was ú1slalled and !he Cave placed 1111der the supervision of a caretaker, part of whose house was appoi.11ted as a small museum.
1
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lt is w1der the auspices of 1111'.s ]uuta, tlie Academ1·a de la H1.storia, and !he geuerous and
ever ready assista11ce of the Hispanic Society of America, that the present volu111e is brought
out. The need of a new 111011ograph 011 Al tumira had been felt for a long time. In !he j?:rsf
place, the volume edited by E. Cartcn't/1ac and H. Breuü in I906 'tvnder the patronage of
Prince Albert I of 111onaco, "La Caveme d'Altaim:ra e! SanHllane pres Santa11der (Espagne)", has been long out of prú1!.
In tlze second place, tite researcli wor/,• do11e by 1'v1111. Carlm"lltac a11d Breuit lhirty
years ago was necessarily iucomplele a11d to a certm·n extenl úicorrect, as they nei:tlwr
ltad !he time nor other means, such as proper liglzting, at their disposal. Now tl1at these
obstacles ha ve been removed, 1:1 has beco me possible to nndertake ajresh tl1e s/udy and
reproducti-0n oj these paúztings a1/(l mgravings in !he Hglzt of modem preh1'.ston·c iJrnestigahons. Accordingly, many of tite piafes conlained in the present work are uew and lhere 1'.s
hardly a single one oj lhe former cdilion lhat Itas not been altered or 1:mproved upou; lzowever,
in tli1:s uew monograph also all the shetcltes o.f the cave painfúzgs are by the ha11d of Pro.fessor
Breuil aud the coloured plates are reproduchons oj lzis onginal coPt·es, which he has now
retouched.
To gi~1e a truer 1:dea of the actual effect, tite paúüiugs lzave been 1-eproduccd on a background wJn:ch 1'.s of the colour oj the rocll; a11d, to e11able !he drawings to be cheched, d·frecf
photographs that have not been touched 11p, are added.
Aguin, when the j1:rst work appeared, !lle st1tdy oj rock~paintings was sNll 1'.11 ils ú1Ja11cy
and tlte au thors had lo confine tllemselves lo more or less theoretical co111men ts 011 tln's arf
of so many ages ago. Nowadays, we know a whole nmnber of caves in the North of Spa1:n
and thc South oj France conlaini11g examples of parietal art, in addüion to tlze new and
wonderful world of naturalist rocli-1Jainf1'11gs tiza/ has bee1l opcned up in the East and SouthEasl of Spaúi . l'Ve are tlzerefore in tite llappy pos1:tion of being able to elucida/e the problems
oj the age and progressive evolution of tlzis mdque ar! wit/1 the aid of a wealtlz oj evidence
that was unsuspected thirly years ago. The chapters oj the present volunze dealú1g with
these problems are oj fundamental únporta11ce a:nd will stand as an authoritaHve so11rce for
all futitre studies.
Amidst the host oj new discoveries, Allamúa reta:ins pride oj place, and its light shines
forth 1mciinimed by that of an,y of 1·ts modern rivals.
Frorn the present work we have omitted the chapter on Comparative Ethnology, based
on tlie art aj niodern pn:nii#ve peoples, for which we have sitbst1:tuted a discussion, 011 tlle
hnes mentioned ubove, oj the several stages of cave art in the quatemar:;1 peri·od, which culminated in the polyclzrome Jrescoes oj tite "Great Hall of Pa1:ntings" at Altamira, aptly
termed by}. D. Déchelette "The S1.xti11e Chapel oj Quaternary Art". 1Vloreover, th1·s cave
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alone funvishes a whole chain of evidence fowards the solution of these qitestions, which d1'd
not even an'.se at the time when 111111. Cartaühac and Breuil wrote their work.
The reader will also note that, in place of the study of the qitaternary stations of the
district of Santander, only the layers beneath the entrance-hall to the Cave have been considered. vVe are now 1111uch better acqua1:nted with the material aspect of the l1je led by the
artists of Altaniira, thanhs chiefly to the syslematic excavation carrúd 0111t úi I924 and I925
by Professor H. Obermaier.

I cannot conclude this foreword wilhout an acknowledgement, lzowever brief, of tlze
deep debt we are imder to Professors Breiúl and Obermaier, for the very handsome way 1·n
which, witlzouf stint or regard to self, they have contributed both tlzeir time and store of leaming. As the recogm·zed au,t/iorities on the subject, they have devoted a labour of love to this
work that will eam them tlie thanks of ali present and future admfrers oj Altamfra; indeed,
by placúzg the results of their llje-·work al our disposal, they niay be sa1'd to have enabled
this edition to be pubhshed.
The English text is by l\liss l\lary E . Boyle, the Spam·sh version by Don José Pérez de
Barradas. Both are specialists in prelúsloric studies and thus in a position fo express f a1·11ifully the ideas oj the joint aitthors of this monograph.

INTRODUCTION

Now that we are publishing, after thirty years, fresh copies of the frescoes on the
celebrated painted ceiling of the cave of Altamira, it is perbaps as well to remind the scientific
public of the conditions in which tbe first reproductions were rnade.
When setting out for Santillana, neither E. Cartailhac nor H. Breuil had the least idea
of the importance, size or beauty of the paintings, nor of their rernarkable state of preservation. They only knew thern by the small lithograph published by Don Marcelino S. de
Sautuola and the short account written by E. Harle.
Breuil had brought water-colours, imagining he could wash in a sketch in an atrnosphere which he found far too saturated to allow of the paper drying. Fortunately he had
also a few pastels, but had forgotten to bring black, and so had to rnake sorne on the spot
with wood charcoal and burnt cork. The black, in these original copies, was never strong
enough, and this is the chief difference between them and the new ones.
Their rnethod of cave-lighting in rgoz was still by candles, as acetylene was not then
adapted to it; they improvised candelabras to increase their candle-power, but these could
not be moved about much, and only lit the roof imperfectly.
Nowadays, with the splendid electrical installation and the rnovable projectors, it is
possible to see rnuch secondary detail previously unnoticed. Thanks to these lights, Breuil
was able to study, in a more satisfactory rnanner, those paintings which are more faded
than the polychrornes, the theoretical irnportance of which he had only suspected in earlier
days, lacking, as he did, the elernents of cornparative study.
Neither the yellow of candle-light, nor the light of acetylene, which he had used on bis
many visits to Altamira, frorn r905 onwards, gave Breuil a chance to realize certain violet
shades in the ochre and sorne yet purpler stains which he gave as brown; sorne outlined
hands and various ancient rnarks are in this shade. Their real colour could only be appreciated in the roodern white lighting. Then, chiefly where the big Hind is painted, the low
roof which forced Breuil to work lying on sacks stuffed with ferns, in rgoz, resulted in
the distortion of sorne of the big animals in his copies, for he could only see them in a series 01 fore-shorlenings. The happy idea of considerably lowering the floor now permits
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people to walk about easily under the big figures, and be comfortably seated when copying thern.
Finally, Mr. Breuil's study of the painting.,; carried out with Dr. H. Obermaier in March
and October r932, convinced him that his copies drawn to scale were mostly accurate.
Therc were but four that he re-drew entirely, without referring to the original copies, but
using the same system. In the case of the rest, he was content with retouching the old
plates, strengthening considerably the blacks, and ernphasizing the rather more delicate
curves. Two 'vild Boars anda Bison have however greatly deteriorated in the course of
the past thirty years, in spite of the first protective measures carried out vvith the help of
subsidies from H. H. Prince Albert of Monaco. In these copies, Breuil retained the intensity of colour which they had in r902, only rnodifying slight rnorphological details; bis
plates give a much stronger colouring than is theirs in their present condition.
Thanks to the great precautions taken by the "Junta" of Altamira, we now hope that
the preservation of these splendid frescoes is assured for thousands of years. The superficial semi-liquid sort of limestone paste on which the colours literally floated, is now
solidified and dried, as much as is possible in cave atmosphere.
In all the plates now reproduced, the background has been made a shade very near to
that which it actually is; this tinted background makes it easier to realize tbe true appearance of the pictures and the relative value of the colours composing them.
Lastly, Breuil has revised the tracing on the roof beyond the big frescoes, which is
sprinkled over with red signs, of which only slight sketches had been previously published.
A few more engraYings on rock and clay in the cave galleries were copied, and exact
tracings made of several others and of black drawings, \Vhich were only sketched in r902.

CHAPTER I
The discovery and early descriptions of t he parietal
decoration of the Cave of Altamira.
The Cave of Altamira lies 30 kilometres west of Santander and 7 northeast of the railway station of Torrelavega, and 2,5 kilometres southwest of Santillana del Mar, to which
municipality it belongs. The opening is in the limestone, at the highest point in a ridge of
rock on a farm called "Altamira" (Pl. I)., a name justified from every point of view: for
to the south the' magnificient Cordillera Cantabrica cuts the horizon, with, on tbe west, the
picturesque steep silhouettes of the Picos de Europa, rising toan altitude of 2,672 metres,
and snow-clad for the greater part of the year. To the north, at the foot of the rocky slopes of
Altamira, sleeps peacefully the small ancient town of Santillana del Mar, formerly the capital of Asturias de Santillana, where various works of art, worthy the attention of visitors,
testify to its important past.

l. Discovery.
I n the year I868, a hunter discovered the entrance to the cave, which, on account of a
collapse of the ground, had remained unknown for centuries. His dog was lost pursuing
sorne small vermin in the rocks, and, to free the dog, he had to break up various fallen
blocks, thus reopening the old entrance.
In the year r875, Don Marcelino S. de Sautuola, an archaeologist of Santander (r83r88), explored this cave for the first time; it was then known as the cave of Juan Mortero,
a name which was promptly replaced by the name of Altamira. To the chaotic state of the
entrance hall was due the fact that no one had settled in the cave; a villager called Cubillas
used the entrance to set traps for animals. Don M. de Sautuola, struck by the indications
of Quaternary occupation in the cave, began to search in a small way. On returning in the
year r879, accompanied by his little daughter Maria, the first wall paintings were discovered at a point not very far from the entrance.
Sautuola at once realized the importance of this discovery, later recognizing its Quaterna-

ry age, as is clearly stated in his pamphlet, Breves apuntes sobre algunos objetos frreh?"stóricos de la provincia de Santander. (Santander, 1880).
Immediately, opinions antagonistic to the age and authenticity of the paintings were
freely expressed, resulting in the discovery being treated with indifference and doubt by
the public.
At the International Congress of Anthropology and prehistoric Archaelogy at Lisbon,
in 1880, no official mention was made of Altamira 1 • Juan Vilanova y Piera, professor at
Madrid University, was the only Spanish specialist who from the first moment sided
with Sautuola, shewing complete comprehension. He invited members of the Congress to
visit Altamira, but could not induce them to do so!.
In 1vlatériaux pour l'H1'stoire de l'H01mne (1881), the French paleontologist E. Harle
suggested that thc paintings might have been made between Sautuola' s two visits (therefore between 1875-79); he thought so on account of their freshness and their surprisingly good state of preservation 3 • In the important manual, Le Préhistorique, Origine et
Antiqm'té de l'Honmze, by A. de Mortillct, published in 1883, no mention was made of Altamira.
In the Session of the "Sociedad Española de Historia Natural" on November 3rd
1886, Vilanova was still defending the authenticity and age of the Altamira paintings
and still unsuccessfully. His chief opponent was E. Lemus y Olmo, an artist, who carne
from the region of Altamira; who though he owned to never having penetrated farther than
the first painted hall, nor seen the implements or bones found in the cave, yct took a very
emphatic view that the paintings were of recent date.
He wrote: "There are perhaps twenty figures, sorne life-size, in profile, on the vault
of the roof, attempting to imitate antediluvian quadrupeds. Their execution shews no
sign of prirnitive art, especially the legs and hoofs, which are drawn with much mannerism, distorted, with wide lines and disconnected, as they would not be being the
work of a skilled artist. They have a facile roundness, though there is a certain awkwardness when their size is increased, due no doubt to the prints from which they were
copied. This was not so, when a calf's head was drawn, it being a model thc artist knew
and remembered perfectly, and it is here that he chiefly gives himself away by his mannerism of suave distorted free lines, made, it seems, with a brush and smoke or bone black.
This head is not coloured like the rest, whichare bronze (pavonazo), or like Seville earth
and are not shaded. Sorne have the white of the eyc in light ochre, and ali are outlined.
I l\I. Rodríguez Ferrera: Apuntes de mt diario: la cueva de Allamira. "La Ilustración Española y
Americana." Año XXIV. No. XXXVII. 8 Oct. r88o, pp. 206-7; 210.
2
Vilanova y Piera: "Sur la Caveme de Santillana." A. F. A. S. 19 Avril r88I, p. 765, and 28
Aout r88z, pps. 91-92-93.
3 After the discovery of Font-de-Gaume and a fresh visit to Altamira, in 1903, and after the rcsearches of Messrs. Cartailhac and Breuil, Mons. Harlé completely realized the mistakc he made in
r88I, and was perfectly convinccd of the authenticity of the Altamira paintings.
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-swith a black threadlike line, which it would be impossible to do with anything not flexible."
He declared: "By their composition, strength of line and proportions, they shew that
their author was not uneducated; and, though he was not a Raphael, he must havc studied
Nature at least in pictures or well-made drawings; as is seen by the abandoned mannerism
of their execution, such paintings have none of the character of either Stone Age, Archaic,
Assyrian, or Phoenician art; they are simply the expression of a mediocre student of the
modern school.''
J. Vilanova, at the Session held by the same Society in Madrid on December rst, r886,
stated clearly his various reasons for believing in the antiquity of the Altamira paintings.
r. That it was a pity that Señor Lemus, before expressirg such a definite opinion, had
not compared the pictures adorning the roof of the first gallery with the great number of
artistic objects found in the deposits of the floor of that gallery, and with the paintings
in the other corridors, for, though the latter were cruder and more rudimentary, one
could study in them the essays and rough sketches of those troglodyte artists, who,
judging by the mass oí food refuse in the cave, must have occupied it for a long time,
perhaps many centuries.
2.
That the cave of Santillana, by the treasures it contained, belonged to the Magdalenian age, the artistic period par excellence, as can be seen from the designs on all the bone
utensils found of that age, whose authenticity has never yet been disputed, except by those
who have never seen them.
3. That by their special technique, by the proportions of both drawings and paintings,
and by all the various circumstances relating to them, the disputed objects at Santillana
seem very similar to those coming from the different caves of the same age in France.
4. That, however prirnitive were the lines drawn by a sharp instrument on stone, or in
sorne way with the smoke of a candle as was affirmed, the profile of the animals represented was firm and decided, and not undulating or quavering, as would have resulted, had
they been made with the oscillating movement of a ílame.
5. That it was difíicult to deny the remote antiquity of works of art, almost always the
result of ingenious and instinctive spontaneity, when no doubt was cast on the authenticity
of manifestations oí an intellectual order, such as the inscriptions discovered in various
Spanish and African caves, or those in the Canaries and America, all evidently prehistoric.
6. That, to execute a fraudulent modern painting in the cave of Santillana, there would
have to be a combination of circumstances which would seem to be impossible, as both
the attempt, the inventor and the clever executor would have to remain hidden."
In spite of his arguments, Señor Vilanova did not convince his audience, so it is not
strange that he did not take up this subject of the northern Spanish cave at the following
International Congress of Anthropology, which was held at Paris in r889: the cave with
its paintings disappeared from the list of subjects for discussion.
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Bitter comments have been made on the opposition met by Sautuola's discovery, but
he himself <lid not take the matter tragically; it was mistaken and unjustified, but comprehensible up to a certain point. This discovery, which was certainly epoch-making, was unprecedented at the time, and therefore revolutionary. It destroyed the rather limited ideas
then held about the origin and evolution of Quaternary Man, according to which the socalled "savages" of the Quaternary epoch, lacking the most primitive knowledge of
agriculture, cattle-raising, pottery and the use of metals, could never have been true and
even eminent artists. Similarly, the views then current on the origin of art could not be reconciled with the theory that the frescoes of Altamira, most of which are of a surprisingly high
artistic level, belonged to the first stages of the evolution of art, and must be assigned an antiquity of many thousands of years. Sautuola revealed to his contemporaries a new and unsuspected world, and it is easy to understand that those who might have been interested in
Altamira were, at first, overwhelmed with surprise and misgiving, producing in sorne minds
uncertainty and, in more vehement characters, fierce opposition.
It is not uninteresting to note that, almost at the same time in France, the problem of
Palaeolithic wall art arose, and that, at the beginning, it had almost the same negative reccption.
As early as 1878, two yea~s before Sautuola, L. Chiron had published a note on the cave
of Chabot (Gard), calling attention to engravings on the walls. These in no way resembled
the great paintings of Altamira, being simpler and difficult to decipher. His words fell on
deaf ears, and this happenedagain in 1889-1890and1893, when he insistedanew on thc importance of his discovery. The rather faint paintings in l\Iarsoulas (Haute Garonne) 1881,
and the cngravings in Pair-non-Pair ( Gironde) 1883, were not mentioned in the first notices of the excavations in these caves, for the discoverers, though they had seen them, clid
not consider them to be of any valuc.
W'hat attracted attention almost unconsciously to the Quaternary art on rocks, and
prepared the way for its comprehension, was chiefly the samples of art niobilier (a
French tcrm used to indica.te any object with artistic decoration and small enough to be
transported easily), which appeared in the Palaeolithic sites in increasing quantities; sometimes artistically perfect statuettes, at other times, reliefs on stone or ivory, bone or horn,
as well as beautiful engravings on flat rolled pebbles, Reindeer antler and similar matcrials.
Their age was beyond doubt, for they appeared in intact Quaternary layers, not tomention that a great part of the animals portrayed dated from the Ice Age, and had since either
become extinct or emigrated to clistant lands ( Mammoth, woolly Rhinoceros, Cave Lion,
Cave Bear, Reindeer, Sa1ga-Antelope, Bison, wild Ass, etc.). As is known, the same occurs
in the representations of animals on ca.Ye walls. \Vhen, in 1895, the engravings in the cave
of La Mouthe (Dordogne), were first heard of E . Riviere realised that the pictures on the
walls, which included Reindeer, Ibex, Bisons and wild Horses, coincided in style and other
particulars with the srnall engravings on bone or Reindeer horn, so much so that they must
be considered as the "work of the same hands". The road was now clear, and the discoveries, every day more numerous, madc it impossible for the problem to be ignored.

-7vVith the discovery of the caves of Combarelles and Font-de-Gaume (Dordogne) in
rgor, by Capitan, Breuil and Peyrony, thc problem of the age of Quaternary art in Francc
was definitely solved, and what, 20 years bcfore, at Altamira, had been held to be impossible and unacceptable, was now shewn to be true: Upper Palaeolithic Man possessed a highly
developed art, which he applied, not o:ily to small objects, but to the walls and roofs of
caves, in the form of notable engravings and polychrome paintings.
In r902, Emile Cartailhac, in the Parisian review L' Anthropologie, under the heading
Meá culpá d'un scept?'que,published a rctraction in which, with admirable courage, he acknowledged the rnistake he had made with Altamira. In the same year, he went to Santillana del Mar with the young prehistorian, Henri Breuil, to study scientifically and copy
the paintings in the cave 4 • The results of this visit, which had its difficulties, was the
monumental ·work La Caveme d'Altamfra a SanWlane, prés Santander (Espagne), which
appeared under the august patronage of that :\laecenas of prehistoric research, Prince Albert I of M:onaco. ( Monaco, 1906.)
The celebrity of the cave dates from this time, as does the increase in the number of its
visitors, coming from many different countries. This entailed responsibilities. There had
to be easier access to the cave and arrangements made for the comfort oí tourists, artists
and scientists, when studying the paintings; but, most urgent of ali, measures had to be
taken for their security and preservation.
The old local inhabitants said that, a íew years before the discovery of the cave, a quarry worked by blasting had been exactly above the roof. This blasting, of which therc
were traces, had made various fissures by which water had persistently filtered in, with
serious damage to the paintings, and even to the cave itself, for its ruin seemed immincnt
in r925.
The working of this quarry on the top of the Ha1J of Paintings had the effect of first
removing one anda half metres of the solid protecting rock surface, and, secondly, the
splitting of the limestone layers by the blasting operations, creating wide fissures, which
weakened the cohesion of the rock and upset its original statics. A few years before the discovery of the ca.Ye, little was lacking to prevent the front part, especially the hall with the polychrome frescoes, and the unique reliefs a little lower and farther in, from being
definitely destroyed. Dueto this, the pictures have suffered greater damage in the last fif ty
years than during the ro to 12000 years they were hidden.
The Duke of Alba ca.me to the rcscue. Under his presidency, the Committee for the
protection of the Cave of Altamira (Junta Protectora de la Oueva de Altamira) was formed,
which purchased the land containing the cave, and immediately built a stout supporting wall in the vestibule to assure the stability of the roof, which was f miher consolidatcd

4 E. Cartailhac and Abbé H. Breuil: Les peinlttres et gravures murales des cavemes pyrénée1111es.
I: Altamira, L'Anthr., 1904, pp. 625-644.
Abbé H. Breuil: L' age despeintures d'Altamira. Revue Préhist. 1906, pp. 237-249.
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by an exterior surface coating of concrete, the same material being injected into the cracks
of the rock. Thanks to these precautions, completed in r928, a monument unique of its
kind was preserved for Spain and the rest of the civilised world.
By the initiative of the same Committee, whose scientific supervisor is Professor Rugo
Obermaier, and technical supervisor, Engineer Alberto Corral, assisted by members from
Santillana del Mar and Santander, a systematic study of the deposits in the vestibule has
been completed. In addition, in r928, a motor road from Santillana del Mar to the cave
was made, the paths inside the cave were improved, and a deep circular track dug in the
Hall of the Paintings (Sala de las Pinturas). The acetylene lamps, dangerous in every way,
were replaced by electric reflectors, and, near the entrance, a house was built, which served both as a dwelling for the permanent custodian and to lodge an extremely instructive
small Museum (Pls. r, rr).
A hygrometer has been placed in the Hall containing the great paintings and the observations derived from its reading are given at the end of this chapter.
In r928, when a second cave was found, the Committee changed its title to that of Committee for the Protection oí the Caves of Altamira (junta Protectora de las Cuevas de
Altamira), and it is now attached to the Junta Superior del Tesoro Artistt'co Nat1'01rnl
(Madrid), which is a department oí the Spanish Ministry of Public I nstruction.

2. The Second Cave cl·t;:,covered in 1928.
As has been said, with the idea of connecting Altamira easily with Santillana del Mar,
a motor road was made in the summer of r928. To obtain the necessary stone, a quai;ry
was opened roo metres from the entrance of the cave of the famous paintings, and this led
to the casual discovery of a new cave, remarkable for the beauty and completeness of its
numerous stalactites.
This newly discovered cave (Pl. LII) was So metres long and of varying width, but
never narrower than 20 metres. The horizontal roof has fissures in it, but Nature herself
has repaired these defects, hiding the cracks with bluish calcite which hangs from the
roof in innumerable tubes and fine needles. The ground is covered with stalagmites, protuberances, or elegant columns, forming fine groups like the fantastic ruins of mediaeval
castles.
This cave is a marvellous sight. Like slender crystal threads, the stalactites reflect
the light, splitting it into all the colours of the rainbow. In other parts, the walls are
pure white and from the roof hang stalactites like the flies of a theatrical stage. In the
innermost prettiest part of the cave, there is a grove of stalagmites like columns, sorne
dusky, others white or yellow, which grow as if seeking the delicate stalactites hanging
from the roof, very slowly moving, to meet them. This wonder of Nature, a fit palace for

fairies and gnomes, has been produced in the course of centuries by drops oí water. The íiltrations, thanks to their containing a solution of carbonic acid, run with lime, the water
which drips from tbe stalactites contains bicarbonate of lime, and, in evaporation, deposits
lime of extraordinary whiteness and purity.
Twenty metres from the entrance, a skeleton was discovered. The skull was inverted
as if the Man to whom it belonged had died with his face downward. It was the skull of
a prehistoric :Man who happened to be in the cave, when the ground collapsed and sealed
the entrance. This skeleton is now to be seen at the small Museum of Altamira in the
guide's house: it is impossible to determine the exact age of these human remains, for
there were no objects with them. Since the mineralisation of the bones is not very great,
there is no real reason for dating the Man as Quaternary, and he probably belongs to a
mu ch more recent prehistoric period.

3. Tempe1·ature and atmosphe1·ic humidity in the H all of Paintings.
The humidity in the air of this hall is due less to water filteríng in by cracks in the
roof, than to the entrance of the extremely saturated outer air, which condenses in the
interior of the cave. It must not be forgotten that the Cantabrian coast is one of the
dampest in Europe, with frequent rain and fog.

(The humidity is gauged by a special hygrometer.)
Humídily.

r930.
August
September (1-9)
(10-30)
Oct. Nov. Dec.

94.
96.
97·
97·

r93r.
Jan. Feb. l\Iar. April.
May (r-17)
»
(I7-3I)
J un. Jul. Aug. Sept. (1-23)
September (24-30)
Oct. N"ov. Dec.

97.
97.
96.
96.
96.
96.

Temperature in centigrades

14.
14.
14.
r4.
I.f 1/2.
I4 I /2.
2
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10Humldity.

1932.
Jan. (1-14)
{l5-3I)
Feb. Mar. Apr. May.
J un. Jul. Aug. Sept. (19)
Sept. (20-30)
»

96.
96.
96.
96.
96.

Temperature In centlgrades

14 r / 2.

r4.
r4.
I3 I /2.
14.

\\'hen the humidity is at 97, the polychrome paintings are at their brightest; with the
humidity at 94, the paintings lose much of their freshness and take on a grey surface
tone.
It is therefore certain that a very great humidity in the rock and the atmosphere
presen-es the freshness of the colours. They would crumble into dust were thc surroundings too dry.
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m.

Fig. 1.-Plan of the cave of Altamira (Santillana del Mar), surveyed and drawn 1

'

IX
•

1881

.nd drawn by Mr. Alberto Corral (Engineer) and Dr. Hugo Obermaier.

CHAPTER II
The Cave of Altamira and its works of art.
l. Generalities.
The cave of Altamira (fig. r) runs, for a length of 270 metres inside the hill (r), in
irregular twists. Thirty metres beyond the vestibule, the only part occupied for any
length of time by Quaternary Man, and which, in the past, was chiefly lit by the light of
<lay, a large space opens on the left, the celebrated Hall of Paintings (fig.3, Pls. III, IV).
It is 18 metres long and 8-9 wide, its height starts at 2 metres, changes to r m. 70 in the
centre, and, at the foot of the hall, falls to r m. ro. It is therefore easy to understand how
these Quaternary artists decorated the roof of the cave, for it was easy to reach. Moreover
rnost of the paintings are in this hall, so are thc engravings of animals, anthropomorphic figures, tectiforrns and sorne silhouettes of hands. The polychrorne pictures are only in this
hall (fig. 4). Going further into the cave, which is nowada.ys easy of access, red or black
paintings and engravings irregularly distributed on all sides are seen; they are specially
rnassed in the narrow low corridor at the end which is uncornfortable to visit at its commencernent and quite difficult at its end. The chief interest in visiting the cave is certainly
concentrated in the Hall of Paintings. The greater part of its pictoríal decorations can
easily be seen, for the colours were vigorously used, and they still stand out fresh and
brilliant.
As colouring m:i.tter, the artists used vegeta.ble carbon, which is found in quantii.y on
thc hearths, as well as ochre and hematite, which give all the red, yellow and brown
shades, and which they often shaped like pencils. There is no blue or green, but there are
sorne violet shades, probably made with manganese mineral. Such colouring rnatters were
usually reduced to a fine powder, and animal grease or vegetable juices added to thern,
rnaking a serni-liquid paste which could be applied with a finger ora real brush (bunch
of ha.ir, feathers or little wooden sticks coated with grease) . As the paint was applied
directly to the surface of the rock, it could only be done when dry, and by using sticky
substances such as grease or resin, and these materials could only be used when heated.
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Thus were produced true "oil paintings", blending with the surface of the rock, and adrnirably preserved. The engravings were made with flint gravers (burins) or with any pointed flint, and there are also drawings on clay, traced with a finger ora stick.
These works of art were undoubtedly executed by artificial light. To light the darkness of the cave, torches, resinous sticks, or lamps fed with grease, were used; lamps hollowed out oí stone have been found in other caves. The limpet and other shells, or bowls
made of skulls, could also have been made use of, with tufts oí hair or moss as wicks.
Many of the polychrome figures are also partly engraved. The contour was often first
outlined with a graver, or drawn in black; there was thus a rough draft to which the
paint could be applied, or else the contour was made more prominent still by engraving
particular details, such as the eyes, horns, muzzle and hoofs. Sometimes the figures
were washed or scraped after being painted, at least certain parts of thEm, to produce a
more suave profile or more harmonious and softer colour effects. I n this way were produced the surprising polychrome paintings, chiefly pictures of Bisan, an animal which
died out on the Iberian península at the end of the Glacial epoch. In these pictures, almost
all the problems proper toan art which has reached its apex are solved: the material representation of the body, it being modelled with precision by means of blended colours or
delicate contrasts of different colours, to give the real light and shade values, movement
shewn by the animals being in different positions, sometimes simply standing upright,
at others, resting or lying, sometimes moving lazily, at others, running at full speed.
On examining the roof carefully, the spectator will note a certain number of natural
protuberances. These suggested to prehistoric Man the idea that these natural reliefs were
singularly appropriate for imbuir.g these amina! portraits with greater life and reality. To
this caprice of artistic fancy we owe the greater part of these pictures: each of these
natural bosses was transformed, with the addition of colour, into a plastic l:ody, to
which head, hoofs and tail were a~ded with extreme ability. As the artists wished the rock
protuberances to recall the body of a Bisan in repose, these animals appear to be resting,
with head deeply buried and legs drawn up against the body. Other flatter models were
only partly combined with these natural projections, but, in every case, certain parts of the
body, such as the head, back or hind-quarters, stood out in relief.
The paintings of Altarnira, 1 50 in number, are not ali of the same age, but belong to
a series of stages in the Upper Palaeolithic, which, thanks to the work of specialists during
recent years, can be clearly defined on broad lines. This will be more extensively explained
further on.
Most of the pictures, whether engraved or painted, represent animals, and in particular
Bisons, wild Horses, Stags, Hinds, Ibexes, and more rarely wild Bulls, wild Boars, the Elk
and the Wolf. In the oldest pictures, the Horse, Stag and Ibex predominate; in the most
recent (the polychromes), Bison. They are constantly figured in naturalistic style, the
model being reproduced with evident power of exactitude and fidelity to type. They are
sometimes of considerable size, for, amongst the Bisons, figures of I m. 40 to r m . 80 in
length are not rare, and one Hind·reaches a length of 2 m . 25.
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We search in vain for groups or real compositions, though there are single figures,
which, notwithstanding a lack of grouping, are at least juxtaposed, or even superposed
one on the other, with this result that the figures cut across ea.ch other, and that the
oldest are sometimes destroyed by the most recent. When one remembers that these cave
paintings were without exception made in places perpetually dark, and that in any case
the artists preferred to place them in the least accessible parts, sometimes hiding them in
the most seq uestered corners, one is forced to believe that they. were for no decorative
rea son.
This is more evident when we come to the fine engravings, which are hardly visible
and can generally only be found with the greatest effort. These pictures, rnany of very indifferent execution, but, sometimes, real artistic efforts, certainly owe their existence to
the magico-religious idea, especially to the custom of hunting magic, as it still is practised to-day among living primitive peoples. The fact that in more than one instance
(though not in the cave of Altamira), arrows or assegais were painted on the animal's
bodies, agrees with the rnagic theory, and is undoubtedly a sign of their being spell-bound,
or of symbolic death. It is significant that, in the Hall of Paintings in Altamira, two of the
Bisons with bodies painted most carefully in polychrome, have in one case the head, and,
in the other case, the horns not drawn, as if the artists had omitted purposely the important organs for defence, hearing and sight. Also it seems that certain places or corners, in
this cave and others, must have been considered as especially sacred, and that the spells
cast there were particularly efficacious. Because of this, although in other parts of the
cave there was plenty of available space, the artists repeatedly used the same places, piling
their pictures one on the other, like palimpsests, not hesitating to destroy older paintings,
although they might be of great artistic value. One need not insist further that there may
be an influx here of ideas of reproductive magic or a cult of particular animals (totem
animals).
AU this suggests that caves must then have existed dedicated regularly to a cult, since
paintings are not to be found in every cave, even though the interior may be suitable and
the vestibulc much inhabited. In ea.ch region, as far as one can see, there were few places
of the same age that were considered as real "sanctuaries", wherein Man no doubt celebrated ceremonies at which only certain individuals might attend. \Vas Altamira one of
these sacred places ?
Before beginning a detailed description of ea.ch important picture on the ceiling, we
must explain briefly the way in which our reproductions were made. The extreme fragility of the paintings at Altamira prevented us making direct tracings as in other caves,
we had therefore to proceed differently. On a first very rough free-hand sketch, the
measurements were noted bit by bit, as one of us lying on the ground pointed out to his
companion the limits oí the space to be measured. When making our latest copies we
used triangulation. Then, working with a decimetre to the scale of a fifth, and in front
of the original fresco, a pencil drawing was made, and, whenever necessary, fresh measurements controlled the first ones taken. After that, the pencil drawing was traced with
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the help of a carbon sheet on to a single piece of paper suitable for painting, the animal being
coloured with pastel and stomp, the copyist still confronting the original. The brilliance of
the old colours of the Altamira frescoes is generally sufficiently great to save the modern
copyist the need of accentuating them, but in the cave they blend with the reddish tint of
the rocky background. In our new addition, we have reproduced this tint, as, in the 1902
edition, the whiteness of the paper gave a certain harshness of relief and outline, which is
not the impression produced when looking at the original frescoes.
There were peculiar difficulties in copying certain animals, because of their position
on high relief bosses. In such cases, we first made a very accurate drawing, measuring the
outline of each with precision, then presumed a regular flattening of the whole relief, keeping each part at an equal distance from the periphery. By this means, we projected
these rounded figures on the flat as accurately as was possible. In any case, photography
can only shew one side of these bosses and the contour farthest a way from the light and
lens vanishes completely.
As well as the illustrations reproduced from thc copies made by the Abbé Breuil, thc
present volume contains a certain number of very fine photographs taken with great care
by Mr. \V. \Vunderlich, under the guidance of professor H. Obermaier. The 1902 edition had several photographs taken by E. Cartailhac with a small camera, sorne of which
at least are excellent. (C. A. Pls. }L'CIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXI bis.)
At the time of the public:ttion of Les Cavernes Cantabriques, by order of Prince Albert of Monaco, H. Breuil took Mons. Lassalle, a professional photographer, with him,
who under his direction took a great numberofphotographsinallthecaves: C. C. Pls.XCI,
XCII, XCIII, XCIV, XCV, XCVI, XCVII, are all cxcellent of the Altamira ceiling.
Sorne of these were taken dircctly, others in a mirror. These efforts, produced under more
difficult conditions than thosc of to-day, are certainly notas good as the beautiful photographs we now present to the public.

2. Dist?·ibution of figures in the cave.

Gallery 11. Hall 111, on the plan.
\Vell preserved paw-prints of Cave Bear on the ancient clay surface of a hillock.
2 . On the roof; remains of drawings and interlacings made with fingers on clay:
Animals, etc., made with fingers; amongst the interlacings, a fine Bovine head on the roof
(fig. 37).
3. On tbe cornice, animals either engraved or drawn with a finger (fig. 38) .
4. Black Bison (?), partly preserved, engraved and partly painted in black, facing left,
r.
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55 cms. long; r,go ms. above the floor of the cave: other remains of black paintings
(fig. 25).
5. On tbe wall, black Ibex, r,50 ms. above the floor, rather effaced, but good style,
facing right, 22 cms. long.
6. On the clay coating of a stalagmitic cascade: deeply engraved grazing animal
facing left, head destroyed (Bull?), r,55 ms. long (what remains of it); on the sarne cascade: remains of other rather badly preserved engravings (figs. 50, 5r).
7. On the wall, engraved Horse facing left, 40 cms. long; remains of other inferior
engravings (fig. 65,1).
8-9. On the wall, engravings of two small Stags, bad style, facing left; only the fore
part of the line of the backs is given (fig. 63,2, 3).
ro. Engraved Bison on thc wall, facing left, badly dra,vn, with big horns, 77 cms.
long (Iig. 66).
II-r2. Black paintings on the \Yall, both facing left, both 50 cms. long: Ibex (?) .
Horses painted in black, head clearly visible, but badly preserved (attributed by mistake
in the lst edition of Altamira bock to the big painted ceiling) (figs. 26, r, 2).

Between 111 and IV on the plan.
13. On the wall, Stag facing right, painted in black, Yery badly presen-ed, head
almost destroyed, good style, 40 cms. long.
l.+. Comer with red tectiforms, 5 metres long; a,·erage length of signs: 60 cms.
a) Group of simple tectiforms on the roof, near the end of small recess (fig. 23, 3) .
b) 'Vide red band, 2,..¡.5 ms. in length, along the left wall. bidden by a projectíon
oí the rock, l,r5 ms. above the caYe floor (fig. 23, r).
e) Right wall, different tcctiiorms, fairly near the floor and partly cffaced (fig. 23,
2, 4, 5) .
r5. On the left cornice oí the latest collapse oí the roof, engraved Hind, facing
right, full of life, 70 cms. long (fig. 57). A black line crosses the animal's neck and is
older than the latter, for the engraving cuts through the colour.
16. Tangle of engraved animals (fig. 58, l); amongst them, towards the foot, fine
Hind's head and striated body facing left, 40 cms. long.
At a distance of l m. and r,30 ms. from No. 15, to\vards the interior of the gallery,
are other remains of black paintings (lines), either on the cornice or on the roof.
r7. Engraved Hind, Iacing right, 43 cms. long (fig. 62, 2).
18. Finely engraved Hind's head, facing iight, 40 cms. long (fig. 58, 2).
r9. At a distance of r,60 ms. from No. 18. Fore-quarters of a Stag, wcll drawn, with
antlers, 28 cms. long (fig. 63, l ). At one side sorne rernains of engraYings.
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20. Engraved Hind's head facing right, 19 cms. long (fig. 58, 3) .
2r. 40 cms. away from No. 20, below the cornice, an engraved Hind, facing right,
45 cms. long (fig. 64).
22. Above the hind-quarters of fig. 21 : Engraved fore-quarters of a Hind, facing
right, 30 eros. long.

No. IV on the plan.
23. Fallen blocks with engravings (figs. 39, 40, 41), made before the blocks fell,
and forming a cornice: the semi-human figure (fig. 42) was destroyed when the path was
made 5 •
24. Fine engraved Hind's head, facing right, 24 cms. long,
25. Simple engraving of a Hind, with neither belly nor hoofs, facing right, 70 cms.
away from No. 24 on the wall; well drawn, 68 cms. long. The whole of the rock in the
recess B is smeared with red.

No. V on the plan.
26. On the cornice, a well drawn engraved Bull, facing right (fig. 44); 35 cms. long.
25 cms. to the left, small Izard ( Chamois) head, facing left.
27. Very long animal (Feline?) painted in black, beneatb No. 26 on the wall. 55 cms.
above the floor, badly drawn head; length 38 cms. (fig. 27).
28. On t he cornice, black Bison, facing right, rough style; 52 cms. long (fig. 28) .
29, 30, 3r. Animals drawn in clay, high on the cornice (fig, 43) .
32. Immediately before the natural rock steps leading to the lower hall, very high
on the clay covered wall, simple engraving of a Bovine animal facing right, 54 cms. long
(fig. 45, left) .
33. 80 eros. away from 32. Engraved Bull facing right, 60 cms. long; stands out clearly
from dark background (fig. 45, right) .

Hall VI.
34. vVell drawn black Ibex, partly covered with lime incrustations, 38 cms. long,
facing left (fig. 29) .
5 These engravings were at first in the centre of the passage, having fallen from the original roof.
They were brought here after the collapse of 1933, and are now propped against tbe left hand wall
between 15 and 24.

-1735-36. Head of a Hind, shaded in black, 49 cms. long (see photo, Pl. L), and two
black Ibexes facing right with very long horns, each 35 cms. long (fig. 30, 35 a) . In a recess
between 36 and 37, claw-marks and paw-prints of the Cave Bear (fig. 2) .
37. Black Bison facing left, 88 cms. long. Fine line drawing, hump adapted to
slight natural projection (fig. 35, Pl. L).
3

4

Fig. 2. Marks made by Cave Bears on the clay, covered or not by stalagmite on the slope ofa cascade
of stalagmitic clay, at the end of a recess in Hall VI.-1), 16 cms. wide;-3), 24 cms. long, not including the
upper scratches;-5), the claw phalanges measure 9 cms. in length.

N os. VII and VIII C, on the plan.
38-43. Elementary but certainly Quaternary drawings in black, signs and lines (fig.
35).

Nos. VII and VIII D, on the plan.
4..¡.. Black drawings.
45. Interlaced engravings (amongst others two H orses) placed in a small comer and
facing each other, and the head of a Horse. They all face left and are about 40 cms. long.
46-47. Black signs.

No. IX E, on the plan.
22

48. I ndeterminable quadruped painted in black, with long horns and tail facing left,
cms. long.
3
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End cor'ridor, No. X, on the plan.
49. Black signs (fig. 35 a, b).
50. Upper half of an engravcd Bison, facing right, 44 cms. long (fig. 46, l) .
SI. Engraved Ibex (?), probably kneeling, head low, facing right, 36 cms. long
(fig. 46, 2) .
52. Black signs.
53. Black Horse, very poor stylc, facing left 40 cms. long (fig.31) .
54. Engraved cervoid animal (incomplete), facing right, 31 cms. long (fig. 35 a).
55. Stag with short horns, back and part of head formed by natural fissures,
engraved on the roof of thc passage, facing left, 50 cms. long (fig. 72).
56. Engraved Bison (incomplete), facing left, 47 cms. long. Beneath, various black signs
(fig. 48) .
57. I. Small rectangular black tcctiforms with outer fringes. Greatest cliameter,
13 cms. (fig. 33, 34, 35 b, Pl. LI).
15 cms.
2. Sun shaped tectiform with rays.
3. Big tectiform filled in with lattice, 42 cms.
4. Tectiform, greatest diameter
30 cms.
5. Sun
ro cms.
6. Elongated tectiform,
26 cms.
7. vVith complicated filling
30 cms.
27 cms.
8. "
"
"
58. R emains of uninteresting engravings.
59. Full face of a bovine animal ora mask, utilizing a rock projection . The muzzlc is
a natural accident, 18 cms. long (Pl. L, and íig. 32, r).
60. Fine engraving of a Horsc, facing right, upper part unfinished (fig. 65), 62 cms.
lorg. In front of the head, small body of an animal? (fig. 35 b).
6I. Fine engraving of a Bison, facing right, 55 cms. long; above the back, indeterminate engraving of another animal (fig. 67). These engravings cut across simple black signs,
which are consequently older.
62. Very long animal face or mask on natural rock angle, 45 cms. long (fig. 32, 2).
63. Very small engraved cervoid animal facing left, 13 cms. long (fig. 69, r).
64. Hind's head, facing left, ro cms. long (fig. 69, 2).
65. Black signs (fig. 35 a) .
66. Outline of black animal, facing right, bad style, 42 cms. long (fig. 35 a) .
67. Group of six engraved Hind's hcads and fore-q uarters, sorne very good style
(figs. 68, 71)·

CHAPTER III
Descr iption of the frescoes on the big paint ed ceiling.
l. L a1·ge painted ceiling of the Hall of Frescoes.
The animals paintcd in fresco on the ceiling of Altamira form the chief part
of the decoration of this cave. They are also the most extraordinary example of Palaeolithic art as revealed in a great many other caves. Lct us review these frescoes,
studying the merest details attentively. They are often superposed on very old paintings
more or less effaced. Here and there, the shape o{ certain parts of the rock roof has detcrmined thc position and arrangement oí the animals; generally these are engraved as well
as painted.
Originally, the distance between the painted roof and the floor surface in the hall was
(see fig. 165) from I m. 80 to I m. 90, in the middle of the hall; and only I m. 60 ncarthe
right hand wall, where the paintings were masscd, so that these were in great danger and
sorne already damaged by rubbing, inscriptions, etc. In 1928, a circularpath was dugout
in the old deposits, thethickness of which can be noted, and which indeed remain intact over
most of the floor. Thanks to this path, the distance beh,·ecn the ground and the paintings
is now 2 ms. 50 on an average, which allows thc observer to beata goocl distance from the
paintings, and preserves them from chance injury.
The rock roof on which the principal works of art of the cave of Altamira are
massed is 18 metres long and 9 metres wide.
In prehistoric times, the painted ceiling probably reached nearer the entrance, which
was further forward than it is nowadays; but the progressive collapse of this part of
the cave has resulted at different times, in the overhanging ridges of rock crashing on
to the cave floor. This has occurred recurrently during and since Palaeolithic times, and
in the hall between the painted ceiling and the entrance, protective measures have had
to be taken to stop this gradual destruction . We do not know wbat may be hidden by the
blocks which have fallen from the roof in the course of centuries, but at least, as there
is no trace of Man's habitation here later than the lower :\Iagdalenian era, we think that
the cave, though frequented in upper Magdalenian times, had then ceased to be a place of
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Fig. 3.

The big painted ceiling, after Cartailhac and Brcuil. Thc figures at thc back and on the rigbt are left cxactly as they were sketched
at this date (1902).
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residence. It is extremely likely that, deeper than the lower Magdalenian and upper Solutrean levels (the only ones which the excavators have been a ble to cut through), the oldest
rubbish heaps may hide Aurignacian and even earlier deposits.
The ceiling (fig. 3, Pls. III, IV), as it is to-day, rnay be divided into three large zoncs:
r. The back of the hall, decorated in different eras with paintings in red of varied age,
line engravings and black drawings. (Pls. V b, VI, VII).
2. Red animal figures, black drawings, engravings underlying or surcharging the red
paintings, and primitive polychrornes, roughly sketched and re-utilizingthe earlier reddened
surfaces. (Pls. Va, VIII, IX, X a & b, XI, XII).
3. Large group of big polychromes taking up the entire left side of the hall and
towards the back, partially superposed on red signs. (fig. 4, Pls. XIII to XLIX).
In 1902, our chief efforts were directed to copying the polychromes, and we had not,
with few exceptions, the time to do more than sketches of the other parts of the ceiling.
In 1932, we thought it best to recopy entirely the two first zones previously neglected.
\Ye will now study the decoration of the Altarnira ceiling according to these three
divisions.

2. The part of the ceiling farthest in.
This considerable surface is divided and occupies three plates:
Plate V b. 5 metres width: Shows the whole width of the back of the hall to the height of
the Hind. There are sorne few remains of red line drawings of anirnals cut through by engravings which probably represent conical huts, very nurnerous here, about 55 being on this plate
These very old red drawings are scarcely ever decipherable, but the belly and two hind
legs of an Ibex can be rnade out, the frontal oí a Bison, with homs seen full face, and part
of its back. N umerous spots grouped at the edge of the ceiling touching the wall seern to
be the same age. Here the engravings are exclusively of huts drawn by diverging lines
starting frorn a single point. They are covered by big club-like signs, the most visible
decoration of this part of the ceiling. They are evidently not ali of the sarne age. It
seems as if two long curved or sinuous lines to the right are all that remains of sorne
animals traced in broad lines and seldorn recognizable. A small nurnber of faint black
lines are seen here and there, clearly overlying fragrnents of the red line drawings. At
this stage, the hind legs of thc Ibex alrcady rnentioned were partly re-drawn. On the left
of this group of figures, the Hind over1aps a group of club-like signs, the last on this side.
The engravings in this part include human figures.
Plate VI. This comprises the surfacc of the middle of the ceiling immediately in front
of the preceding plate, and is bounded on t.he left by the big polychrome Bison and the
big Hind. Surface dirnension: 4 rnetres 70 x 5 metres 60:
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A few red line drawings too fragmentary to be decipherable.
Important remains of big red animals and parts of them, of which only a few legs
can be distinguished.
3. Red club-shaped signs and other symbols, sometimes curiously grouped; one of
these groups looks (accidentally perhaps) like a human figure. Engravings, only huts, I2
in all, generally immecliately underlying the two former layers of drawings.
4. On the bottom right hand cerner of the plate, several violet marks, perhaps the
negative of a hand, and the positive of a foot.
5. Superposed on all these series are black line-drawings, hardly ever sufficiently
prescrvcd to be intelligible. Three Horses can however be easily deciphered, the little head
of a grazing animal and two hind legs.
6. A big polychrome Bison surcharged sideways on several red signs.
Plate VII. 4 metres 90 width. Takes up the whole space between the preceding plateand
the wall. There are no red club-shaped signs, but a good many fragmentary animal
silhouettes, drawn with wide red lines and of very archaic style; they are cut through
by engravings of huts (there are ten of these), and other paintings cover them. A certain number of groups of spots accompany them. On top of ali the preceding collection
there are sketches in black, amongst which those of a Horse, two Ibexes, three Deer, the
head of a Bison and various other parts of animals can be distinguished.
r.

2.

3. The Frescoes on the right of the ceilin,q.
The area of the right wall beyond VII has becn divided for purposes of study into
eight portions, moving towards the entrance, and is described in the following platcs.
Plale VIII. Principal figure, a red Elk, I metre 60 wide, surerposed on the engravings
of two huts which are on the right of Plate VII. The Elk is drawn in wide red bands in
extremely primitive style. The horns are quite typical, the body, imperfectly preserved and
covered with spots. To the left, there is the head of a Horse, probably older, drawn in thick
red lines. Above is a big leg, but the context has disappeared, and, rather behind, there is
a big animal in plain red, the head oí which has vanished, but, judging by the remaining
three lcgs, it was probably a Horse. This is surcharged with two large violet stains, the
horse-shoe one proba.bly the remains of an stencilled hand. The legs are also cut across
by black line drawings, one of which is a Horse. Figure 56 of the former volume on Altamira is a rather inexact sketch of this Elk, which needed more light than we previously
had, to decipher it. \iVidth of the whole panel: 3 metres 05.
Plate IX. This was described in the first volume on Altamira (fig. 57), and re-drawn
for the Cavernes de la Région Cantabrique (Pl. XCVIII).
Aware of its importance in the evolution of Palaeolithic art of this region, and the
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too primitive character, dueto bad lighting, of the previous copies, we ha.ve re-drawn it
entirely. The plate shews:
Ist. The red line-drawing of an Ibex, the first outline being la.ter painted over in
brownish shades.
2nd. The almost shapeless remains of big animals in red flat-wash, very faded; one
pair of legs can be picked out.
3rd. Two Horses very primitively drawn, in flat red, partially in excellent preservation, as are sorne clusters of spots.
4th. Three stencilled hands outlined in violet, two oYerlie one of the preceding Horses
(contrary to what H . Breuil wrote previously).
5th. A prettily engraved Ibex head is cut on top of the various paintings.
6th. The outline of an enormous black Bison, with horns seen in profile, cuts through
a great many of the earlier figures, and belongs to thc period of the black clrawings previously cited.
Plate V a. A big galloping Horse drawn in wide red lines, not understood in i902 (see
sketch 55 in the Cave of Alta.mira). The interpretation given was corrected in i906 (Pl.
XCIX and Fig. 208 of the Cavemes Cantabriques). The very violent attitude of this galloping animal is quite remarkablc, in spite of the barbarous dra wing of its silhouette. There
is no engraving near this drawing. Length of the Horse: I metre 82.
Plate X a. Red Horse.
I.
The oldest figure is the red Horse, which is not engraved. Length: I metre 65.
2.
On top of the colour used for the Horse, a tangle of many fine engra,·ings of
unequal merit, such as a Horse on the belly, Stags on the fore-quarters, as \'vell as other
designs.
3. A polychrome Bison has been outlined in black; if this animal had been completed,
it would ha.ve utilized part of the red surface of the Horse. Someone had begun to wash
out the Horse's head; the Bison's horns follow fairly exactly the original contour of this
head.
The corrections, made of the version published in the earlier edition, give a better rendering of the front hoofs and one of the hind legs, a rather greater development of the tail
and head, and, as regards the roughly sketched polychrome Bison, a little more clarity in the
outline, the addition of a line to indica.te thc haunches, and an oblong mark for the hairy
nape-hump.
Plate X b. 2 metres.
I. Engravings difficult to decipher, onc, the bad head oí a Stag with horns full face,
covered by a red painting.
2. Animal of doubtful type in flat red wash; the width of the neck and shoulders suggestsa Ilorse. The front legsare well presen·edand slender, ending in enormous deformed
hoofs; the small head has the nostrils and eye engraved, a break has removed thc lower lip;
thc forehead is crowned by a wide cun1ed appendage which might equally be either a long
ear or frontal tines. Behind and abovethemutilatcdneckand shoulders arcvarioustwisted
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toothed patterns, topped by a series of stains running into each other, and winding lines,
the whole suggesting a very clumsy rendering of antlers. The colourofthisanimal behind
the withers is overlaid by severa! coats of paint.
3. A bellowing Bull shaded in black, very good style of drawing, reduced to a hcad
and withers. Originally H. Breuil thought this figure earlier than the preceding flat wash one,
but now he thinks it was only partially destroyed by freshapplications ofred puton at the
time a polychrome Deer was sketched in, belonging to the 4th. series of figures on this plate.
4. An unfinished polychrome Stag, partially engraved and incompletely drawn in
black with additions of red and brown. On the space above that shewn by this plate and
between it and Plate VII, there are again remains of undecipherable red paintings, cut
across by numerous good style engravings, amongst which is the beautiful belling Stag
(a really classic work), and the animal facing it. On the same surface, there is the big
black very incomplete silhouette of a Bison's head and other polychrome sketches. The
head consists merely of the frontal line, eye, muzzle, and mouth. Thcse details are combined with engravings. This last picture is not reproduced in our publication .
Corrections: shape of the front hoofs of the red animal, considerable reduction in the
width of the neck and shoulders and in the shape of the plant-like designs which stand
out near; strengthening of the blacks in the last two layers.
Plate XI . Galloping Bison. Size: I metre 90 cms. from the hind-quarters tothenostrils.
r. Engravings, older than the red wash, are the first pictures on this surface; the
colour fills them in and theyarevery difficultto decipher. However H. Breuil could trace a
beautiful l bex head with its neck and shoulders, chest line and two ridiculously small
Jegs.
2.
Then comes an animal in red wash, rather destroyed, imperfectly seen in the
earlier publications (C. A. PI. X, fig. 60) . Both the hind quarters and the two front legs,
which are very straggling, are preserved, and an engraved line defines them, reaches the
belly and is lost in the mass of red of the more recent polychrome. H. Breuil could not follow
the engraved line any further.
3. Better engravings, more recent than the preceding red animal, and, amongst them,
an almost complete Stag, whose horns are very slightly developed. Its outline cuts very
clearly through the preceding red paint. Ali these pictures are masked by the big galloping polychrome Bison.
Corrections: The outline and other details given in black have been strengthened
and the front hoofs, reproduced more satisfactorily: many details of the horns, napehump, dewlap and tail, are more exactly given.
Plate XII a. Polychrome Bisen. Size: z metres 45 eros. from the tip of the tail to the
muzzle.
Only a very small sketch was given before of this figure (C. A. PI. VI, 1902) . This
unfinished fairly pNmitive polychromc made use of a background of earlier red flat-wash
frescoes, no longer decipherable, except for one bent leg with a cleft hoof, in front of the
Bison's muzzle. Even the tail must have belonged to an older painting. The barbarous
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style of the polychrome is noticeable, when compared with the beautiful paintings on the
left of the hall.
Plate XII b. Polychrome Bison (the last on the right side when returning to the entrance) . Size r metre 90 cms. including the horns.
The eye and horn are only engraved, the rest of the silhouette~ very imperfectly outlined in black. Shews there was an earlier painted surface with pictures, probably an
archaic polychrome, resembling Plate XII a.

4. The Big Polychromes.
Galloping wild Boar.

Plate X I I I , X I V . Size: r metre 65 cms. from the root of tail to the snout.
Very much affected by the superficial decomposition of the rock due to condensat ion of vapour from the outer atmosphere penetrating the cave. As this picture is nearest

Fig. 5. Engraved parts of galloping wild Boar. Pl. XIII.

the entrance, it has suffered more than the others from the condensation, and has grown
fainter even since r902.
Parts which are engraved (fig. 5) : the hind legs, sorne lines on t he lower part of the
belly, and its outline.
Parts scraped: belly, a great part of the surface from head to belly, and above and
defining the loins.
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There are various engravings near: below, a badly drawn Hind's head, to the right
towards the daylight, traces of the engraving of a small complete cervoid animal (fig. 70, r).
Alterations: traces of the black horns of an earlier Bison above the Boar's forehead,
more precision in the shape of the hoofs and bristles on the back, anda red mark on the
outer edge of one hind leg and above the elbow (brisket) of one foreleg.

Stationary Bison.
Plates XV, XVI. Size: r metre 80 cms.
I. Unintelligible engravings covered by polychrome hind legs.
2. Under the Bison on this plateare traces of an enormous bovine animal, nearly 3
metres long; it stretches across the hall, back to the daylight, the only traces of paint on it
are sorne blackish touches at the nostril, head, dewlap and hind-quarters; a considera ble part

Fig. 6. Engraved parts of stationary Bison. PI. XV.

of the outline is still fairly clearly defined by wide scraping. Three different oval eyes are
engraved on its head, one big one and above, two small ones; this is probably the prelimínary sketch of a proposed polychrome which was never carried out.
3. A stationary polychrome Bison, very heavy coat; sin ce 1902, this painting has much
deteriorated, and on the present plate the colours are stronger than they are in reality.
Parts engraved (fig. 6): One of the horns, a pupil, bristling hairs on the forehead,
outline of the muzzle, nostril, mouth, edge and hairs on the dewlap, part of the forelegs,
lower part of the belly.
Parts scraped: The tail, outline of the haunches, hind-quarters and belly, edge of the
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belly and thorax, ali the outline and surface of the thorax, neck, head between the horn
and muzzle, round the eye and beard; the scraping extends beyond the painting.
Alterations: Emphasis and precision of ali black details.

H eadless Bison.
Plates XVII, XVIII . Size; I metre 50 cms.
I. Between the tail and the wall there are sorne engravings, a Horse's head facing
left and two badly executed Hind's heads, one deeply engraved. Above the withers, a pretty
homed head fairly deeply engraved; above the nape, a poorly done head of a bovine ani mal facing the cave entrance.

Fig. 7. Engraved parts of headless Bison. Pl. XVII.

Polychrome Bisen with unfinished head.
Parts engraved (fig. 7) : deeply. Muzzle, hairs of the dewlap, two front legs and inside edge of the hind ones, hairs of the tail and hump.
Parts scraped: Tuft of the tail, outli11e of the haunches and the hind-quarters, double
ventral line, beard, withers, edge of the belly, surface of the hump, rounded parts of the
hind quarters and shoulder.
The head seems never to have been painted, for no sign of colour remains, and the rock
has uot particularly deteriorated. The hind hoofs are rather darnaged, the tail is painted
by superposing red lines on black strokes towards the tip.
Alterations: Great strengthening of the contours and details done in black: more complete study of the legs and hoofs.
2.
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Stationary Bison.
Ptates XIX, XX . Size: r metre 60 cms. from the rump to the forehead.
r. Under the paint of the Bison's r-ape, the engraved head of a Hind, fairly well
done. A bad sketch of a Horse's head and other interlaced lines are above, between
this painting and the wall, where there are a few more small traces of red.
2.
The Bison is modelled on a rounded boss of the rock, the most abrupt edge giving
the line of the animal's withers and while the other side gradually slopes down to the neighbouring flat surfaces. The shacfu1g of the painting has strengthened the natural relief.
A crack outlines and defines the forehead.

Fíg. 8.

Engraved parts of stationary Bison. Pl. XIX.

Engraved parts (fig. 8) : The horns are not painted, only engraved, the eye, ear, nostrils, mouth, muzzle, beard, ha.ir on the dewlap and nape-hump, greater part of the four legs,
outline of the belly.
Parts scraped: Tuft on the nape-hump, beard, chest, upper joint of the right front leg,
outline of the belly, space between the hind-legs, belly, ali the outline of the hind-quarters,
certain parts of the spine.
Alterations: Very few to the plate of the r902 edition, only the strengthening of the
blacks and sorne details of the hoofs. Note a red horn astray in the head and not noticed
previously.
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Bisan C1-trled raumd.
PlatesXXI, XXII, XXIII, XXIV. Size: I metre 85 cms. from theroot of thc tail tothe
forehead.
r. Hind's head engraved in the horns.
2. Bison on a big boss with regular slope; only the horns and tail come beyond the
boss.
JI
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Fig. 9. Engraved parts of curled round Bison. Pl. XXI.

Parts engraved (fig. 9): Horns and sorne tufts of hair on the hump.
Parts scraped: Frontal outline, nostrils, upper outline of the neck and shoulders,
almost entire surface of the back, axis of the tail. Outline of the left foreleg and hoof of
the left hind leg. The contours of the legs and eye seem to have been washed rather than
scraped.
Alteratians: Only the contour lines and other parts which are in black. Chief change,
the discovery of a second front 1eg hidden in 1902 by the shadow thrown by the rock
boss.
Bisan curled raimd.
Plates XXV, XXVI, XXIII, XXIV. Size: r metre 85 cms.
The backbone of the big Bison mentioned before, P1ate XXI , passes on top of this
animal placed on a big boss of the ceiling, part of which has completely disintegrated;
the outline of the animal is very rugged, the details in black (tail, line of the back, nape,

,
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horns, line of the forehead and right leg) are outside the boss, which grows flatter near the
head and near the tail.
Engraved parts (fig. 10): Withers, eyebrow, eye, nostril, hoof and right leg.
Parts scraped: Surface and outline of the muzzle, mouth, haunches and flank.
Alterations: Corrections of the spring of the horns, the front leg and the tail.

\
Fig.

)

ro. Engraved parts of curled round Bison. PJ. XX:V.

Female Bison curled rou,nd.
Plates XXVII, XXVIII, XXIII, XXIV . Size: I metre 55 cms.
This Bisen was painted on a big boss of the ceiling; the boss is very rounded between
the neck and the haunches and elsewhere very abrupt.
Parts engraved (fig. n): Pupil, hairs of the head and dewlap.
Parts scraped: Space between the tail and body, surface of the haunches, whole line of
the back from haunches to nape, ear, horns, surface of dewlap, outline of the hind left leg,
some touches on the upper leg and shoulder.
Alterations: Considerable emphasis of the blacks, more careful study of details painted
in that colour, especially important corrections in the head, muzzle, front hoof and tail.

Galloping and bellowing Biso11s.
Plates XXIX, XXX. The greatest width of this plate is 2 metres 05 eros.
r. Part of the ceilll1g decorated with red is shewn on this plate; there are various
red signs and sorne lines immediately below the paintíng of the bellowing Bisen. Other
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brownish-red and black signs are above the hump and tail of the same; one seems to be a
rectangular tectiform.
z. There are many engraved Hind's heads; two, one above the other, facing to the
right, under the foreleg joint of the galloping Bison; another crossing the lower Hind's
head; a fourth crossing the front legs of the Bison and facing left; a fifth, under the
paint in the tail of the bellowing Bison, and, between this tail and the wall, a tangle of very
fine engravings, one of which is a small eye.

Fig.

II.

Engraved parts of fcmalc Bison, curled round. Pl. X."<.VII.

3. The galloping Bison, painted on top of the preceding ones, already shews the peculiar technique of polychrome, but is fairly old. The body is in flat wash, the outline is neither
painted in black nor emphasized byscrapingorengraving. Onlytheeye isengraved andone
line for the ear.
4. Bellowing Bison, the outline of the upper part is determined by a sharp projection of the ceiling.
Engraved parts (fig. 12): Hairs on the lower jaw, eye, ear, line of the neck, space between the hairs on the dewlap, belly, hoofs and legs, which have their contour lines cut
deep and scraped.
Other parts scraped: Rump, tail, tuft on the tail, surface of the back at the hindquarters and withers.
Alterations: Position of the red lincs below the belly, accentuation and development
of the homs and front hoofs of the first polychrome Bison, greater accuracy in those of
the bellowing Bison and strengthening of the black contour line.
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Fig. I2. Preliminary engraving and scraping for the polychrome Bison. Pl. Xt'\JX. The cleverncss
of the artist in adapting a rocky boss to the dorsal outline of the bellowing Bison is remarkable; as is
thc fact, that whilst the polychromc Bison of not vcry advanccd technique has only its eye engraved, thcrc
is a good <leal of cngraving in the most recent and the most skilled oí these two figures.

Bison couchant turnt'ng its head.
Plates XXXI, XXXII . Size: z metres.
As red decoration, there are three spots in single file between the wild Boar's snout
(Plate XXXVII), and the hocks of this Bison. There are many neighbouring engravings,
a hut above the Bison's nape, a Hind's head partly painted in black underneath the hock;
beneath the polychrome, two Hind's heads, one with a dewlap facing the back of the hall
(low on the plate), another in real relief deeply incised, crossing the root of the Bison's
tail.
The Bison's head and haunch blend with the accidental shape of the rock, thehead
occupying a projection with abrupt edges which define the forehead and muzzle; it
5
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therefore stands out very well from the flat background of the body, the haunch is cleYerly placed on a rounded boss giving ita very pronounced relief.
Engraved parts (fig. r3): Nostrils (deeply), pupil of eye (lightly), in between the tufts
oí hair on the tail and chest (deeply); the ears are in semi-relief.
Parts scraped: The entire outlinc of the animal, line of forehead, mouth, horns, hump,
tuft of tail. The rump and almost all the outline of the legs were scraped and perhaps
washcd.
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Engraved parts of Bison couchant tuming its bead. PI. XXXI.

Alterations: Great strengthening of the blacks and rather greater accuracy in the
outlines, note of certain violet tints in the tuft of the tail, perhaps belonging to an old picture re-utilized.
Stationary polychrome Bison and incomplete black Bison.
Plates XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV, XLI V bis c. Size of polychrome Bison: r metre
95 cms.
This plate shews different layers of paintings.
r. Great splashes of red, the remains of very old pictures of which one can see sorne
legs and outlines, accompanied sometimes by engraving and traces of fingers stained red.
2. To the left, at the top, a trident symbol in violet 0 recalling those at Santian, of the
same colour and age as the stencilled hands at Altamira which are superposed on red paintings (Plate IX).
6 Carried over to Pl. XX.,"\.IX.
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3. Head of a Bison shaded in black, with no engraving, of an ad\"'anced teclmique; it is
obliterated by the polychrome Bison and looks as if the artist began by using older red
surfaces for the body. At the top, the head oí another black Bison, which was on the 1902
plate has been carried over on to Plate XLI II.
4. Double winding line outlining the hind-quarters, rump and hocks of another polychrome Bison which was never finished.
5. Stationary polychrome Bison, the colour is marvellously preserved.

\._\
Fig. r.¡.. Engraved parts of female Bison. PI. XXXIII.

Engraved parts (fig. 14): Eye, line of forehead, nostrils, muzzle, mouth, tonguc,
hair of the beard, muzzle and dewlap, lower line for the neck and dewlap, front right lcg
(faintly), and the same side of the hind lcg (partly), hoof oí the other hind leg, many
little lines between the two horns and all alo11g the right born, space between two of
the tufts oí hair on the hump (deeply).
Parts scraped: Round the eye, outside edge of front left leg, front of the right shoulder. An extra front leg not painted, parts of the belly, underneath the tai1, sorne parts of
the hump and withers.
Parts washed: T he part oí the shoulder from knee to elbow. T his drawing was one
of those which seemed to need recopying because of the distorted perspectivc of the head
in the 1902 drawing, a distortion reproduced as can be scen in ali the photographs.
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Bison and TVolf.
Plate XXXV, XXXVI. Size of Bison: r metre 80 cms.
r . The area shewn on this plate is crossed by two big winding lines, older than the
polychrome animal, which, starting from the ones on Plate }G'\:XVII, reach the polychrome Bison on Plate XXXIII. Another zigzag line perceptible aboYe the Bison is obliterated by the little black Bison.
2 . A small black Bison, slightly shaded, is on the right of this plate, partially destroyed
in making the polychrome Bison.

\

).
Ft"g. z5. Engraved parts of Bison and Wolf. PL XXXVI.

3. EngraYed head of a H ind slightly tinted with brown, visible above the two
Bisons, belonging probably to the same pictorial level as the brown H inds on plates
XXXIX and XL.
4. Big polychrome Bison.
Engraved parts (fig. 15) of the polychrome Bison: Ears, outline of the front of the
head from upper lip to horns, part of the úont legs, inside edge of the left hind leg,
rump, upper part of the root of the tail.
Scraped parts: Beard, outline of the head outside the engraving, horn, ali the back,
sorne parts of the belly.
5. A \\'olf partially shewn is inside the Bison; it is made byscraping, engraving and
washing the paint of the Bison immediately below. The Yertebral line is engraved and
scraped. The idea of hiding a carnivorous animal inside a grazing animal is fairly fre-
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quent in the art on small objects. The ear is partly engraved, the outline of the top of
the head scraped, the jaws engraved, the throat scraped, the rest is unfinished. The
light strip on the animal's back touches the outline of the wild Boar's leg on Plate
XX.t"'CVII.
Alterations: Important accentuations of the black lines, many details noted of the
head, dewlap, legs and belly, which escaped us in r902, as well as sorne parts of the
hind-quarters of the little Bison .

Búon and Wild Boar.
Plates XXXVII, XXXVIII. Distance between muzzles of the two heads:
25 cms. Size of the Bison: r metre 80.
This plate shews the follovving succession:

2

metres

Fig. r6. Engraved parts of wild Boar and Bison in summer coat. Pl. XXXVII.

r. Two diverging sheaves of red parallel strokes and a line in the same colour,
remains of the old red decoration of the ceiling; above the two animals a red combshaped sign, surcharged by the black of the polychrome anda red line not previously
she\•vn against the Bison's hump.
No traces of black frescoes .
2.
Several animals have been painted in polychrome. The mane on the right may
belong to a Horse which has disappeared.
3. An enormous wild Boar; the head, from ears to snout, measures a metre; the
snout turned tlu·ee quarter face shews the two nostrils.

Engraved parts (fig. 16): Mouth, snout and the details, line of the forehead, outline
of the eye and pupil.
Parts srraped: ~eck, part of the eye between the pupil and rim, band sloping downwards defining a great leg; tbis slight scraped band also defines the spine of a \:Volf, at the
e,xpense of another Bison.
4. Lastly, destroying the whole body of the preceding animal, a Bison, probably in its
summer coat, for the hair is scanty.
Engraved parts (fig. 16): Mouth and nostrils, eye, ear, left horn (feebly), coat on the
withers, hump, round the tail and haunch, whole of the front left leg, part of the right.
Paris scraped: Beard, surface and outline of front of head, line of the spine to the
haunches, inside part of the tail, outside of thc haunch, part of the outline of the hind
legs and belly, s~rface and space between the front legs, line across the body.
Alterations: Blacks much strengthened, hoofs of the Bison re-drawn with more details; principal addition: an extra front leg hardly visible on the 1902 plate.

NIedley of artúnals.
Plate .\XXIX. Size: z ms. from the muzzlc of the red and orange Hind's head to the
Bíson's tail.
This is the most difficult panel to decipher.
There seem to be five successive layers of paíntings.
l .
Sheaves of horizontal parallel red strokes to the left.
2.
Large blackish formless washes, particularly between thc Bison's lcgs, abovc the
small Hind's back and to the left of íts hind-quarters, the forehead (probably of a wild
Boar), and an indefiníte spindle-shaped symbol.
3. R emaíns of a big Hínd in flat red wash and yellow ochre. Thc muzzle on the
left belongs to it, the eye is painted in black and was aítenvards turned into the ear of
a polychrome Bison. The painting of the Hind covers the engraving of a Hind's head,
scarcely visible except for thc eye, which is on the neck of the painted Hincl with many
other indistinct engravings; the outline oí this head, nostrils, mouth and line of the
forehead are finely engraved.
4. A srnall brown very faded Bíson, in one shade, with hind hoofs rather darker,
shewing the birth of the polychromc style; its outline is engraved and scraped on the red
Hind of the 3rd ]ayer.
Engraved parts (fig. 17): Eye, ears, upper outllne of the heacl and neck, front legs, line
of the belly, part of hind legs.
Parts scraped: :J-Iuzzle, lower outline of the head and neck, hind -quarter and back,
surface of the belly. The latter scraping is to produce a high light and has sacrificed the
red Hind, only a few fragments of this remaining. The dark hoofs were painted on top of

.·
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Fig. 17. Engraved parts and painting of a tangle of animals and signs. Pl. XXXIX.
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the red. All round the brown Hind, there is a sort of light halo which was washed, framing the scraped and engraved outline. The result of this washing has been that the colour,
though very diluted, has sunk into the lines of the engraving. In the parts where it is
only engraved not washed, such as the legs, the red has sunk evenly into the strokes. vVe
therefore think that the artist had begun again to spread and stomp colour, when painting the last animal, a Bison.
5. Unfinished Bison; the hind-quarters, belly and legs are partly finished. The eye
is engraved on the orange colour of the Hind belonging to the 3rd layer, 011 the Hind's
forehead on which it encroaches. The Hind's head looks better, if one screens the Bison's
eye; the Hind's eye has been used for a Bison's ear.
Parts engraved: Eye, hind legs, horn ear and nostrils.
Parts scraped: Surface between eye and shoulder, whole of the front leg!?, sex, tail,
rump and haunches.
Alterations: Colour of the Hind's muzzle of the 3rd layer is orange, not red as given
before. More of the blackish remains 011 the 2nd layer; considerable accentuation of the
black lines in the polychrome Bison and much more detail in its legs, tail and sex. The
comb-shaped sign under the Bison's chest is mauve.

Fig. 18. Engraved parts of a Horse and Hind. PI. XL.

Horse and Hind.
Plates XL, XLI. Size: 2 metres 12 cms. from the end of the tail to the tip of the
muzzle.
The Hind was pai:nted first in brown-red on old traces of red and orange, the engraved strokes and outlines of the animal, and i11deed all of it, are covered by the red of
the Horse, the Hind bei11g slightly darker; it seems to belong to the flat wash series
slightly emphasized by black, the very dawn of polychrome.
Parfs engraved (fig. 18): Eye, mouth, 11ostril and ears.
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Parts scraped: Forehead, neck, chest, shoulders and front legs lightly scraped.
The Horse, a sort of pony, is unfinished; it belongs to the polychrome pa.intings 1 although its incomplete black outline shews that it must be one of the older ones.
Engraved parts: Eye, ear, outside edge of the mouth, mouth, nostril, chin, line of
forehead, front of the neck which is scraped. Sorne traces of engraving are on the hock
and on the back. To produce a high light and do away with the paint of earlier animals,
the artist has washed round the mouth and under the belly. The painting of the Horse
covers an engraved Hind's head on the Horse's back; at a certain clistance under the
belly, there is the hardly decipherable drawing of a human.
\Vhitish concretions along the back.
In 1932, this drawing was completely re-drawn by Breuil and he made besides a more
careful study of the old red paintings; the alterations were: the lesser visibility of the
painted Hind, a more correct interpretation of the legs, tail and head of the Horse. Its
forelock, two ears and light muzzle were not produced clearly enough in 1902.
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Fig. i9. Engraved parts of Bison. PJ. XLII.

Big Bison walking.
Plates XLII, XLIII. Size of the Bison: 2 metres 05 cms. \Vidth of the panel: 3 metrcs 25 cms.
r. Remains of plain red are very abundant round and beneath the polychrome Bison
(see Plate VI); in frontis a sort oí plant-like pattern and thcre are two others behind, and,
under the belly, a big club-shaped sign. The polychrome Bison is obviously superposed on
these red signs. Covered up by the red signs, are different unintelligible engravings and
two engraved huts (?), one to thc left of the front legs, the other beyond them.
2.
Not very important remains of hardly distinguishable small black drawings are
near the front legs and above the tuft on the nape-hump; there are the horns of a Bison
full-face, carried over from Plate XIX of the 1902 edition.
6
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3. As for the Bison, it is one of the animals whose colouring has remained extremely bright.
Parts engraved: Horn, ear, eye, nostrils, upper lip, mouth, front left leg, cleft of the
hoof of the front right leg, belly, sex, tuft of tail.
Parts scraped (fig. 19): Rump and haunches.
Alterations: This has been entirely re-drawn as much to corred an error in proportion
(the head was too small), as to show the important mass of red decoration earlier than the
Bison. Certain details of the Bison have been greatly altered (sex and hoofs).

Small black shaded Bisons.
Plates XLIV and XLIV bis, r: Size of the two Bisons; left: r metre; right: r metre
cms.
To the left, bellowing Bison; remains of very faint engraving on the nape and deeper
engraving on the dewlap.
To the right, another black Bison, a few traces indicating an engraved or scraped outline; the proportions of the animal were exaggerated in length by the Paleolithic artist.
These two Bisons belong to the last layer before the polychromes; the one on the right
has its hind-quarters on rcmains of red and yellow, ali tbat is left of very old paintings.
A comb-sbaped red sign is painted above the left hand one, and the sign on the tail of the
right hand Bison, which was given in the 1902 edition, is now reduced to a very faint
mark.
This plate also bears different engravings: a Hind's head, slightly in front of the
hump of the left hand Bison; another between the two Bisons, on top of the homs of the
right hand one; a third near-by, a great many engravings, scarcely intelligible; several to
the left of the bellowing Bison seem also to be rough sketches of Hind's heads.
Only one small Bison couchant remains of the latest layer of painiings; it is to the
right at the same height as the right hand Bison; its position on the plate has been altered;
the small boss with the shape of which it blends is partially destroyed by condensation;
there remain only a few traces of black and red, and it looks as if it had never been
finished.
Alterations: The position of the homs of the left hand Bison and rather more precission in its hoofs. A symbol, near the curled round Bison and quite unconnected with it, has
been carried over on to Plate XXXIV.
12

Wild Boar walking.
Plate XL V. Size: r metre 45 cms. from tail to snout.
A ga.lloping wild Boar had first been painted; its black hind legs and part of its front
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legs are still visible. They resemblc thc engraved and scraped legs of the polychromc figures. If the body of the first Boar paintcd was red, jt may havc bcen reutilized when thc figure was restored, and the restoration would alter its attitude. The body is rather faded and
follows the shape of a low gcntly rounded boss. Its silhouettc is rather lost in the rocky
background.
Engraved parts (fig. 20): l\Iost of the back and front legs, aboYe the snout.

Fig.

20.

Engravcd parts of walking wild Boar. PI. XL V.

Parts scraped: Belly, hind-quarters, backbone (a broken line with gaps) tusk and
mouth, chest.
l\Iany engravings ncar by: A Hind under the belly {fig. 62, l), huts behind the hocks and
behind the wild Boar in thc direction of thc big polychrome Bison. Abovc the back,
(figs. 54, l; 55, l, 3) there are many dclicate engravir'! gs of scveral Humans; there is one
bigger, with stalactite on his head, which is above the Boar's head. SeYeral other drawings
of humans under the painting, either hardly decipherable or tangled in ea.ch other, hands,
heads (one is probably full-face), two eyes anda nose.
The plate already published had to have the colour considerably strengthened and it
has faded a great dcal since the 1902 copy.
Alterations: Sorne slight corrections of thc legs, snout, ear and sex.
Stafionar)' B1"son bellowing.
Pla!es XLVI, XLVII. Size: I mctre 62 cms. írom muzzle to anus and r metrc from
withers to front hoof.
A smoked black inscription makes it very hard to decipher the front legs, as can be
seen from the photograph.
Engraved parts (fig. 21): (deeply): Hair on the withers; fore leg, upper joint and

forehead, horn, ea.r, eye with a pupil, nostril, shoulder, upper part of afore leg, belly and
sex, rump, part of the legs and hocks, balf of the hoofs (lightly), hump and haunches,
inside line of the tail.
Scraped parts: Lower jaw, chest, shoulder anda zone at the edge of the thorax and
belly.

Fig.

21.

Engravcd parts of stationary bcllowing Bison. PJ. XLVI.

Under the painting at the neck, is the engraving of a )fan (fig. 54, 2). In front, vague
reddish marks anda boss which has bcen painted, but the rock has deteriorated too much
for the design to be intelligible.
Alterations: Very few, chiefly detail of the legs and the black outline which rea.ches
the belly and the sex.

Big Hind.
Plates XLVIII, XLIX, XLIV bis b. Total length: 2 metres 25 cms.
I.
The oldest painted figures on this panel are red clu b-shaped signs, surcharged by the
polychrome Hind.
2.
1\fany engravings, immediately undernea.th the red club-shaped signs and also the
polychrome Hind. They are all over the panel, many so tangled that they are difíicult
to dccipher. There is a hut (?) abovc the Hind's backbone, anothcr under the bclly, a
human figure above the haunches (fig. 54, 3), a second at the spring of the shoulder (figure 55, 2), hidden as are others less complete or indecipherable by the paint of thc Hind.
Another is beneath its front hoofs (fig. 56).
3. A small black shaded Bison, rather faded, with no trace of engraving.
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4. Polychrome Hind.
Engraved parts (fig. 22). The tear duct (deeply), nostril, mouth, eye, ears, edge of
the jaw and neck, lower jaw.
Parts scraped: Right hind leg, from rump to fetlock, contour line from neck to tail,

Fig.

22.

Engravcd parts oí thc big Hind. Pl. XLVIII.

from ca.rs to nape and ears to nostrils, lower part of the neck, part of front legs, ventral
line; a high light has been given on the chest in the same way.
It can be seen that a badly placed ear was partially rubbed out by the artist. Very dry
white concretions are on the lower part of the rump.
Alterations: This plate has been entirely re-drawn, the very great dip in the roof of
this part of the cave had thrown out the perspective as regards the position of the legs.
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Fig. 23. Ladder-like signs paintecl in red, dcrived from
clegenerated tectiforms, painted in thc cul-de-sac A of Hall

IIL No. r4.

CHAPTER IV
Decorations in the principal gallery and minor
ornaments on the big ceiling.

l. Paintings.
Red paintings are only in a narrow fissure (fig. 23), not in the main gallery.
The recess, :N"o. III A, on the plan is two metres wide at its entrance; this vertical fissure narrows rapidly and clo~es within 4 or 5 metres. The roof is a flat stretch of

Fig. 24. Slightly shaded black Stag in
thc entrancc hall; this figure was hidden
bchind the fallen blocks dcstroyed in 1910
by Alcalde del Río. Scalc l/5.

limestone about 3 metres above the floor, and it is easy to hoist oneself up with the help
of the roughness of the walls if one wishes to reach and touch it. Four signs painted in
brown lines can be seen from the threshold, ovals, close together, barred across twice

and very much alike. Lower down, and to the left, there are quite different signs on
the walls, they are very red on a white surface. There is a ribbon, like a ladder curled in
an S; alongside another ladder-pattern is attached at the end to a straight line; one would
say a lance with its pennant, or unfurled flag at the end of jts staff, which lies
horizontally. Beneath, near the ground, sorne reddish patches are perhaps the rcmains
of other signs (C. A. Pl. IV, Nos. 2-6). To the left, there is nothing particular to be
seen at first; but in stooping we perceive that the under part of a rocky shelf, 20 to 30
cms. wide, is ornamented for a length of 2 metres. Parallel ladder-like red bands, uniting, when the surface is narrow, spreading out and multiplying at the wider parts, cover
the whole surface of the projecting ledge (fig. 23). Thc floor of this recess seems to be
decidcdly raised by deposits of sticky clay brought by infiltration. It is therefore possible that, in former times, this red ornamentation was seen on entering. The general appearance of these places, the situation of the signs, both combine to impress the modern

Fig. 25. Bovine animal drawn in black, 55 cms. Hall. III. Ko. 4.

visitor trying to discover something of the life and customs of t he men of the past; here
everything indicates a holy place. I n no other parts of the cave of Altamira do we find these
red ladder-like ribbons.
It seems to us essential to emphasize the indisputable relationship between the red and
black series.
These discoveries in 1902 taught us a fact which was then unique. It is not so today; most of the Ca.ntabrian caves shew similar corners laden with signs resembling the
so1i of tectiforms known at Castillo and Pasiega 1 • The 4 brown signs, which evidently
set a mysterious seal on the comer, are now less rare; they are related to the simplest of the
black ladder and tectiform signs, and therefore of the whole group (C. C. chap. XII,
pps. 179-191; PA. chap. V, pps. 37-41) .
The custom of massing these signs in a particular recess does not seem to occur in
France. Dr. Obermaier emphasized the peculiar character of the signs in the cave of Buxu
7 Tect1forms. C. C. Pis. LXXVI, LXXX, LXXXI, LXXXVII, cbap. XII, pp. 179-19r.-La Pasiega, Pis. X, XIII, XIV, XV, XXIII, XXV, pp. 36-41.
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Horses drawn m
· black' ran d z) Scale r 15· Nos. II and r2.- 3 and 6) ' at the back7 of the
26.
big Fig.
hall.-3,
) Scale r / 4·-6) ' Scale r /5.
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(see p. n3), drawn in black and resembling the more recent group in the deep gallery
of Altamira. We shall return to this subject later.
Besides the recess previously described, another narrow fissure, near it and running
towards the recess, should be noted, which is entirely rubbed over with red. T he same

'¡
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Fig. 27. Black drawing of a Felinc (?); Scale 1/4. Ko. 27.

occurs at Gargas in a smaller recess, where it is certainly Aurignacian, and in this case ali
the walls are coated alike with red. Sorne splashes of red can be noted on sorne projecting point of the roof in the innermost part of the cave, such as are to be seen in many
painted caves.
The red designs of the recess given above are, we think, contemporaneous, as they are
at Castillo and La Pasiega, with the drawings in broad red lines of the other neighbouring caves, therefore probably Aurignacian.

/
Fig. 28. Black drawing of a Bison, shcwing
the transition from signs to clearly animal figures;
length 52 cms. No. 28.

~·
\

Fig. 29. Black Ibcx covcred by stalactitc,
38 cms. long. No. 34.

In the red frieze consisting entirely of ladder-líke bands, we see merely a tendency to
exaggerate the style of othcr tectiforms oí Castillo type. The big ladder band seems the result of a blending of five rather irregular tcctiforms. Towards the middle, there are two
supporting posts clearly defined.
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l. Black paintings.
The black paintings in the gallery are of three kinds: I. Animal figures.-2 . Tectiforms.-3. Many drawings on the walls (fig. 35 a and b), signs or simply smears with
charred sticks used for lighting.
I . Animal figures, usually very poor and drawn in a very cursory fashion. The best
are of the same type as those on the big ceiling where we noted various Bisons, Horses,
Stags, Bulls and I bexes (Pls. VII, XXXVI, L) . They are at wide distances apart starting
almost at the entrance (C. C., fig. 209, p. 204), such as (fig. 24) the Stag, discovered in 1910,

J
I

t) \

Fig. 30.

Two Ibexes and the head of a Hind painted in black. Scale 1/4. Nos. 35, 36.

when sorne of the fallen blocks were broken up by H . Alcalde del Río. The others are
scattered at Nos. 4, 5, I I , 12, 13, 27, 28, in those parts of the gallery III, IV, V; several
are in the lower hall VI (34 and 37 on the map) and there areyet more in the narrow end corridor, Nos. 48, 53, 59, 62 and 66.
These black drawings consist, if we include the big ceiling, of 9 H orses (figs. 26, 31),
3 Bisons (fig. 28), one small slightly shaded and one only a head 1 z bovine animals (fig. 25),
5 Stags (fig. 24), I Hind (fig. 30), Ibexes (figs. 29, 30), I Feline (?) (fig. 27) and various in-

Fig. 3r.

Horsc vcry roughly paintcd in black in the end corridor. "Xo. 53.

o

Fig. 32. Two heads or masks of animals (Bison and wild Boar~). drawn in
black on anglcs oí thc rock in the cnd corridor. Scale I/4. Nos. 59, 62.
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determinate creatures. There is, besides, the forehead of a Bison on the big ceiling, and two
faces or masks in the end corridor (fig. 32); one is a Bison, the other a far longer one, a
Boar (?). These faces are on rocky angles on the left side of the very narrow end passage.
These black drawings, which we have just described, are exactly like those in Castillo, and although at one point there is an engraved Hind of the style of those on the
shoulder-blades in the lower Magdalenian III of Castillo, cutting across a black line (fig. 57),
the technique of the black Hind's head No. 35, shews that the two series are contemporaneous.
The very careless style of many of the drawings, especially those in the end corridor,
makes one think they were drawn by beginners, perhaps during a time of initiation.
Their very small number, I4 in all, in the gallery, may mean that it ,,·as not much fre-
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Fig. 33. :i\lodified tectiform and other unintelligible figures, íorming a group painted in black on thc
right wall of the same recess. Scalc 1/5. No. 57 a.

quented at this date. On the big ceiling, these figures are best, though never well preserved,
on the right hand side going inwards.
The colour of the drawings, probably made with charcoal, is exactly the same as that
of the black signs, tectiforms and others of the same parts of the cave.

2. Black Tectiforms.
At 57 on the plan, 27 ms. 50 crns. frorn the end of the very low narrow gallery which
forros the continuation of the cave, and 37 metres frorn its entrance, there is a very remarkable group of black tectiforms and sorne other surrouncling signs (figs. 33, 34, PI. LI). The
care with which they have been executcd contrasts with the negligence of most of the drawings in this pa1i of the cave. Three of the surrouncling signs are srnall radiating designs,
very peculiar, one rectangular, another nearly oval. There are no such signs in any other
Cantabrian or French caves, except at La Pileta (Málaga), where they are alongside
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black line drawings of animals. It is perhaps possible they are small granaries mounted on
piles, distorted in the drawing by a lack of perspective, but constmcted, as are the granaries of sorne primitive peoples, such as the pygmies of Mount Elgon (Kenya Colony), for example. There are five bigger signs, 3 are pronounced triangles. The first only
differs from the F rench type by the ladder-W\:e floor and roof and its two supporting
posts; Nos. 2 and 4 are almost rectangles. I n this series of Altamira signs, the ladder-like
type predominates; two have small bars projecting from the supporting peles, and one,
a chevron, looking like a <loor. I n No. 3, beyond the two supporting posts, all the outer

Fig. 34. Group of various black painted tectiforms on the left wall of a
recess in the end gallery. Scale 1/5. No. 57 b.

part is covered with a fine 1attice-work, the space between the posts being clear as if it
was an entrance. But there is an extra horizontal line which is transformed later into a
ladder-like band. In No. 4, in which the supporting posts are decorated, the inner horizon tal ladder band becomes a separate design running across but not reaching the edges,
and with several meanders. In No. 5, in which there is an indefinite number of supporting
posts, the left half has two ladder-bands, but, in the right half, the cross-bars and horizontal lines are broken and confused, and it is easy to see the evolution of such a pattern as
that at Castillo in which the interior is filled with a fairly regular lattice of vertical and
horizontal lines (C. C. p . r85, fig. r84). I n No. 5, at Altamira, the ends of the designare
left open.
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3. Elementa111 black ma1·ks.
In a great many places in the big gallery (fig. 36) and in the end corridor (figs. 35 a
and b), bJack marks made with charcoal can be seen, their meaning is generally unintelJigible; often the remains of the charcoal, which drew them, lie on the ground at the foot
of the wall, as if the ends of burnt sticks used for lighting had been ernployed and "snuffed" against the wall. H . Breuil has often seen similar marks, dueto this snuffing at Castillo, or, in 1932, in the cave of Gudón (Santander). In the latter, these marks, as well as
the many hoof prints of cattle and Men, seem to be no older than the Visigothic period. It is
probably thus that these elementary rnarks in the cave of Altarnira viere made, but they are
old, asoldas the black line drawings, for Magdalenian engravings cut across them twice,
(Bison, fig. 67; Hind No. 15, fig. 57). Does this mean that they lack interest? Probably
not, for in their primitive simplicity they display a certain systematic conventional character. In any case we can neither penetrate the mystery of these marks, nor pass them
over in silence. The first are in the principal gallery near the recess. They succeed each
other to the very end of the cave. Sorne are simply spots, others, circles, angles, short
unequal lines, cross-lines, and curious combinations of these, hardly ever complicated. In
sorne cases one would almost say written characters of an unknown alphabet.
But, amongst about 120 which we have copied, there are no two alike, and they are
scattered in no appreciable order at more or less distance from each other. They are therefore not letters.
Could they be guiding marks, sign-posts to point the way? Then they would have been
always drawn on very visible surfaces. Now sorne are hidden, they are not clear, not distinct enough, and anyhow too numerous to indicate a given spot. At sorne forks in the
cave, there are none, places where sign-posts would naturally have been required.
Their undoubted age, since they are sornetirnes earlier than the Palaeolithic engravings,
testify to their importance. They are perhaps comparable to the conventional inscriptions
on the Australian "message sticks" or those of the Japanese Negritos.
Did they give information to the initiates during their mysterious ceremonies? or were
they rnade by them? One cannot tell.
They vary, yet have a certain uniforrnity. To the lines which remind one of Japanese
writing, succeed rudimentary sketches of anirnals, either fairly complete profiles, when
they have the same quality of skill of hand possessed by those who rnade the engravings
and black line drawings; or they are parts of pictures, a head, a rnuzzle, sorne lines of a
back, a neck and shoulders, a hind-quarter. One slightly resembles a Cachalot with a
Squirrel perched on it.
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Fig. 36. Black signs scattercd along gallery V, from the top downwards, following the guiding line
on the figure. After H. Breuil. 1902.-Above, on the left, quadn1ped (?).-2nd. line, Bison's horn (?),
forehead, eye and horns of a sccond.-3rd. line, solitary eye.
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II. Aurignacian drawings.
l. Archaic drawings and tracings on clay.
At the entrance of the narrow final corridor, which is the end of the cave of Altarnira, there is a horizontal part of the roof above one's head, but within reach of one's
hand, covered with a layer of very plastic yellow red clay. M. Sautuola noticed that this
surface bore traces of many human fingers. :Vlessrs. Cartailbac and Breuil noticed these
Jater, but attached no importance to them. There was no doubt that countless fingers
had been trailed across, criss-crossing in every direction the surface disposable, and that
these marks were old, for they were covered by sorne small calcite incrustations, but they
scerned only to be marks of hands collecting clay for sorne everyday use.
To-day this is not an isolated instance, such designs are found at sorne places in
Font-de-Gaume and Combarelles, over immense surfaces at Gargas and Hornos de la
Peña, and a good many of later date at La Vache (Ariege), denoting the use of the sarnc
custorns in very different regions.
vVe rernernber that, at Gargas and Hornos de la Peña, these surfaces smoothed by
hand develop into real decoration rnade of spirals, ribbons fancifully twisted, or bizarre
interlacings. The latter are sometimes made with the fingers, sornetimes with an implement tracing several lines simultaneously.
Only about 27 metres frorn the actual threshold of the cave, between thc back oI
the entrance hall and hall IV, there is an unbroken stretch of roof originally covered with
clay, to-day only intact at the inner edge. \Vhat remains of it has been entirely decorated
with drawings made by fingers (No. 2 on the map) which we only noticed in March
1932, and which H. Breuil studied in October 1932. To draw them, the prehistoric artists
must have climbed on blocks fallen previously from the inner edge ofthe stretch of roof, and
they also used these fallen blocks for fingcr drawings, or engravings of other figures on
the inner section of the overhanging rock (3 on the map); H . Obermaier was the first
to attract attention to these last.
The roof surface available is about 5 metres long, with a greatest width of 2 metres
50 cms. towards the left wall, reduced to I metre 10 cms. in the middle of the gallery.
Reproductions are given here (fig. 37), but they are reduced considerably frorn the original
sketch which was about 1~ of the real size. This frieze of finger drawings made with 3, 4 or
5 fingers tracing simultaneously is incomprehensible at first sight, so great is the mass of
complicated interlacings, but a more careful examination led to a deciphering, on the narrowest side, of a very beautiful head of a primitive Bul1, measuring I metre 20 cms. in

Fig. 37. Sketch of the dccoration, drawn by íingers on clay, on the roof of part I I of thc right
hand gallcry, no. 2; lenght about 5 metres. In it can be seen an enormous head oí Bos primigenius and
several other heads which are less clcar, as well as one leg. A hut is engraved at onc end.
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Fig. 38. Sketch of thc fricze of engraved and fingcr-drawn dcsigns; A, Aurignacian cngraving of
a Hind immcdiatcly bcncath various bands drawn by fingcrs on thc clay; lcngth about 45 cms. B, Hind,
Horsc and Mammoth (?) cngravc<l on fingcr-drawings; width of thc panel 1 m. 40 cms. C, Unfinished engravings on fingcr-drawings, width 60 cms.
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1ength, inclusive of the existing part of thc neck. There is only one horn; the nostril and
eye are visible, and an ear, though this is less clear.
More to the right (fig. 37), there are parts of another head in profile, a little older (an
eye and the face) . Towards the centre of the panel, there are probably two or three other
h.eads, less decipherable, one with a big arched muzzle andan erect ear, the other with two
unequal horns. Towards the end of the frieze is an engraved hut like those on the big ceiling,
and various other incised lines, one cutting across a line drawn by a finger.
The neighbouring írieze on a section of the same shelf of rock consists oí three mediocre panels (fig. 38). On the first, is a very simple engraved Hind, more primitive than
those from :Jfagd. rrr and reminding onc of the engravings on small stone slabs in the
lower levels of the cave of Parpalló (Valencia), which are late Aurignacian and Solutrean in date, and obYiously older than the vertical finger drawings.
The second panel immediately to the right is covered with vertical lines made by fingers
on which are superposed single line finger drawings of the body of a Deer fairly well done,
and two very bad silhouettes of other animals.
The third panel boasts a line drawing cutting across a line drawn on the clay, the
meaning oí which is uncertain, which scems to have been done with a piece of wood.
Such interlacings are to be found at Altamira on a piece of frieze which fell in the big
gallery and which, in falling, broke into many blocks lying side by side on the ground. On
the upper part of the fallen blocks, flat as a table, the Magdalenian had installed a workshop for the preparation oí red colouring matter, which left a layer of iron-ochre mixed
with fragments of that mineral, fine flint flakes and bone stilettos.
Many meandering lines made with a three-pronged instrumentare drawn on the vertical part of the frieze which Señor Alcalde del Río, who discovered it, managed to release
from part of the fallen blocks. Most of the reproductions of tbese designs are on figures 39-..¡.2.
There is no doubt that there is a similarity between these decorations which are so
rudimentary, and those oí Gargas and Hornos. \Ve remind our readers that, in the latter
cave, the engravings, sorne of which are Aurignacian and others early ::VIagdalenian, are cut
on top of the meanders and interlacings. The same occurs on this írieze at Altamira.
Indeed the line drawings of Horses (figs. 39, 40), absolutely primitive in style, legless
and with the details carelessly given, are also surcharged on the meanders; the very erect
Horse's mane drawn by one extremely convex line, projecting ata very acute angle above
the forehead, is seen in the oldest silhouettes of Gargas, Hornos and La Croze a Gontran
de Tayac (Dordogne).
I n ali cases, these drawings can be classed as Aurignacian, and they are certainly so at
Altamira. Amongst the figures to be noted is one (fig. 39) on the right of a small Horse rearing, a big vertical line crowned by two ears and flanked with an eye; it follows an angle
of the rock which has been selected to define the front part of a Horse's (?) head.
Amongst the designs on the fallen frieze at the right hand end, there is an engraving
of a roughly done figure (fig. 42) which, it is easy to see, resembles one of those problem-

Fig. 39. Frieze fallen in the big gallery. Primitive spirals and archaic Horses; the vertical line follows
an angle of the rock and represents the forehead of a Horse. Scale I /4. Hall IV. No. 23.
c.

I

e
Ft'g. 40. Archaic Horses superposed on primitive meanders. Central part of the fallen frieze. Hall IV.
Scale I/4.

atical figures on the big ceiling, sorne of which, with Bird's heads and Bear's paws, others,
with human arms and simian faces, have forced us to admit the hypothesis that disguise
was practised in Quaternary times, as it is now by modern savages.
Messrs. Cartailhac and Breuil never thought, at the time they studied the cave of Alta-

Fig. 4I· Primitive meanders made with a coml>-shaped irnplement, similar to sorne at Hornos and
Gargas. From the fallen írieze. Scale 1/4. (Sec figs. 39 and 40).

mira, of classifying separately these engravings and the huts with radiating tops, like the
straw-covered granaries of primitive peoples, which accompany them, from the mass of
other drawings (figs. 53-56). Nowadays we think that the huts and humans are older, whilc
the mass of engravings are upper Solutrean and Magdalenian. These human figures and
huts, like the small H orses on the frieze and the anthropomorphic figure of Hornos are
Aurignacian. They are never found, like the others, superposed on the big red animals, or
on the black drawings, whilst they are in several instances immediately beneath, not only
the Polychromes, which also surcharge the huts and humans, but even below those big
red signs sprinkled over the background of the decorated roof. They therefore form a
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very old group of pictures which should be carefully classed apart from the rest of the
engravings in this Cantabrian cave.
Here and there in the gallery, there are other figures drawn with the same technique,
either made with a finger or a stick.

Fig. 42. Problematical figure, analogous to the
anthropomorphic figures on the big ceiling; from the
fallen frieze. Scale 1/4. This figure was either accidentally destroyed, or bidden during the operations for
preserving the cave.

I n section V of the big corridor, immediately after the fallen frieze, are other animal
drawings on a clay covered wall, not combined with interlacings, and which we only saw
recently as they were very high up. Nos. 29, 30, and 3r (fig. 43) can be easily reached by
a little climbing, these are the only decipherable remains oí a frieze which began slightly
before, and ran the whole length of an irregular strip on a shelf of rock full of inequalities. The only two figures which are decipherable are Ibexes, I metre apart, both looking to
the left; they seem to have been drawn with a small stick, as are those on the wall facing.
The drawing is very simple, without detail but fairly good, the horns are more or less full or
3/4 face.
9

Fíg. 43. Severa! Ibexcs cngravcd on clay on the rock fricze. Nos. 29, 31; on thc wall Iacing a bovine
animal, No. 32, and ninc mctrcs bcforc reacbing _it, on the lcft hand sidc of gallcry V.
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On the opposite wall of the same section, there is (fig. 44) first a drawing, fairly low
down, of a Bull (No. 26) drawn in the same way, i.e. with a stick on the decomposed
limestone; its lines cut through older finger drawings and it is fairly correct, the horns
are also nearly full face.

Fig. 44. Engraved head of an Izard (?), and a Bull; the laltcr cuts across the remains of vcry old
Aurignacian engravings. Scale 1/4. No. 26.

Twenty-five centimetres to the left of the preceding Bull, the little head of a Chamois
(Izard) turned to the left is drawn in strong plain lines and may be the same age.
At the other end of the same wall, just before the steep descent into the lower hall

Fig. 45. Bull and other engravings, high up on thc frieze of the gallery V; the Bull is 60 cms. long
and to the right at a distance of 60 eros. írom lhc othcr cngravings. Nos. 32, 33.

VI, there is a frieze, inaccessible at the present time except with a ladder, on which
Nos. 32 and 33 are drawn with a stick (fig. 45). The first consists of two lines of backs,
mixed together, one probably that of a bovine animal very roughly sketched, turning to
the right, the muzzle and projecting horns, the line of the back and tail stretching back-
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wards; the other drawing tangled in it seems, by the great steepness of the slope, to be the
back of an Elephant facing left.
No. 33 is better and is a Bull running to the right (fig. 45), drawn in the same way;
the two horns, springing from the top of its forehead upwards, clearly indicate the species:
on the rising withers there is not evcn a rudimentary hump nor the clump of hair on the
nape which distinguishes a Bison; these remarks apply also to No. 26.

Fig. 46. Engravings on the right hand wall of the end gallery X.-I}, Bison, forehead facing right, No. 50;
-2), a kneeling Ibex (?), extremcly vague as to the homs which have not been copicd. No. 51.-The figure A, quite at the end of the gallery, may represent the hind leg of a grazing animal, or a swimming
water-bird. Scale 1/4.

At 40 on the map, there are more poor drawings of similar technique, depicting probably two Horses and a head; these have not been copied.
The narrow end corridor contains no remains of this kind. We have mentioned already
the many finger tracings which are not pictures, noted on the roof near the entrance from
earliest times by Sautuola, and, sorne metres from these, on the right wall of the passage,
there is a coarsely made Bison silhouette in the same style (fig. 46, r), and remains of
anothercloseby(fig. 47). At5ronthemap,afterthepreviouspictures, there is (fig. 46, 2) a
barbarous drawing of an animal in wide deep lines: the hind-quarters stand high and the
line of the back falls away steeply so that the head is almost on a level with the hoofs. It is
probably a sketch of a kneeling kid grazing; its single front leg is ridiculously small. Its
very small muzzle shews it to be a very young animal; the last time we examined it, is seemed

/1

\
Eg. 47. Engraved Bison near the Bison of fig. 46, no. 50. Scale 1/4.

Eg.

48·

Very roughly engraved Bison. Scale r /4. No. 56.

-
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to us to have a single wide horn springing from the forehead, rather indistinct; this is not
shewn in our copy.
At 56, there is another Bison turning left (fig. 48), which might perhaps be attributed to
the same date as can the hatchings on the roof, near the Stag (No. 55), which is clearly
later. Bison (No. 56) has only one very incurved horn, but is very archaic in style.
We might perhaps, with certain reservations, be tempted to class with this collection of

Fig. 49. Drawing of a Fish (?), Horsc's head, etc. on the clay floor in the last few yards of the end
gallery (X), near the wall. Scale 1/4.

drawings on clay, thc rudimentary ones on the mud of the floor in the last metres of the
narrow end gallery of Altamira. They are placed along the foot of the walls, thus saving
them from being later trampled under foot (fig. 49). \Ve can half make out a Horsc's
head anda sort of Fish (?) . These drawings do not seem as fresh as the marks of Bear's
claws found at the same place, we must therefore admit them to be earlier than the continuous occupation of thc cave by Man, which, it seems, dates from the birth of Upper Solutrean times.

2. Large figures sculptured on the stalagmitic cascade.
The big cascade of earthy stalagmite, No. 6 on the map, covering ali one side of hall
III, although in a ruinous condition, retains various figures sculptured in the soft rock
(Figs. 50, 5r) .
The most complete, measuring about r m . 55 cms. in length (a11 that remains of it), is
nota Bison as H. Breuil thought in r902, for the foremost convexity on the spine is nota
hump, but very high \VÍthers, more like a Bull. There is another animal of the same type on
the left, as well as a group of very deep incisions difficult to interpret. These figures seem

-
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Hg. 50. Sketch of deeply sculptured figures, much damagcd, on the cascade of earthy stalagmite in
Hall III. No. 6. The big Bull (?), on the right, mcasures r m. 55 cms., without its head which is dcstroyed; what remains of the animal on the lcft measures 77 cms.; at some distance to the right, and on lhc
same surface as the fig. 5r.

Fig. 5z. Sketch of figures very deeply
incised on the samc cascadc as Bull fig. 50, to
the left of il. No. 6. Same scale as fig. 50.

to have been destroyed not by modern but by Palaeolithic Man, as were probablythe Felines
of Magdalenian age in the cave of Montespan.
On the cascade the figures are of Aurignacian style, as we noted in 1902.
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3. Aurignacian engravings on the big ceilin,q.
Figures of anirnals, rnen and huts of the straw-roofed type
ed with sorne difficulty on the big ceiling; they are older, not
chrornes, but also older than the black animals and the plain
that roof. Sorne of thern are more recent than the rernains

(fig. 53) can be decipheronly than the large polyred anirnals and signs of
of red Aurignacian line

Ft'g. 52. Engraved Ibcx, Aurignacian, on a red Horse
\\;th finely engraved outlinc and under a big polychrome Bison; on the right side of the big painted ceiling, PI. XI.

drawings which they cut across. The straw-roofed huts and the Menare almost all con·
fined to the foot of the hall, the anirnals (fig. 52), on the contrary, being rnostly on the right
as you enter. The huts, numbering about seventy, are generally drawn by finely engraved
lines radiating from a spot and forming a section of a little more than a quarter circle (fig.
53). It is odd that so far none have been found in other caves.
The human or semi-human figures cleciphered in r902 have not been added to in the
course of our new discoveries; the lowering of the soil which was so essential for a
proper view of the big frescoes, has made it difficult to locate them, and we could only
do so by climbing on a chair and using our old notes as guide. The biggest measures 60
cms. in height (fig. 54, r) and faces the side wall of the cave, between that and the head

3

/

Fig. 53. Rayed figures on the big ceiling, probably representing huts.- I and 2), to the right, at the
back of the big painted ceiling (see Pl. V) .-3), to the right of the big Hind. Scale I /4.
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of the walking wild Boar (Pl. XLV); the lines are fairly deeply incised. An animal
head with muzzle and raised arms are noticeable, characteristics which most of the other
figures have in common. The same is seen in a smaller drawing near the same wild Boar, of

2

'3

Fig. 54. Engravings of what appcar to be masked Humans, nearly ali with raised arms: I ,60 cms. high
bctwecn the walking wild Boar ancl the lcft hand wall of the big painted hall.-2), 40 cms. high, on the
bellowing brown Bison.-3), 40 cms. high, abovc thc hind quarters of the big Hind.

an ithyphallic person whose legs can just be made out. Another figure, with no legs, is
drawn on the shoulder of the same wild Boar (fig. 55, 3). The hind-quarters of the Boar
cut through a couple closely embraced: the ithyphallic Man has his mouth open and is more
easily made out than his partner who is enmeshed in too many irrelevant lines. H. Breuil
saw this drawing in 1902, found it again after thirty years and decided to mention it.
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There are many others in the neighbourhood of the big Hind (figs. 54, 55), such as
one with an animal head, raised arms and accentuated rump, above the Hind's haunches,
or another similar but with an aigrette at the back of the neck, behind the Hind's elbow
(fig. 55, 2), anda bigger one, equally phallic, with the head of a bird and tbe legs of a
Bear, is placed near tbe hoofs of the same Hind (fig. 56). A single engraving of a Hu-

4

Fig. 55. Engravmgs of wbat appear to be Humans, probably masked and sorne with raised arms.r) Height: 35 cms., near the walking wild Boar.-2) Height: 22 cms., behind tbe elbow of the big Hind.3) Height: 30 cms., on the shoulder of the walking wild Boar.- 4) Height: 32 eros., on tbe right of the
big painted ceiling in the zone of tbe signs.

man is seen on the right, in the zone of the big club-like signs; this has no hands, but
a head with a thick muzzle (fig. 55, 4) .
These figures, which, in r902, we could compare with only a very few Magdalenian
engravings, are now found almost everywhere in greater or less degree and with the
same characteristics. The "Monkey" at Hornos is of this type, with its artificial tail; in
r902, we did not notice it was ithyphallic; it is also Aurignacian.
Nearly ali these figures have the heads of animals, raised arms, and sometimes the
legs are animal. Nowadays it is not necessary to explain at length the meaning of these
peculiarities; it is generally admitted that the use of ceremonial masks and hunting disguises in Upper Palaeolithic times is a known fa.et . As for the adoring attitude of these
semi-human figures, various factors must be taken into account: the greater familiarity

•

with animal figures in art, the far less frequent drawings of humans, and that it was far
easier to draw the arms in that position, even if it was hieratic.
It is strange that at Altamira the human figures are not usually amongst the engravings of animals, but are clustered ncar the huts.

Fig. 56. Engraved anthropomorphic figure, placed near the
forelcgs of the big Hind. The unfinishcd lines are doubtful, the
phallus is in relicf (champ-levé).
Scale r/4.

In contrast, the engravings of animals of various ages increase in nurnber on the right
irnrnediately after entering the big hall, and are so terribly entangled, that only a íew of
thern can be deciphered; these date from the time before the plain red paintings, or else are
their contemporaries. The rnost rcmarkable is an Ibex, the head very accurate, but the front
hoofs ridiculously small (fig. 52); it is completely covered by the paint of the red Horse
(Pl. IX) .
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III. IVIagdalenian engravings.
The older layers of Cantabrian Magdalenian ( Magd. r I I type), both at Castillo and
Altamira, have yielded a series of shoulder blades, and sometimes other bones engraved
with animal figures in a quite individual style; these are generally Hinds and sometimes
Bisons. H. Alcalde del Río considered that they belonged to the final Solutrean of Altamira, but, though at Castillo there is no final Solutrean layer, there were many of thesc
engraved bones in the lower Magdalenian leve!, so we cannot say that this style did not

Fig. 57.

Hind, 72 cms. long, engraved in wide strong but not very deep lines; more recent than a
band of black paint, which they cut tbrough. On thc left side of the right band gallery (between III and
IV). No. 15.

begin rather earlier than the lower Magdalenian, especially when the unbroken continuity
of human occupation of Altamira, during these two successive periods, is considered. The
characteristic of these engravings on bone is, that the contour is drawn by a fairly fine line
and the design is then partially filled in with clusters of fine, more or less parallel scratches. At both Altamira and Castillo, the walls display a good many pictures in this style.
In Altamira the most perfect (fig. 57) is a Hind, 72 cms. long, engraved in strong
wide lines, two thirds oí the fore-part of the animal being covered with oblique cuts. It is
exactly at No. 15 on the map, to the left, at the mouth of the big gallery III-IV, at the
point where the daylight coming from the entrance, dies. Others are on the big ceiling,
superposed on the red paint of the animals in flat wash, and always immecliately beneath

Fig. 58. r) Tangle of engraved animals. Stag, Horse and Hind's head . No. r6.-2 and 3) Finely
engraved Hind's heads. Nos. r8, 20.-4) Hind's head deeply engraved, in the midst of the big polychromes.
·
Scale r/4. Drawings by Miss Mowbray, except 4.
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the polychromes. We mentioned a good many, when describing tbe plates, only a few of
the most complete were copied (figs. 58, 4; 62, 70, r). Tbey are not ali filled in with
scratcbings, but they have an undeniable family resemblance. Another head is bebind the
elbow (brisket) of the stationary polychrome Bison (fig. 58, 4, PI. XIX). An Ibex head, of
very good style and filled in the same way, is on the right of the painted ceiling, superposed on the fore-legs of a Horse in plain red (fig. 61, 2, Pl. IX). Cutting through the paint
of Pl. X a, there are several small Stags anda Horse, and on the animal of similar colour
PI. X b, is the head of another Stag. Yet another, with very slightly developed antlers and
running to the right, is engraved across its chest on the red which is re-utilized for a

Fig. 59. Group of a big Stag and a Ibex which seems to
defy it. To the right on the big ceiling. Hall I. Scale 1/ro.

polychrome Bison Pl. XI. Oblique cuts cover the front and lower half of th e neck and al1 the
lower flanks; above the head, a smaller Hind with a fore-shortened or rather an atrophied
head, but with big ears. It is slightly bebind the hind hoofs of the polychrome Bison previously mentioned. Between it and the back of the red animal Pl. X a, is the fine roa1ing Stag
facing to the right (figs. 59, 60), so well known as to be a classic. Unfortunately, since
our most careful copy and our photograph (C. A. Pl. XXXI), other copies less lightly
made have rather injured it.
Slanting cuts on the muzzle, back and lower belly, can be noted. It is a formidable
animal, standing magnificently, the forelegs very carefully finished, the two antlers
drawn in rather a conventional way: the left slants backward behind theright, which has
three frontaltines; the shafts of both antlers increase in size, and broaden considerably, producing three rather short front tines, standing out well from tbe base and spreading into a

. Fig. 60. B.'g
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very wide forked palmette. Although the frontal tines are characteristic of the Red Deer
species, the rest of the antlers seem to be rather different and more like the Cervus somonensis, although that species has only a single fr:ontal tine.
This admirably drawn Stag faces an Ibex with a single short horn, of which H. Breuil
could only make out the head anda little of the outline of the fore-quarters. Near here is
the engraving of the pseudo-human Bison profile (fig. 6r) which led to his article refuting
its wrong interpretation by Martel 8 •

Fig. 6r.

Engraved heads of Bison and Ibex on thc big ceiling. Scale l /4.

Along the opposite wall, are classic Hind's heads of Magdalenian rrr style, very often
covered by the big polychromes; there are at least three on top of Pl. XLIV a, five on
Pl. XIX (one has been mentioned already), one on the polychrome Horse Pl. XL, an
almost complete though sketchy Hind on the walking wild Boar (Pl. XLV, fig. 62, r), a
Hind's head, a complete cervoid animal on Pl. XIII, a Hind's head on PI. XIX, a badly
drawn Horse, a Horse's head, two Hind's heads, one of a bovine and one of a horned
animal on Pl. XVII; three Hind's heads, one of wh:ich is partly pa:inted in black on
Pl. XXXI. There is as well a goat-like head to the left on entering the big hall (fig. 70, z)
8 H. Breuil: Le Bisan et le Ta1trea1t céleste chaldéen. Rev. Archéol., 1909, pp. 250-254.
11

Fig. 62. Fine engravings of Hinds: x), 55 cms. long, under the belly of the walking polychrome wild
Boar.-2), 43 cms. long; No. 17. Drawings by Miss Mowbray.

(published in the "Cavernes Cantabriques"), and another very small Hind in the same hall
(fig. 70, l) .
The big gallery also contains a rather small number of Magdalenian engravings of the
same type, distributed at various places. vVe mentioned the most beautiful one (No. 15 on
the map), but on the opposite wall, in the same section III-IV, between 16-22 on the map,
there is a fairly compact group comprised of the following series:

\

Fig. 63. l), Engraving of a Stag. No. 19.-2 and 3), small bad cngravings. Nos. 8, 9.-Scale l /4.Drawings by Miss Mowbray.

No. 16 on the map: a panel 46 eros. wide (fig. 58), with various subjects tangled in
each other, a Hind's head covered with slanting cuts and turned to the left. A very badly
drawn Stag facing the same way, and probably a Horse turned to the right 9 •
r.

9 We give here Nos. 16, r7, 18, new copies drawn to scale by Miss Cecil Mowbray under H . Breuil's
direction. Nos. 19 and 20 were re-copied and re-drawn by him in October 1932, anda good many of bis
new copies were drawn to scale by Miss Mowbray. The copies made in the galleries in 1902 were mostly
the work of E. Cartailhac, except for C. A . figs. 30, 31, no. 3 of fig. 38, no. 2 of fig. 39, and fig. 40, which
are the work of Breuil.

No. I7 on the map: A pretty engraving of a fairly complete Hind, 43 cms. long,
running to the right (fig. 62, 2).
3. No. r8 on the map: Hind's head very finely engraved, facing right (fig. 58, 2).
4. No. r9, r m . 60 cms. to the left of the preceding pictures: a Stag reduced to its
fore-quarters, very finely engraved, 28 cms. long (fig. 63, r) .
5. No. 20 on the map: after sorne uninteresting fragments and 50 cms. to the left of 4,
another engraved Hind's head, r9 cms. long (fig. 58, 3).
6. No. 2r on the map, 50 cms. farther on below the frieze: another engraved Hind
facing right, 45 cms. long (fig. 64).
2.

Fig. 64. Engraved Hind running to the right. No.

2r.

Scale r/4. Drawing by Miss Mowbray.

7. Above the hind-quarters of No. 2r, there is an incomplete Hind with no hindquarters, facing left.
8. Another rather badly drawn Hind running to the left.
There is also at the entrance, to the left of the recess with red tectiforms (No. 7 on
the map): abad drawing of a Horse, facing left, 40 cms. long (fig. 65, r), and sorne other
fragments, then two badly drawn little Stags also turned left, reduced to their fore-quarters
(fig. 63). A little to the right, H . Obermaier noticed an engraved Bison, badly made, 77
cms. long, of which only the head had been copied in r902, or rather the forehead seen
full face (fig. 66), which is allied with the engravings on bone of the lower Magdalenian
at Le Placard. Farther on, these Magdalenian engravings grow scarce; at 24 on the map,
there is a finely engraved Hind's head, turned to the right, 24 cms. long; at 25 on the map,
70 cms. farther on, the engraving of a Hind turned to the right, without belly or hoofs,
68 cms. in length, near which is a cleft in the rock with red daubing.
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Y ou must then push on to the end gallery to find more Magdalenian engravings, and
here are two of the best in the cave, on the right wall at 60 and 6I on the map, only IS
metres beyond the fine panel of black tectiforms (s7), between the two black faces on the
opposite wall (Nos. 47 and 62), which are painted on angles of the rock. The first
engraving is a Horse (fig. 6s, 2) facing to the right, 62 cms. long; the second (fig. 67)

/
Fig. 65. Engravings of Horses: 1), near thc narrow recess A. No. 7; 40 cms. long.- 2), on thc right
of the end gallery X. No. 60; 62 cms. long.

a Bison, SS cms. in length, and facing the same way. They are only ro cms. apart. The
Bison's attitude, head down and tongue out, is excellent; above its back rises the silhouette
of another back, far more fore-shortened, one cannot say what animal it is, but it is not
unlike the outline of the back and head of a Mammoth.
The chief group of less important engravings (fig. 68) is clustered at 67 on the map,
on either side of a projection on the right wall. Six Hind's heads can be deciphered on the
right, mostly filled in with cuts in the same style as thosc on the shoulder-blades, and,

Bison hcad, copied from a
Fig. 66. Incomplet:
N
. Scale r /4.
badly preserved drawrng. o. 10

.
8 A group o f engraved Hi 0 d's heads and one Ibex, in the end corridor. No. 67. Scale 1/4.
Fig. 6 by
· Mºiss Mowbray.
Drawing

"}

. Hind; No. )63.a
. . 1 ) a climbmg
Engravmgs. '
No. 64.-3 ·
.
Fig. · 69.
. the end corndor.
d' head,. m
· a natural accident

•I: a ;im

~olf's

head; thc eye "on the left at thc
is the last hgurn
Drawings by
Hind s
of the rock, it
rridor. Scale 1/4.
end of the same co
Miss Mowbray.

º' . .
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facing No. 67, Hind (fig. 68), galloping vertically, head up and 13 cms. in length, as well
as a Hind's head.
To the left of the projection of the rock, in the same style as the l bex, and perhaps a
little older than the Hind's heads, there is (fig. 71) a group of four little Stags, only
one complete, and, below, another Ibex or Stag. These Stags and Ibex have none of the
filling in with slashes.
Other notable engravings in the end corridor are: a small animal in the style of the
preceding ones (fig. 69, l), climbing vertically, head to the left, and, to the right of it, a
Hind's head, the same type as the others. (No. 66 on the map) : A Stag, 50 cms. long,

/;y;
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Fig. 70. r), In the centre, very small Hind engraved on the big ceiling. Scale r/3.-2), Ibcx (?),
to thc left on entering, on the big ceiling.- 3), on the right, Izard and an undetermined head, on the lcft in
a low rcccss of the end corridor, with many other undecipherable lines. Scale 1/4; 2 and 3 are skctchcs.

with a short horn, is on the roof (55 on the map) running to the left (fig. 72). The back
part of the neck and head are formed by low relief rocky edges; it is partly superposed
on scraped surfaces, Aurignacian drawings of unknown meaning. On the neighbouring
left hand wall, there is a bad very incomplete engraving of a Stag (54 on the map) . A
rather poor Hind or young Stag turned to the left, which we have already quoted as
perhaps Aurignacian (fig. 73), is to the left of Bison 56, on the right hand wall towards the
middle of the gallery.
Between the preceding figure and the back of the hall and on the same wall, is a head
(fig. 69, 3) with a long muzzle, placed vertically, carelessly drawn; a round natural fossil forms the eye and seems to have been the artist's starting point in designing the rest
of the head. Although the position is like that of the H ind's heads, the way the forehead
and ears project, the former with rays of erect hairs, the latter pointed, seems rather
to resemble a vVolf.
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Fig. 7I. Engraved Stag and I bex, in the end corridor, to the left of the Hind's heads, etc. of fig. 68.
No. 67. Scale 1/4. Drawing by Miss Mowbray.

t,,;

Fig. 72. Engraved Stag running to the left. To give the broad lines of the back and throat, slight
natural reliefs and fissures of the rock have been utilized; on the roof of the end corridor. No. 55.
Scale 1/4. Drawing by Miss Mowbray.

Fig. 73. Engraved Hind (?), towards the middle of the end corridor, to the left of no. 56. Scale 1/4.
Drawing by Miss Mowbray.
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Above and to the left of the prececling head, is a Stag ('?), engraved (fig. 74), running to the left, careless in style, but certainly belonging to Magd. III, and 29 cms. long.
In a low niche at the end of the same passage, H . Alcalde del Río cliscovered, in r906,
a rather fine homed head of the same style, with another very simplified one (fig. 70, 3) .
The silhouette of the first head, which has a pair of horns proj ecting forward acutely, is
suggestive of the engraved Chamois (Izards) on the pierced and engraved báton in
Sautuola's collection (figs. r34-r35) . A Rison facing to the left must also be mentioned

Fig. 74. Engraved Stag (?), to the left at the foot
of the end corridor, above and to the left of the Hind's
head (?), fig. 69, 3. Scale 1/4. Drawing by Miss
Mowbray.

(fig. 46, r); its horns are full face and it is like the one at the entrance of the narrow
passage A.
Lastly (fig. 46, A), quite at the back of the hall, is a strange drawing enclingon the
right in the leg of a ruminant, on the left in the tail of a fish, or a bird with a forked
tail. The whole is reminiscent of a bad drawing of a sea bird resting on the water and
with too big a beak.

IV. Relative Chronology of painted and engraved
figures in the Cave of Altamfra.
We have to consider two groups of works of art; the vast palimpsest on the big
painted ceiling with its many superpositions of figures, and the pictures in the large
ga11ery which are usually isolated, and where there are no important superpositions. The
succession of painted figures on the big ceiling gives us the following sequence:
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As this chart shews, we attribute all the old drawings to the Aurignacian age, although
the excavations were not able to reach so old a level; we do so after a comparative study
of the collections in other sites.
We consider only a small number of slightly shaded black line drawings and engravings, sorne few to be possibly final Solutrean and the greater part certainly lower Cantabrian Magdalenian in date, though there are considerable deposits of these ages at the
cave entrance; the engravings can be clearly dated, being similar to those on shoulderblades at both Altamira and Castillo.
\~Te attribute to Magdalenian V and VI date the much shaded black paintings and ali
the polychromes which certainly follow immediately after them, in direct superposition.
There are no signs of human habitation of this date in the cave.
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-

placed amongst them .
-

T he fine Bison and Horse of the
end corridor.

CHAPTER V
Chronology of Paintings and Engravings in the Spanish Caves.
J

Chronology of Paintings in othei· Cantabrian caves.
\Ve must now pursue our study of the evolution of Art on cave walls, first in those
of the same region as Altamira, and then in France. Starting with those caves in which
the superposed layers of paintings are most numerous, and varied, we will next take those
in which there are very few sequences or where only one series is found; if the latter,
the paintings can only be dated by comparison with others, but have the advantage of
cxhibiting a single definite phase in the evolution of wall art.

l. Cave of Castillo at Puente Viesgo (Santander).
There are very few figures in Castillo 10 (fig. 76) which are related to the Polychrome epoch, a rock surface washed with red and unfinished (C. C., fig. r46) and severa!
fine figures of Bisen, sorne obviously polychrome (C. C. fig. r47), others painted in black
on reddened surfaces (sorne of these red washes were already there), and yet others with
the samc style of black painting, unfinished, which have never been given a red background (C. C. fig. r49). These paintings are certainly contemporaneous with the most
evolved polychromes of Altarnira, as is proved by the curled-round attitude of a Bison and
the way the tufts of hair are rendered.
Now this panel (fig. 76) has two other successive layers of paintings; the oldest hands
stencilled in red with all the fingers 11 ; the others are pictures of Hinds and small red signs
in fairly fine line drawing.
ro H. Alcalde del Río, H. Breuil, and Lorenzo Sicn·a: Les Cavemes de la Région Cantabrique (pe-intures et gra'lfurcs mmales des Cavernes paléolithiques). Monaco, r912, pp. nr-r93. References to figures
and plates are initialled C. C. Cavernes Cantabriqucs.
I I At Gargas (Haute-Garonne), the red hands are older than thc black ones which obliterate thcm.
(Sec: fig. 77).
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Fz:g. 75. Part of thc friezc of hands in the cave of Castillo, shewing the superposition of ycllow and
red line drawings on the hands stencilled in red.
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Fig. 76.
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Polychrome Bisons, superposecl on red line drawings. wbich are themsclves more recent than the bands stencilled in red. Castillo.

-96We have thus a well defined chronological starting-point which a study of this frieze
of hands (C. C. PI. LXV) wül help us to develop further (fig. 75): the frieze provides us
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Fig. 77. Group of hands stcncilled in black and red, in the cave
of Gargas. The black hands are superposed on the red hands. Notice
the fingers which are lacking, cither cut off or destroyed by sorne
illness (leprosy?), and also thc arbitrary arrangement of fingers of
onc or more hands. After Cartailhac and Brcuil.

with more details of the ancient pictorial levels and their succession. Therc are many
hands stencilled in red, associated with many discs of the same colour, ali belonging to the
oldest level. Above are line drawings in yellow of Bisons, of various successive dates, the
early ones rather primitive in style, the later much more correct, with thick and thin
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(shaded) lines. Superposed on these, is a Bison in wide red lines, with well drawn hindquarters and carelessly drawn head, the two horns forming an almost complete circle.
Sorne tectiforms and comb-shaped signs, etc., and sorne spots, also superposed on the
hands, seem to be of the same date as the Bison. There is a fine line drawing of black
Bison, very primitive in character, immediately beneath the red Bison mentioned above,
which shews that, from early times, other bla~k figures may ha.ve been drawn there,
though few have survived. Another example is C. C. Pl. LXXVI.
The corners adjoining the frieze are ornamented with several fine red line drawings

Fig. 78. Yellow finger-drawings and animals drawn with the same technique. La Pileta, Málaga.

of animals associated with primitive tectiforms of the same technique (C. C. fig. n8),
and there is a curious recess filled with brown-red tectiforms drawn in partially thick lines,
of the same age as the old animals in thick lines. In the deep gallery, there are almost exclusively big discs, arranged in rows a.long a cornice and grouped on a thick column, of
the same age as the hands, andan Elephant painted in fine red lines. Sorne of these discs are
superposed on sorne very primitive line drawings in red, but are obliterated by black lines.
In the lower part of the big hall to the right, there are big figures drawn in wide
red bands (C. C. figs. r2r, 123), one of these a Bison obviously superposed on a primitive line drawing (C. C. fig. 122) .
A more difficult problem to determine is the age of the coarsely made black paintings
(C. C. figs. 127 to 130), often large sized figures: they seern to be unrelated to the
Magdalenian style of painting, neither have they any connection with the series of red
paintings. It is difficult to classify them exactly, they may be parallel with, or succeed the
broad line drawings. H. Breuil is inclined to thínk them la.ter, they may perhaps belong to
the mid-Solutrean, a level of that date being in the vestibule.
There is no doubt that most of the black drawings and black-shaded paintings or
13

Fig. 79. Red signs shaped like hands and fcet, cither recognizable or transformed into tridents.
Cave of Santián, Santander.
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fairly primitive, la ter in thick and thin
·
lines.

2. Small oval or cupola - shaped
tectiforms; others bell-shaped
with a central line, etc.

3. Drawings in fine red lines, sometimes
in black.

3. All the red tectiforms and signs
connected with them (Punctuations, etc.).
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4. Drawings in thick ragged-edged red
lines.
5. Drawn in wide red bands.
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1. Engraved with a flint, usually very simple (c. c.
figs. 152, 153 (1 & 2), 154.

1. Series of big discs.
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2. Single line cngravings, not filled in, recalling the
pre - Magdalenian ones of Parpalló. (c. c. Figs.
157, 158, 160, 161, 163 a.)

11

SoLUTREAN?ll 6?Drawn in wide black bands.
11

3. Fine lines and more or less covered with slanting
cuts like those on the shoulder- blades in Magd .
3 style; chiefly Hiuds. (c. c. Figs. 163 b, 164
(1 & 3), 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171 b.)

1 7. Black charcoal drawings.
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8. Black paintings more or lcss shaded.

4. Deeply incised without slanting cuts. (c. c. Figs .
153 (3), 155, 156, 159, 172, 173, 174.)
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5 . ? c. c. Fig. 171 a, and an engraving on a polychrome Bison.

9. Rare polychrome figures and unnnished black paintings of the same type.
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-99striated engravings (C. C. figs. 131, 141, 144, and 145), belong to lower and mid Magda1enian times (figs. 94, l and 98) and are contemporaneous with similar designs at Altamira. The same is probably true of the figures with wide surfaces shaded in black (C. C. figs.
142, 143), although their barbarous style makes one doubt if they are not earlier, and contemporaneous with those painted in wide red lines, described in the preceding paragraph.
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Fig. 80. Red or yellow Horscs and Stags of diffcrcnt Aurignacian dates. La Pasiega, Santander,
Notice the antlers with the principal shafts widc apart, almost likc the drawings of Stags seen full facc,
while the tines are in profile. Noticc also thc position on a Stag of a trident shaped sign similar to
thosc at Santián and Altarnira.

The Horse (C. C. fig. 142) is anyhow superposed on an older red wash. H. Breuil
thinks the striated engravings are not, as he said beíore, earlier but later than this figure,
and, as they are old Magdalenian, they should be pushed rather backwards in date. In the"
Dordogne we now know figures in flat black wash, whose late Aurignacian date is certain.

-
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2. La Pasiega

12
•

Quite near the cave of Castillo, is that of La Pasiega, situated in the same mountain; it
contains various painted and engraved figures, a certain number definitely superposed,
but scattered about in various galleries. The most recent figures are black paintings superposed and often partly utilizing older paintings; for example, the brown line drawing of
part of an Aurignacian Bison (PA. PI. XXVIII, No. 83), is retraced in black from the
belly to the face; an animal (Horse ?) in plain red is re-made into a Bison by outlining in

,J:j
\
Fig. 8r. Complete Stag in fine red line drawing, from La Pasiega, Santander, and two pairs of antlers,
one black, the other red, in the same slyle, from the cave oí Le Portel, Ariege.

black the fore-quarters, and by the addition of horns and tufts of hair (PA. Pl. XXVI II,
73). The black horns of aBison are superposed on the head of an anthropoid silhouettc (PA.
Pl. XXIII, 77): a Stag (PA. fig. 94, 3), drawn wi.th a single antler, slightly overlaps the
horn of a red Bull almost entirely covered with a colour wash (PA. Pl. XVIII, 28); three
Horses, black line drawings of late Magdalenian style, are superposed on red animals
drawn with wide ragged-edged lincs or in wide bands of colour, and there are sorne retouches to the outline of a red Horse's head drawn with ragged-edged lines and partiaJly
filled in, seen on the samc (PA. Pl. XVI, 25); also the rapid sketch of a head superposcd on
a Hind drawn in wide red bands (PA. PI. IV, 21).
On panel 86 (PA. fig. 8), two heads, one a Horse, the other an Ibex, are supcrposcd on
red club-like signs resembling thosc on Altanri.ra roof, and cut through by striatcd hatching
12 H. Breuil, H. Obermaier, H. Alcalde del Hlo: La Pasiega a Puente-Viesgo (Santander). (Pei11t11rcs
et grcwures murales des Cavemes paléoHtfn"qucs.) Monaco, 1913. Refcrences to figures and platcs are initiallcd PA.
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as in old Magdalenian engravings. There is also the back of a black Bison, cutting across a
small Man in plain red (PA. Pl. XXV, 75) .
Besides a certain number of black line drawings, slightly, or not at ali shaded (P A. Nos.
70, 86, 88), there are others in wide black washes (PA. Nos. r7, 20, 30, 67, 72, 89, 90); a
fine Stag belonging to the first set has only one antler in Magdalenian fashion (fig.
94, 3) .
Earlier than the preceding black paintings comes the great mass of red and yellow
figures.

Fig. 82. Red Aurignacian drawings of varied technique from La Pasiega. The central Horse has its
body painted almost all over in red and its bead outlined in black to makc it stand out. Tbe superposed black line drawings of Horses are old Magdalenian.

The most recent of these are very roughly-made signs surcharged on animal paintings:
(PA. PI. II, 15) on a Horse drawn with a ragged-edged red line is a big yellow ochre
pointed sign; a three-toed mark in brownish-violet is superposed on a Stag's back, of the
same technique as the Horse mentioned above (PA. Pt VIII, 4r); it reminds (fig. 80) one
of the tridents at Altamira and Santian. Sorne few signs in yellow ochre should be classed
with them: a double lozenge (PA. PI. XXV, 74); a wide-lined rectangle (PA. Pl. XVI, 25),
four yellow spots, anda sort of square phallus completing the red line drawing of an anthropoid figure (PA. PI. XXIII, 77) . H . Breuil thinks theHorse'shead inochre (PA. No. r4)
belongs to the same group.
Amongst the remaining red and yellow signs, there are: fine line drawings; others
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Fig. 83. Hinds and hornless cervoid anirnals, from thc cave of Covalanas (Santander); drawn in
wide ragged-edged red lines made by stomping a series of spots. Aurígnacían.
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with wide ragged-edged lines; others with colour put on in broad bands; others váth the
colour more or less completely covering the figure (fig. 84).
The following instances of superposition are clear:
PA. Pl. VI, I8: A Hind in thick and thin shaded lines obliterates a primitive yellow
line drawing, similar in type to the frieze of hands at Castillo.
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Hg. 84. Red Aurignacian Hinds of varied technique from the cave of La Pasiega; the oldest are
drawn in fine red lines; next come those which are more or less fillcd in with colour, and the latest are
coloured ali ovcr and finely engraved. Kotice thc superposition of a black drawing of a hcad on one oí
them. This is :\Iagdalenian.

PA. Pl. VIII, 3: Horses of the same style as the prcceding Hind obliterate a very
fine reddish-violet line dra-vving of a Stag's head, with antlers, the two shafts of which are
in twisted perspective (fig. 80) .
PA. PI. VIII, 30: A Hind anda Horse in wide ragged-edged lines obliterate a Horse
in very thin red lines.
PA. Pl. XI, 34: A Horse in broad ragged-edgcd red lincs obliterates a tectiform in very
thin red lines.
PA. PI. XIII, 36: Another of these drawings is surcharged by a Hind drawn in broad
ragged-edged red and spotted lines.
PA. Pt. XV, 37: Two other similar tectiforms are surcharged by a Stag and a Bull
in wide ragged-edged red lines.
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PA. Pl. XVI, 25: A fine line drawing of a Hind's head is immediately beneath a
Hind in ragged-edged red lines, which in its tum surcha.rges, first, a fairly fine line
drawing of a Bull, with neck and shoulders covered with colour, belonging toan earlier
but now vanished figure; secondly, a Bison (?) drawn with thick red bands of paint
(fig. 82) .

• "J

''
Fig. 85. Small plain red Horse, en graved and painted, from the cave of Le
Porte!; its technique and small size recall
the eastem Spanish art. Length 17 cms.

PA. Pl. XVIII, 27: A small red line drawing of a head, is obliterated by a Bull drawn
m ragged-edged red lines.
PA. Pl. XXIII, 78 : Sorne old yellow lines are immediately beneath a big red tectiform drawn with wide lines, anda ragged-edged violet Hind obliterates a Bison drawn in
fine yellow lines.
PA. Pl. XXV , 75: An ugly Horse's head with ragged-edged red outline obliterates
a blackish primitive drawing which completes a positive hand-print of the same blackish
colour.
_These facts permit of our verifying exactly the sequence shewn in the accompanying
chart.

EVOLUTION OF THE PAINTINGS AND ENGRAVINGS IN THE CAVE OF LA PASIEGA
AGE

11

PAINTINGS OF ANIMALS, ETC .

1.? Blackish lines completing a hand-print.

1.? Blackish hand-print.

2. Old fine line-drawings in yellow.

2. Red or yellow i:ectiforms

3. O ld fine line-drawings in red.
4 . Red line-drawings in thick and thin lines.

z

<

5. Red drawings in wide bands.

V

<
o

z

6. Drawn in thin red lines, first partly, the1t more or less
completely filled in, sometimes combined witb engraving.

c.:

::>

<

PAINTEO SIGNS

7. Ragged-edged contour lines, often made of a series of
spots, sometimcs more or less filled in with colour,
gcnerally red, but towards the end sometimes yellow.
8. Drawings in wide bands of yellow ochrc.

drawn in very fine lincs.
3. Fine red linc drawings of tectiforms.
4. Red hand print and rectangle
associatcd with it.

ENGRAVINGS

1. lnciscd in very archaic style,
PA.

fig. 9.

2. Advanced Aurignacian style

(d. Hornos;

P.A. f.gs.

10, 11).

3. Incised, recalling more or less
thc pre-Magdalenian ones of
Parpalló (e.A. fig. 13).

5. Tectiforms , etc. , with thick
outlines, small club - shaped
signs, "magic inscription".

6. Roughly made signs in yellow
ochre or violet.

?SoLUTREAN

9. Black line drawings.
10.Black drawings filled in with strokes.

e<)

z

<

11.Black shadcd drawings.

z
....
..J

4. Usually striated in Magd. 3
style (PA. figs. 7, 8, 12, 14, 15,
16, 17). 15 is combined with
primitive black shaded painting, others are later than the
black line drawings.

<

o
o
<

;::E

11

~

Fig. 86. Panel from the cave of Pech-Merle, Cabrerets (Lot), with three layers of Aurignacian paintings.-1), hands
stencilled in black; 2), red line drawing of a Pike; 3), Horses painted in black, partly flat wasb and partly linc drawing,
the whole sprinkled with red staii1s likc clises or horse-shoes. After Abbé Lemozi.

-
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Several caves, either with varied paintings but none superposed, or only containing
the figures of a single age, are compared on the chart laterally with the established series
of Altamira, Castillo and Pasiega.
Covalanas (fig. 83) corresponds exactly to the series in ragged-red lines of Castillo

Fig. 87. Red line drawing of a Rhinoceros, Aurignacian, from the cave of Font-de-Gaume. After BreuiJ.

and Pasiega, and La Haza, to those figures with wide lines partially filled in of Altamira,
Castillo and Pasiega.
Novales contains a proto-polychrome.
Santián, with its red tridents, etc. (fig. 79), resembles the differently coloured similar
sígns in Altamira and Pasiega.
Santimamiñe, Cova Negra, and Buxu display the more or less shaded black pictures
of Castillo and Altamira.
Pindal contributes prirnitive red line drawings in thick and thin lines, red ragged-edged
or dotted line paintings, black shaded drawings (fig. 94, 2) and polyclu-omes.

EVOLUTION OF THE PAINTINGS ANO ENGRAVINGS IN THE CAVE OF SAN ROMÁN DE CANDAMO
AGE

PAINTINGS OF ANIMALS, ETC.

PAINTED DESIGNS

ENGRAV I NGS

11,_
1!

1. Red line drawings.

Group arranged in a square of two
sheaves each of three red li nes; curved triang ular signs (op. cit. fig. 71),
one of which resembles a human foot.

z

¡1

<
u

z<
o

Partly engraved, combined with figures in burnt
sienna (op. cit. fig. 55 and pi. xv11).

,¿

:::>

2. Red paintings with ragged-edged
or punctuated lines.

<

3. Paintings in burnt sien na of similar tcchnique.

11

I!

? Fairly deeply incised, pre-Magdalenian ín type

C'-·

z

(op. cit. figs. 1 O, 20, 52, 53, 60).
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4.? Archaic figures in black lines,
more or less shaded or in flat
wash (perhaps rather older).
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o
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1
11
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1
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z

<

z

"'..J
<
Q

11

o
<

;:E

Black pa inted figures more or less
shadcd and engravcd in Magdalenian 3 style.

G ro ups of black spots.

Usu•lly w;th str;•ted SU<fm of M"lld•len ;, n 3 style,
not ali of the same date ( op. cit. figs. 11

21 24, 36, 37, 38, 41 51, 62).

1

17,

_J
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3. La Peña de Candamo

13
•

In the Cantabrian region we must now consider the succession of paintings in the cave
of San Román de Candamo, studied by Messrs. Paul \Vernert and J. Cabré and published
by E. Hernández Pacheco.
This painted cave, the most westerly in Cantabria, presents a rather important collection of paintings with a notable series of superpositions:
The most recent designs (mostly on the big panel) are old Magdalenian engravings
also painted, more or less shaded in black (an Izard, op. cit. Pl. XXIII; Ibcx, fig. 45; Bull,
fig. 21; Stags, figs. n, 12 and 14; Horse, fig. 57) .
Other figures in tlús style are only painted or merely silhouetted with a black line
(op. cit. Bison, fig. 39, 40; Hind, fig. 19; problematical figure, fig. fo). These seem to
be more archaic in style. They are all cut through by striated engravings which arecertainly Magdalenian III in date u. These various figures are distinctly laler than a series
of red or yellow line drawings and the following few isolated ones: an engraved and
painted Horse painted with a ragged-edged line, spotted and outlined in burnt sienna
(op. cit. Pl. XVII, fig. 55) and another only paintcd (op. cit. Pl. XIX, fig. 58), sorne red
paintings of Horses with rather ragged-edged lines (op. cit., figs. 54, 56), anda blackish
figure painted all over its surface and of pre-Magdalenian style. As thcre are no superpositions, they can only be compared vaguely with those in other localities.
13 E. Hernández-Pachcco: La Caverna de la Pe1ia de Candamo (Asturias). l\Iemoria no. 24 de Ja
"Comisión de Investigaciones Paleontológica.<> y Prehistóricas". l\Iadrid, 1919, See also: H. Obermaicr:
E. Herná11dez-Pacheco, La Caverna de la Peña de Candamo (Asturias). Boletín de la Sociedad Ibérica
de Ciencias Naturales, Zaragoza, 1920, pps. 45-5r.
I.J. Jiagdalenian III facies is thc oldcst ?\Iagdalenian in thc Cantabrian region; the custom of shading the interior of the figures by striation seems to have been in voguc hcre since the very end of thc
Solutrean period (scc chaptcr VIII).
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II

Evolution of the Engravings in the Cantabt·ian Caves.
\~Tith

the exception of Altamira we have left unstudied the sequence of engravings
\vhich runs parallel to that of the paintings.
vVe are sure today of two very important fixed points: That the style of engraving of
a Horse on a Horse's frontal at Hornos (fig. ro9) of mid-Aurignacian age is identical with
that of other engravings in the same cave; and that the old Magdalenian and perhaps
very late Solutrean engravings on shoulder-blades etc. of Castillo and Altamira are identical in style with wall-engravings in these two caves and many others. Up to a certain
point these facts permit us to class chronologically the rest of Cantabrian wall art.
"Maccaroni" and other drawings on clay are obhterated severa} times at Hornos 15

)

•'

Fig. 88. Black Bulls. upper Aurignacian, from the cave of Font-dc- Gaume. Aftcr Breuil.

( Cavernes Cantabriques, pps. 85-nr), by Aurignacian engravings in various stages of development (fig. rrr), superposed on each other; the date of those which, at Hornos and
in sorne other caves, can be given approximately by a study of their style, such as the figures on clay at Clotilde de Sta. Isabel and Quintanal, the incised engravings at Venta
de la Perra, and certain others in Castillo and la Pasiega. The analogy of certain nonstriated fine engravings with the figures of Hinds on pre- Magdalenian pebbles at Parpalló (Valencia), must also be considered; there was one such engraving at Altamira, immedi-

15 Hornos de la Peña, near San Felices de Buelna (Torrelavega).
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X

1

CASTILLO

1
1

1. Stencilled red hands and
discs.

2. Fine yellow line-drawings.

2. Y ellow line-drawings.

3 . Fine red line drawings.

3. R ed line drawings.

4. Thick and tbin red line
drawings.

)<

Burnt
sien na

Red
Signs

X

X

Black

X

1

X

X

,,
'"

1
--!--

7. Wide redor yellow raggededged line-drawings.

X

1

~<

X

2. Drawings in wide red bands

;

5. Wide red bands.
6. Thick black line drawings.

-

.

,

X

9. Black line drawings.

7. Blaclc line drawings.

4. Violet stencilled hands.
Violet signs.

--5. Black line drawings.

10.Black drawings shaded with 1 8. Black more or less shastrokes.
ded drawings.

6. More or less shaded black
drawings. Black tectiforms.

11.Black shaded drawings.

7. Black very well shaded
drawings.

X

9. Polychrome paintings.
1

X

1

1

--X

3. More or less flat red wash.
Red positive hand.
Tectiform in thick red lines.

1

--

-- -

1. Red line drawings.

4. Red ragged-edged drawings.

8. Yellow ochre drawings, and
roughly - made yellow or
violet signs.

- - · - -- - - -

X

X

-

1

6. Fine red lin e-drawings,
more or less filled in. One
red positive hand.

X

1

1. Primitive black lines.

5. Broad red bands.

ALTAMIRA

i

~

lx

l

l.

1
PASIEGA

1

11
1

1

X

8. Proto - polychrome.
9. Polychrome.
10.Signs.

1 10.Neolithic.

EVOLUTION OF THE WALL ENGRAVINGS IN CANTABRIAN CAVES
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2. Line drawings of animals on clay; sometimes
primitive engravings.

c.agn1•cd

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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3. More elaborate incised
engravings, sometimes
associated with red
paintings.

X
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Final
Solutrean
and
Magd. 3
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4 _Usually striated.

X
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Magd. 5

5. Advanced style, unassociated

6. Assooiat: d w;th
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X
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1 7. Superposed 011 polychromes.
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c. c.
fig. 991
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with painting.
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ately beneath certain simple finger-drawings. Others can be clearly seen at Castillo, la
Pasiega, and St. Román; they perhaps date as far back as the Solutrean, or late Aurignacian.
The fine engravings, usually partly, rarely completely filled in with long parallcl
striations, ·whi.ch are so clearly of Magdalenian III date, are found at Altamira, Castillo,
Pasiega, Hornos, St. Román de Candamo, Pindal, Buxu, Santimamiñe, and, perhaps,
at Pendo. They are often clearly combined with black paintings, and also cut across them.

Fig. 89.

Brown-black Horsc, uppcr Aurignacian: cave of Le Portel. Original drawing by Brcuil.
Lcngth: 95 cms.

It should be noted that severa! antlers of Stags at Candamo, the most western of the
painted caYes, display the twisted perspective, typical of Aurignacian and eastern Spanish
art.
Other engravings of a different style are identical with the lines accompanying various
polychromes, and are therefore rightly considcred contemporary with them; they are almost exclusively Bisons. The very rare occasions in whi.ch very simple engravings are
associated with very old paintings (Aurignacian), either in flat '''.'ash as at Pasiega, or
drawn in burnt sienna as at Candamo, or in ragged-edged red lines as at Pindal, is another
noticeable fact.
It is thanks to these details that we haYe becn able to make out the accompanying chart.

-
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III

Andalusia.
We add the very few facts known about Andalusia.
r) Tbe only engraving of a Horse in the cave of La Pileta 16 is covered by a painting
in the same style, wide yellow lines and very archaic.
2) The engravings on blocks (which origínally hada coating of clay) from the cave
of Ardales 11 , are very definitely Aurignacian in style; there are certain serpent-like designs here, reminding us of the yellow finger-drawings at la Pileta.
3) The few line-engravings in the same cave are very primitive and exactly similar to
those in the upper Aurignacian levels of Parpalló; it is curious that there is a sign here
(Ardales, fig. 7, low in the centre) very W{e two figures at Candamo (op. cit. figs. 62, 63),
which we would willingly describe as Seals; in the latter cave they are lower Magdalenian
m age.
The evolution of art in the province of Málaga, fairly obvious by the superposition
of paintings, presents analogíes with the Cantabrian regions such as we would not have expected at that distance.
So far no hands have been found in Andalusia, for those at Pretina ( Cadiz) are eneolithic; but the series of pictures (fig. 78) begíns at la Pileta with real "maccaroni" painted
in yellow or mahogany, in the midst of which snakelike forms and three mammals stand out,
Rhinoceros, Bull and Ibex, drawn in similar multiple parallel lines.
After, or at the same time, in the cave of Ardales, come yellow animals, first simple
heads, tangled together in such a way that it was only whilst copying them that H. Breuil
saw, that they were figures, and not mere meaningless finger-traces (op. cit., figs. 2, 3) .
Tben, at Pileta and Ardales, regular artistic line-drawing develops, first chiefly in
yellow, then red; at La Pileta, with the most evolved red drawings, there is a great outcrop
of signs in the same colour, partly of tectiform type, mostly ovals with a toothed contour,
and the centre sprinkled with double spots; bere are also strange spiral twists.
Then come small redor brown animals, the body partly filled with colour; their small
size and even their proportions recall certain examples in the eastern Spanish palaeolithic
art.

16 H . Breuil, H . Obermaier and Col. Willoughby Verner: La Pileta ri Be11aoján (Málaga). (Peintures et grav-ures mnrales des Cavemes paléolithiques.) Monaco, 1915. References to illustrations are initialled PI.
17 H . Breuil: Nouvelles Cavemes ornées paléolitiques dans la province de Málaga. L'Anthropologie, 1921, pp. 239-253.

\

Fig. 90. Panel from the cave of Font-de-Gaume, shewing the superposition of an unfinished polychrome on an old Magdalenian (?) black line drawing, upper Aurignacian black Bulls and the head of
a Rhinoccros in red line drawing.

Fig. 9I. Bi-chromc Aurignacian Horsc from the cave of Le Porte!: on a red or brownish-red
washed ba:kground, outlined in black. Original drawin3 by Breuil. Length: 1,15 m.
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Fig. 92. A bove. Two Bisons paintcd on a rock faJJen into the late mid Aurignacian hcarths of
thc Abrí Blanchard, Scrgcac (Dordognc). Photograpb by L. Didon, thc discovcrcr. The original at the
l\luscum oí Périgucux.
In tite middle. Original sketch by L. Didon at the mcmcnt thc painting was unearthcd.
Below. Original drawing by H. BrcuH of the right hand Bison, 45 cms. long. On a red flat wash
background the animaJ is sill1ouetted in black. Notice the idcntity of style bctwecn this ¡::ainting and figures 88, 89, 90 ancl 91; an identity which a~sures them an approximatiYe date.

EVOLUTION OF WALL ART IN SOUTHERN ANDALUSIA
AGE

p AINTINGS

P1tETA

1. Meanders and snaky-lines in yellow
or mahogany, and a few animals of
the same tcclrniquc

X P.

2. Animal hcads in yellow, the neck
generally cnds in a stem; and some
signs.
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X

P.

3. Yellow line-drawings of animals, very
advanccd style, a very few signs zssociated with thcm .

<
z
o
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c. . u

ARoALES

PALOMAS

E~GRAVINGS

(CAD1z)

P.

X P.

1. Horses and snaky lines on clay and
somctimes on rock at Ardales.

X P.
E.

X

E.

X

P.

~

<
4. Animals drawn with fine red lines,
with no associated signs.

2. On a hard rock of Ardales, similar to
those at Parpalló (Upper Aurignacian).

X E.
1

5. Animals drawn with thick red lines,
and associated signs; at La Pileta
these are very numerous.

X P.

>< P.

X

P.
1--
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6. Red or brown wash animals, rathcr
like ccrtain figures in Eastcrn Spain.

X. P. red.

1

X P. brown.
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7. Black animals, snaky lines, convcntionalized human figures, rectangles
with rays (d. Altamira, Magd. 3)

X

P.

X

1

P.

P.

Nothing comparable to the evolvcd Magdalenian nor the developed Easter n Spanish paintings .
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8. Eneolithic diagrams.

-

1X

P. black~

1

1

X P. red.

1

P. p•in1íng. E. ensraving.
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Only after that, come the black paintings of mammals, Bisons, Horses, and Ibexes, drawn
in fine, or thick and thin lines; on these are superposed big Fish, and one large black Bull,
slightly shaded; the style of these figures is still very near the Aurignacian, and with no
sign of evolution towards the Magdalenian conception of design. In any case, the connection with the epoch of the Altamira and Buxu black drawings (fig. 95), is confirmed by the
execution in La Pileta (fig. 96), of rectangles with long rays at the corners, which are not
found elsewhere 18 •

Fig. 93. Small black Stag painted on a rock which has fallen between two upper Aurignacian
layers of the Abrí Labattut, Scrgeac (Dordogne). Discovered by Mons. L. Didon; the original at thc
St.-Germain-en-Layc Muscum. The position of the antlers is the same as in the Aurignacian drawing
oI La Pasiega, Le Portcl and the Eastern Spanisb art. Lcngth: 40 cms.

On the other hand, the approach of the era of conventionalised art, wlúch produced
such large panels of eneolithic art at La Pileta, is heralded by the appearance (PI. Pl.
X I II) of sorne human diagrams and several comb-like signs, whiJst the connexion with
earlier art is marked by fairly abundant serpent-like designs.
Thus we can affirm that relations certainly existed between the artists in Andalusia,
those in the Cantabrian region, and those in the Spanish Levant.
18 Compare figs. 33, 34 of the present volumc with PI. VI, Iigs. 3, 4, 6, 8, Pls. VIII, X, XI, of
H. Obermaier and Conde de la Vega de la Sella: La r,,,,,.. ~ -' ' - ux1t (Astmias), Mem. 20 de la" Comisión
de Investigaciones paleontológicas
L Sce also La Pileta (op. cit., fig. 13,
Pl. XIII).
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EVOLUTION OF WALL ART IN SOUTHERN ANDALUSIA
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PAtNTINGS

PILETA

1. Meandcrs and snaky-lines in yellow
or mahogany, and a few animals of
rhe same techr.ique

X P.

AR oALES

CALA

PALOMAS
(CA01z)

1

E~GR.AVINGS
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2. Animal heads in yellow, the neck
gencrally ends in a stem; and sorne
signs.
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3. Yellow linc-drawings of animals, very
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advanccd style, a vcry few signs associated with them.
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1. Horses and snaky lines on clay and
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sometimes on rock at Ardales.

X E.
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with no associated signs.

5. Animals d rawn with thiek red lines,
and associated signs; at La Pileta
thcsc are very numerous.

6. R ed or brown wash animals, rather
like ccrtain figures in Eastern Spain.
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7. Black animals, snaky lines, convcntionalized human figures, rectangles
~vith rays (d. Altamira, Magd. ~

2. On a hard rock of Ardales, similar to

X P.
X E.

4. Animals drawn with fine red lines,

those at Parpalló (Upper Aurignacian).

1
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:< P.

X P.

_,. P.

1X P. red.

P.

X P. brown.
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X P.

< P.
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Nothing comparable to the evolved Magdalenian nor the developed Eastern Spanish paintings.
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8. Eneolithic diagrams.

X P. black.

X P. red.

P.

painting.

E. cngraviog.
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Onlyafterthat, come the black paintingsof mammals,Bisons, Horses,andlbexes, drawn
in fine, or thick and thin lines; on these are superposed big Fish, and one large black Bull,
slightly shaded; the style of these figures is still very near the Aurignacian, and with no
sign of evolution towards the Magda1enian conception of design. In any case, the connection with the epoch of the Altamira and Buxu black drawings (fig. 95), is confirmed by the
execution in La Pileta (fig. 96), of rectangles with long rays at the corners, which are not
found elsewhere 18 •

Fig. 93. Small black Stag painted on a rock which has fallen between two upper Aurignacian
laycrs of the Abri Labattut, Sergeac (Dordogne) . Discovcred by l\Ions. L. Didon; the original at thc
St.- Germain-cn -Laye Museum. The positíon of thc antlers is thc same as in the Aurignacian drawing
of La Pasiega, Le Portel and the Eastem Spanish art. Length: 40 cms.

On the other hand, the approach of the era of conventionalised art, which produced
such large panels of eneolithic art at La Pileta, is heralded by the appearance (PI. Pl.
XIII) of sorne human diagrarns and several cornb-like signs, whilst the connexion with
earlier art is marked by fairly abundant serpent-like designs.
Thus we can affirm that relations certainly existed between the artists in Andalusia,
those in the Cantabrian region, and those in the Spanish Levant.
18 Compare figs. 33, 34 of the present volume with Pl. VI, figs. 3, 4, 6, 8, Pls. VIII, X, XI, of
H. Obermaier and Conde de la Vega de Ja Sella: La Cueva del BuxH (Ast1{-rias), Mem. 20 de la" Comisión
de Investigaciones paleontológicas y prehistóricas", Madrid, 1918. Sce also La Pileta (op. cit., fig. 13,
Pl. XIII).
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CHAPTERVI
Relative chronology of Paintings and Engravings in French Caves.
I. Pyrenean Caves.
l. Paintings.
At Marsoulas (Haute Garonne) 19 , we find rich palimpsests on the rock walls, revealing the relative chronology of the latest five or SL"'< levels of Palaeolithic paintings in thc
Pyrenees.
There are (fig. 104) two layers of picturcs of more rccent date than the big polychromes; the latest, which no engraving cuts across, consists of red barbed bands, Azilian
in style, combined with a few spots. Whether they are Azilian, ora littlc earlier, as the
numerous barbed lines engraved on chjsels and javelins from the same region, very late
l\fagdalenian in date, suggcst, we cannot say for certain.
The earlier layer with darker red signs is cut across by large size animal engravings,
and superposcd on polychromes. Besides strokes endíng in a small cross-bar, and punctuations, there are comb-like signs with five teeth (the outer one bent), which may be
conventionalised hands, like those few examples, equally conventional, appearing amongst
the big polychromes of Altamira. There are also certrun types of tectiforms, one of which,
with a wide spotted band for the roof, is more Cantabrian than French.
The big polychrome Bison immediately underlying is also very much of the style of Altarnira; it is close to a very big Horse, polychrome too, resembling the only figure in this
style recently found at La Bastide (Hautes Pyrénées) and one in the cave of Bédeilhac.
The polychrome almost obliterates black shaded and stomped Bisons and one small
black line-drawing of an animal. In another part of the cave, there is a Bison with a polychrome head, very well engraved. Its body is covered with a serried field of spots and it
cannot be far removed in age from the polychromes. It is superposed on another plain
black one, also covered (except for the head which is shaded) with black spots.
19 E. Cartailhac and H. Breuil: Les pei11t11res et grauures murales des Cauernes pyrénéemzes: II,
Marsoulas. L'Anthr. 1905, pp. 431-444.
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The other shaded or plain black figures of Marsoulas can only be given a comparative
date 20
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Early Magdalcnian black linc drawings, sorne slightly shaded: 1) Srnall black drawings of Ibexes
and Stags from Castillo, size of the panel, 73 cms.-2) Black Stag from Pindal.- 3) Black Stag from La
Pasiega. Scale of last two figures: 2/ r5. Noticc t hat alrnost all these Stags have only one antier in profile; if occasionally thcy havc two, thcy are both in profilc.
Fig. 9.¡..

The upper cave of Gargas has sorne feeble rernains oí black shadcd and polychrorne paintings;
wc know that, in prchistoric times, it was entirely separatcd from the lower cave which is purcly Aurignacian.
20

Fig. 95. Tcctifom1s, painted or engraved, from the cave of Bmm (Cangas de Onís, Asturias). Aftcr
Obermaier. To be compared with those in the deep corridor of Altamira and to sorne at La Pileta.

Fig. 96. Rcctangles drawn in black with radiations at the angles; a comb-Jike sign and others from
the cave of La Pileta, Málaga; rclated to one of thc signs in thc dccp corridor of Altamira and to thosc
at Buxu.

Fig. 97. Small black Horscs, slightly shadcd and also engravcd, from the end of thc cave at Combarelles. Old Magdalenian. Aftcr Breuil.
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Bédeilhac contains a series of polychrome and shaded black figures comparable with
the collection at Marsoulas, but there are also two big brown washed Bisons; they must be
a little earlier than the polychromes. Various small black line drawings of very simple type
are like the oldest ones at Niaux.
The big cave of Niaux 21 has a great many black paintings, chiefly centred in the
"Salen noir" (fig. 99). The oldest are small very simple line-drawings, obliterated by big
pictures shaded with black strokes. There are no other paintings, except sorne red signs, associated with animals (fig. ro5) occasionally superposed, in the case of arrow-heads and
small club-signs, on black Bison shaded with strokes. They are not unlike th(Azilian painted
pebbles; the neighbouring cave of La Vache (Aillat) has a layer of that age. Amongst
these signs, there are many spots, arranged in circles or bands, a tectiform like that at
1

Fig. 98. Small black shaded Horsc, shading
passing into flal wash. Castillo. Scale 1 / 2.

Marsoulas, long strokes with feathers at one end, like arrows; also figures of Bisons, and
Horses, traced very simply in red and utilizing natural rock reliefs. There are sorne of these
signs, as well as very simple red animals, in the vast cave of the Eglises D'Ussat and
H. Breuil considers them as dating from the last stage oí Pyrenean Palaeolithic art, just on
the point of its disappearance.
21 E. Cartaílhac and H. Breuil: Les peint11res et gravures nmrales des Cavernes pyrénéem1es: III,
Niaux (Ariege). L'Antr., 1908, pp. 15-46.
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Le Portel takes us farther back u. There are various Bisons and Horses shaded with
strokes, like the simplest at Niaux, which seem to be the most recent painting in the cave
(except for a small red Bull, very poor style, anda head close to it, also red and equally bad,
which may be pre-Azilian). A beautiful painting of a black Bison almost entirely covered with a black wash, remarkable, for its brutal, forceful Magdalenian style, is close
to sorne figures shaded with black strokes, and is more archaic in style than they. The
earlier date of the Bison is proved by the fact that sorne corrections were engraved at a
later date on the black paint of the animal, which have none of the spirit of the original,
but are in the s1.yle of the neighbouring figures.
Various black figures, sometimes shaded, otherwise in wide bands, but simpler in style,
are superposed on older pictures, red line drawings Aurignacian in type; with them must be
classed several other black or brown line-drawings, j ust as archaic. Amongst the most
archaic, are two sketches of the dorsal line of Deer (fig. 8r, 2, 3), their horns in twisted
perspective, as in the Aurignacian art of Cantabrian (Pasiega) and eastern Spanish art.
Between these two groups should be ranged various other groups belonging to neither
series, impossible to class, except by similarity of style; such are two big signs in flat red
wash: one, a large stain with four branches like the spread-out fingers of a gigantic hand;
and the other, a sort of cupola hut with a double entrance. Their special character makes
them difficult to date; H. Breuil is inclined to class them with the big red signs on the roof
of Altamira 23 •
A second group consists of several heavy Horses with short legs, very Aurignacian in
style, most of them in blackish flat wash, or painted in very wide bands (fig. 89); one
only, in dark red outlined in black (fig. gr); in spite of being bi-chrome, this figure has no
connection with the beautiful Magdalenian polychromes. Its date is made ccrtain by the
discoveries of M. Didon, at the Abri Blanchard and the Abrí Labattut, Sergcac (Dordogne),
of rocks with large bi-chrome paintings of the same technique, which had fallen into the
late mid-Aurignacian (fig. 92) and upper Aurignacian levels. They therefore cannot be
more recent than the end of the mid-Aurignacian. There is a last figure to mention: a quite
small Horse (fig. 85) in flat red wash, both painted and engraved, an abnormal style in
our caves (though there is an incomplete one at Mas d' Azil 24 on the right bank, in the

22
L. Jammes, R. Jeannel and F. Regnault: Nouvelles peinlures paléolitltiques da11s la groflc dit
Portel, Soc. Nat. Hist. Toulouse, 18 March 1908.-R. Jeannel: Sur la décozwerte da11s la grotte dit Portel
de peinlures paléolithiqucs rcpréscnfa·n t l'llamme et des a11t"111a11x. C. R. Académic des Sciences, 23 Novembre 1906.-H. Breuil, L. Jarruncs and R. Jcannel: Les demieres peintures découvertes dans la grotte
d11 Portel (Ariege). C. R. Académic des Scicnces, l Juin 1908.
23 H. Breuil: L'Age des cavemes et roches ornées de France et d'Espagne. Rcv. Arcltéol. 1912,
pp. 134-193, fig. 29.
24 Comtc H. Bcgouen and H. Brcuil: Peintures el gravures préhistoriques daus la grotte du Mas
d'Azil. Bull. Soc. Arch. du Midi, 1931.
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Fig. 99.- I, 2, 3), Black single line or very slightJy shaded drawings from thc cave of Niaux.-4 and
5), in black shaded with slashes.

Fi"g. roo. Mammoth drawn in black, partially shaded with slashes.
Cave of Pech- Merle, Cabrerets. After Abbé Lemozí.
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lower gallery); in its technique and its small size, it approaches eastern Spanish art; it is
difficult to say more about it, it is probably more recent than the Aurignacian figures of
Portel, and must be older than the black Magdalenian pictures.
Mas d' Azil, Tuc d' Audoubert and Trois Freres have very few remains of paintings,
sorne faint traces of old red ones, and sorne black of Magdalenian. The "Sorcerer" or
horned God of Trois Freres 25 is shaded with black, and so is a fine painting of a Bison

Fig. ror.

Black shaded Bison, superposed on black ]jne drawings, from Font-de-Gaumc. After Breui1.

in the upper gallery, and one of a Lioness. In another gallery, there are sorne red stencilled
hands, reminding us of Gargas, the chief cave for hands in the Pyrenees, which boasts about
a hundred of them.
The lower cave of Gargas was sealed by a fall of rock at the entrance at the end
25 Comte H. Begouen and H. Breuil: Un dessi?i relevé dans la caver1le des Tr<ns Freres a MontBSqttieu-Avantis (Ariege) (Le Sorcier). C. R. Acad. Inscrip. et Belles Lettres, r920, p. 303.-Noztvelle
gravure d' Homme masqué de la caverne des Trois Freres, Níontesq11ie11.-A vantcs (Arilge). C. R. Acad.
Inscr. et Belles Lettres, 1930.
16
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of Aurignacian times: no one entering it until historie times 2 ª. As painted decoration (with
the exception of sorne smali clusters of spots anda sort of sketch of a rudimentary animal
in red), there are only hands, chiefly left hands, often with fingers missing; they are not
all of the same date: the oldest are stencilled in red, and those generally outlined in black,
but sometimes in yellow or white, are superposed on the red ones (fig. 77).

2. Engravings.
'\~'e must now study the cvolution in the Pyrenees of engravings and sculptures on
the walls, an evolution parallel to that of the prcceding paintings. Except for the clay-coverecl stalagmitic casca de of Altamirn, the Cantabrian caves gavc us no sculptures; their rock
is too hard. It is thc same in the French Pyrcnees; but there are sculptures on thc soft
stalagmitc :1 of Isturitz (fig. IIS). and statues and bas-reliefs modelled in clay es at Tuc
d'Audoubcrt (fig. 120), Montespan ~ª and Bédeilhac 30 •
If we procccd from thc most recent to tbe oldest, we once more begin at ::\Iarsoulas
with sorne badly made line-engravings cut into the polychromes, and the oldest of the
red signs superposed on them. The other engravings can be classed in groups of varying
style:
lst: Those combined with the polychrome paintings, incised drawings of very fine techniquc, thc outlines very deeply cut and the srnall details rncticulously given; the are Magdalenian VI.
2nd: Chiefly on the right hand wall, Bison lightly drawn (fig. 123), previously buried
under a heap of blown loess (thc cave is rather shallow), which at the sarnc time buricd and
protected them. H. Breuil used to think that they belonged to the age of the polychromes,

26 E. Cartailllac and H. Breuil: Les peinlures et gravures murales des Cavemes pyrénéennes: IV,
Cargas, comm1111e d'Aventig11an (Haules-Pyrénées). L'Anthr., pp. 129-148.- Une seconde campagne aux
cavemes omées de Siaux (Aricge) el de Cargas (Hautes-Pyrénées). C. R. Acad. Inscr. et Bellcs Lettres, 1907, p. 213.
27 E. Passemard: Les Stations Paléolithiques dtt Pays Basque et leur relation avec les lcrra$scs
d'alluvions. Bayonne, 1924, fig. 109, p. 158.
28 Comte Bcgouen: Les stalues d'argile préhistoriq11es de la caveme du Tuc d'A11do11bert (Ariegc).
C. R. Acad. Inscr. et Bclles Lcttres, 1912, p. 532.-Lcs statucs d'argile de In caverne d11 T11c d'A11do11bert.
Rev. Anthr. No. T, 1921.
29 Comtc Begoucn and Norbert Casterct: La Ca.veme de Monlcspa11 (liaule-Garo1111e). Revue
Anthr. 1932, nos. II-12.-Comte Begouen: Les modelages en argilc de la cat•eme de Jlontcspan (Ha11le-Caro11ne). C. R. Acad. Inscr. et Belles Lettres. 2 Octobre 1923.
30 Comte Begoucn: Les modelages d'argile de la caveme de Bédeill1ac (Aricge). I. P. E. K., 1931,
pp. 7, 8.

Fig.

102.

Paintcd and engraved Bison in brownish-black flat wash. Font -dc-Gaurnc. Afler Brcuil.

)

Fig. lOJ. Painted and engraved Bison in polychromc, blackish-brown, brownish-red and red. Fontdc-Gaume. After Breuil.
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because of their perfection and fine execution, comparable to the Mammoth superposed on
thc polychromes at Font de Gaume; but now he thinks they must be classed with the most
recent series of Trois Freres, probably late Magdalenian IV.
3rd: The left wall on entering has a good many engravings of equine animals in very
good style, filled in with slanting strokes, comparable to the Magdalenian III of the Cantabrian Pyrenees (fig. 121); we class them as such, rather doubtfully.

Fig. ro4. Above: Polychrome Bison, both paintcd and cngravcd; length r m. 80 cms.; supcrposed on black shaded figures
and bcaring red signs, sorne older cul across by engravings, others
more rccent, probably Azilian. From the cave of ~larsoulas.
Below, a development of the lowcr portion of the red signs of
thc preceding figure; the big barbcd oblique line is the same as
that on the polychrome Bison. After Breuil.

Like the rest of the engravings, sometimes almost bas-reliefs, foun d invarious parts of the
cave, they must differ in date, but are mostly Magdalenian I V, it is diíficult to be precise;
the same applies to the few engravings at Mas d'Azil.
Niaux, dating, H. Breuil thinks, from Magdalenian V, produced only one small wall en-
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graving; the rest are on the hard sandy floor; it is the same at Bédeilhac, which has one
small poor sculpture in clay on the wall, and sorne engravings 31 , Magdalenian IV in date.
In the Tuc d'Audoubert 3 ~ and Trois Freres 33 , the most recent engravings are very
good style with very fine lines, sometimes combined with black shading (stomp) . The sanctuary of Trois Freres has the most extraordinary accumulation of cngravings that can
be imagined: Bison horns seen in profile, the lines extraordinarily fine, details of the coats,
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Ft"g. io5. Pictograph painted in red in the deep gallery of the cave
of Niaux. Bison, line-drawing in red, the backbone formed by a ridge
oí thc rock, with a wound marked on its flank. Club-shaped signs
and spots grouped in Azilian style. This panel probably dates from
the ex.treme end of thc Magdalenian. After Breuil.

lcgs and hoofs minutely rendered, contrasting with the rough nature of the drawings immediately underlying on the same walls, in which the Bison's horns are drawn full or t
face, and thc legs and hoofs carelessly made (fig. 122) . The latter characteristic unites the
oldest group to the dawn of the :Jlagdalenian age at least.
The panel in the lower hall of the Tuc d'Audoubert 31 is probably intermediate in
date, with its simple but correct drawing. We may mention by the way that the most recent
group of Trois Freres was executed under quite different conditions to those in which
we see most of the figures to-day: at the time they were made, the rocky surface was entirely covered with a thin coating of clay; underneath this, the limestone has weathered
3r Comte Begou¿n; Les peintures et dessi-11s de la grotte de Bédeill1ac (Ariege). I. P. E. K. 1929,
pp. 1-5.
32 Comte Begoufo: L'Art mobilier et pnriétal dnns la caverne du T11c d'A11doubert. Acad. Inscr.
et B. L. 30 Aout 19r2.-I. P. E. K. 1925, pp. 219-228.
33 Comtc Begouen and H. Breuil: Les Ours déguisés de la caverne des Trois Freres (Aricge).
"Festschrift" du R. P. W. Schmidt. Wien, 1928, pp. 777-780.
34 Comtc H. Begou··n: Une nouvelle grotte a grnvures da11s l'Ariege: la Caverne du Tuc d'A11doubert. Congres Intern. d'Anthr. et d'Archéol. préhist. Gcneve, 1912, pp. 489-497.
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white, and the underlying living rock was blackish blue. The artists, by using the various
shadcs of these differcnt levcls, produced a work of art like a carneo u.
At Montespan it was thc samc: ali thc walls in the lower part of the cave are covered
with remains oí engraved lines which were originalJy deeper, the fine shading of which
is nowadays lost. They are probably Magdalenian IV in date, as well as the engravings and
reliefs on clay in the higher part of thc cave.

Fig. ro6. Part of the roo[ of the cave of Pcch:\lerle. Cabrercts; Yarious dcsigns on clay, fingcrdrawings, a :\Iammolh and sorne \;!,·ornen. After Abbé
Lcmozi.

Returning to the Trois Freres, in the upper final gallery, the most recent series of the
sanctuary is not represcnted; sorne figures in the little corriclor to the left probably belong to
an older series; but in the rigl1t hancl corridor, there is quite another stylc, extremely archaic,
in which the Aurignacian techniquc is at once recognizablc: meanders and "maccaroni" in
clay on the roof and walls, drawings ancl engravings of animals in the same technique.
\Ne find these again at Gargas. At the Trois Freres, sorne of them had becn outlined in
black at a later date, in Magdalenian style.
35 H. Fairfield Osbom: The birtli of Sc11lpture in so11them
vol. XXII, no. 1, figs. 4-34.

France.

Xatural

History,

1922,

Fig. ro7. Horsc drawn on clay from thc cave
of Gargas. Very reduccd in size. Aftcr Brcuil.

Fig. zo8. Vulvae inciscd on picccs of rock from thc mic-Aurignacian of thc Abrí Blanchard, Sergeac,
Dordognc. Aftcr L. Didon.

Fig. zo9. Hind-quarter of a Horse cngraved on
a frontal bone of that animal, from thc base of thc
Aurignacian at Hornos de la Peña. Actual sizc.
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As for the fine clay statues of Bisons (fig. r20), their style so much resembles the Magdalenian IV sculpturcs on reindeer horn, etc. in the caves of Montesquieu and Mas d' Azil,
that we are certain they are of the same age: and so probably are the modelled figures on
the floor of Montespan and the Bear and Feline statucs in the same cave.
It is too soon to speak of the numerous engravings at La Bastide, recently discoYered
by J\f. Casteret 3•; as they are varied in style, thcy probably belong to different stages of
Magdalcnian IV.
\Ye now turn to Gargas. As we have said, everything there is forcedly Aurignacian.
There are different groups of cngravings: the oldest, large panels of "maccaroni" on
clay, amongst which can be seen extremely archaic figures of Bisons and Horses (fig. ro7).
exactly the same as those of Altamira and Hornos ( Cantabrian) and, this time, painted in
yellow and not on clay, in the cave of La Pileta (Málaga).
Then, superposed "!1 ··maccaroni", come incised drawings on the walls, uncqual in style,
but naturalistic and very living, resembling sometimes (for instance in the Ibex heads) the
technique which prcdominated in the 11agdalenian. The discovery by Breuil of a small
schist plaque, engraved with similar figures in thc upper Aurignacian leve] of the deposits,
dates it, and shows that, as at Hornos, the upper Aurignacian art of engraYing had already
reached a high level, which the few samples found of mobiliary art of this kind had not led
us to expect.
36 Norbert Casteret: A new d1·scovery o/ a preMstoric cave in sculltem Fra1;ce. "Illustratcd Lcndon Xcws". 17 Scptembcr 1932.-Les gravures sur roches de la grotfe de La Bt1sl1ºde. (Ha11tes-P:;rir.ics.)
"Scicnces et Voyages". I932.
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II. Rock shelte1·s and Caves n01·th and east of the Garonne, in Lot,
Dordogne, Charente, Gironde and Ga1·d.
l. Paintings.
Except for a small unpublished cave in the neighbourhood of Cabrerets (Lot), in which
red paintings, including a very simple line drawing of an Ibex in that colour, remind one
of the last red paintings at the end of Magdalenian VI in the Pyrenees, it is at Font-deGaume (Dordogne) 37 that we find the most recent paintings superposed on nearly a11 those

Fig. no. Deeply engravcd Bíson from thc cave of La Greze (Dordogne). Faírly
archaíc Aurignacian. After Breuil.

of almost every variety of technique which flourished there. Indeed it is the only cave
north of the Garonne where polychromes (fig. 103) exist and in great number.
Certain red line tectiforms are sometimes superposed on the polychromes, but the
reverse is equally tn1e, and they must be considered as contemporaries. The polychromes are
37 L. Capitan, H. Breuil and D. Peyrony. La Caverne de F<mt-de-Gamne, mtx Eyzies (Dordogrie).
(Peintmes et gravures nmrales des Caver11es paléolithiques). Monaco, 1910.
17
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often superposed on each other, showing that this style of painting lasted an appreciable
time in that region. The colour is ncarly always applied to fully engraved figures, often so
deeply engraved (thanks to the rock being fairly soft) that parts are really in slight relicf
figs. 125, 126) . As at Altamira, thc outline is generally indicated in black, except for thc
oldest amongst them, which are in red or bro'vvn with only a few black touches on the
hoofs and eyes. Often they are supcrposcd on those of older technique, thc most modcrn of
which are pictures in plain brown (fig. 102), beautifully drawn and engravcd (fig. 125),
more finely than the polychromes and smaller in size.
Before the polychromes and plain brown figures, and in various instances obliterated
by them, are black drawings. Thc most recent (fig. ror) black shaded models oí very

Fig. III. Engravings a Bison and a Horse, probably uppcr Aurignacian, from thc caYc of Hornos
de la Peña (Santander) . After Brcuil.

advanced technique (blurred as if stomping had been used), are still of very fine style, not
one bit behind the best polychrome figures as regards dimensions, delicacy and beauty of
forro. Still older are the black paintings íully shaded, generally smaller, and which blcnd
into yet older ones shaded first with slashes, then with thick and thin lincs, and the
earliest drawn with a single line. \Vith these, we reach the oldest ~fagdalenian stage.
The remains of earlier paintings are less numerous. Bulls in black wash (figs. 88, 90),
which H. Breuil originally thought belonged to Magdalenian times, like those in flat red
wash, also Aurignacian, at Altamira, cover almost all the figures in the narrow end passage.
The Bulls are covered in their turn by an unfinished polychrome anda black linc drawing. By their rough style and their stiff legs, they belong toan evolved stage of the Aurignacian.
Yet older are the red line drawings: sometimes the body is striated (Rhinoceros) (fig. 87);
others are drawn in more or less ragged-edged red lines; others, very simple red line figures, or sometimes blue-black, are certainly Aurignacian. F inally, at two places in the big
gallery, there are hands stencilled in black, vvhích are the oldest paíntings in the cave.
The most recent remains at La Mouthe are a big polychrome hut, both painted and
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engraved, and the big Reindeer with bands oí spots on their flanks (like a proto-polychrome
Reindeer at Font-de-Gaume). The paint on these animals has almost entirely vanished,
owing to the sandy nature of the rock, except for sorne traces of brown shading on the
head and legs, but they were probably slightly polychrome. The only remains of colour,
which are older, are sorne few very simple indications of black line drawings.
Combarelles 38 has several figures painted in black and slightly shaded, pretty lit-

Fig. II2. Fallen bloc with bas-rclicf of a Horse, found by Mons. L. Didon at the
Abri Labattut, Sergeac (Dordogne) betwecn two uppcr Aurignacian levels; length 68
cms. Original at the Museum of Natural History, Kew York.

tle Horscs (fig. 97) anda rather shallow engraving. Incomplete black sketches are somctimes associated with deeply engraved figures contemporaneous with thc black paintings.
But ali thc shallow or deep engravings in the cave, all old or mid-Magdalenian in date,
invariably cut across blue-black lines, thin, cxtremely old, and rarely decipherable. Sorne
few red tectiforms, more archaic than those at Font-de-Gaume, are the same date as the
engravings; and lastly, a quite small black hand is hidden in a nichc of the roof and is
quite unconnected with thc rest.
Bernifal also displays sorne few colourcd figures: a frightful attempt at painting a figure
38 L. Capitan, H. Breuil and D. Peyrony: Les Cambare/les, aux Eyzies (Dordogne). Peúzlures et
gravures murales des Caverncs paléolithiques.) ~fonaco, 1924.
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in bread black bands, large clusters of black discs, a lVIammoth in red line drawing,
and, lastly, black stencilled hands. The whole is clearly Aurignacian.
Lot has its painted caves too. The celebrated one of Pech- Merle at Cabrerets 39 with its

Fig. II3 . Salmon carvcd in bas-relief on the roof of an
abri in Gorgc-d'Enfcr, Les Eyzies (Dordogne); length I metre.
Drawing by Breuil.

old entrance the cave of Marcenac, now a separate cave, has panels painted in various
ages. One of them, anda few other figures, belong almost entirely to the black Magdalenian

Fig. II4. Fighting Ibexes carved on a limestone block, fallen
into the upper Solutrean leve! of the Vallée du Roe, Sers (Charente) . After Dr. H. Martín.

line-drawing stage; the bodies of sorne of the figures, however, are partially covered with
slashes. Both the conception of the design, still rather archaic, and the very slight development of the shading (fig. roo), mark this group as a little older than the beautiful figures
39 A. Lemozi: La Grotte-Tem:ple du Pech-Merle,
Paris, 1929.

wi
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in the "Salon noir" of Niaux. They are superposed on clusters of red spots in which there
is possibly an animal's head: the only contact betwecn the Magdalenian and Aurignacian
series. Thc panel facing bclongs entirely to the latter; it consists (fig. 86) of a substratum
of big red spots and curvc<l strokes, black stencilled han<ls, a red drawing of a Pike, and
two I-Iorses, their bodies drawn in black, their legs cxccptionally slender, thcir very small

Fig. rr5. Panel of a Rcindccr ancl a Stag carvcd in bas-rclicf on a big conical stalagmitic mass in
tbc cave of Isturitz (Basscs Pyrénécs). From a photograph by l\lons. E. Passemard.

hcads and shoulders washed over with flat black. This series seems to us to follow in the
above order which differs from the sequence suggested by Abbé Lemozi.
Se\'eral other Aurignacian drawings are seen here and there: stencilled red hands combincd with big spots; a Stag with antlers in twistcd perspective; an lbex and a Bull ali
drawn in fine red lines: a Man pierced with arrows (?) in rcddish violet; strangc little diagrams of Bisons in linc drawing, or filled in with colour. But these various pictures can
only be given a comparative date.
As for the black line drawings classed as Aurignacian by their discoverer, H. Breuil's
idea is that they are inseparable, as regards their style, from the l\Iagdalenian frieze, or
belong only to the oldcst part of that frieze.
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There is only one painted cave, outside the region we are studying, the Herrnitage cave,
near Collias (Gard) '° which has positive red hands, fine red line drawings (Ibex), figures
drawn with a ragged red line and spotted.in the sarne colour, anda shaded black Horse's
head. The latter seems to be of Magdalenian style; as for the others, they suggest different
stages in the Aurignacian. But, in this region, the limit of expansion of the Upper Palaeoli-

Fig. n6. Horsc partly carvcd (front legs and bclly) and deeply engraved; inside, two small anthropoid drawings. Combarellcs. Aftcr Breuil.

thic industries of Aquitaine, where the cxcavations at the Pont du Gard by the Abbé Bayol
(explorer also of the Hermitage) shewed the persistence of a prirnitiYc Solutrean as late as
Magdalenian IV, it may be that these figures are partly later than those of the "classic" region, and only due to a prolongation of the archaic Solutrean.
The Dordogne has provided a group of objects which are very valuable for dating the
figures, painted blocks either still in place, or fallen and buried in archaeological deposits.
M. Peyrony 41 discovered a certain number of fragments at La Ferrassie in those upper mid-Aurignacian levels which contain Reindeer horn points of long lozenge shape
40 J. Bayol, P. :'.\Iarcelin and Lucien Mayet: U11e grotte avec dessins pariéla11x de l' ágc du Rc1111e
dans la vallée du Gardo11: la Bao111110-d'en-a1et, Collias (Gard). C. R. Acad. Se. 2 Mai 1927.
41 L. Capitan and D. Pcyrony: Les origines de l'art á l'A11ri'g11acian 111oye11: 11ouvelles découverles
á la Ferrassie. Rev. Anthr. 1921, pp. 92-112.
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with an oval section. They are black drawings, their fragmentary state seemed to H.
Breuil to make their interpretation most uncertain, and he considered them simply as
débris of unrecognizable animal figures; the same as those with remains of black figures
in lines and wide washes which M. Peyrony interprets as Bisons and which come from
the lower level (with spindle-shaped points) of the mid-Aurignacian of the same site.

Fig. II7. Sculpture in high relief of two of the Horses on the frieze of the rock shelter of CapBlanc (Dordogne); dated by the Magdalenian III heartbs. Discovered by Dr. Lalanne. Photograph by Mons.
Belves.

The discoveries of Mons. Didon at Sergeac are much more important. At Abrí Blanchard 42 , he found a large part of the vvall of a rock shelter which had fallen down into
a level of the late mid-Aurignacian; it had on it two Bisons outlined with a wide black
line and painted on a plain red background (fig. 92); all the four legs were drawn, particularly stiffly, but the hoofs were detailed and fairly well done.
A large animal in the same technique, not yet copied, is on a huge rock fallen between
42 L. Didon: L'Abri Blanclzard des Roches, comm1me de
Bull . Soc. Hist. et Archéol. du Périgord. Ign.

Sergeac: gisement aurig11(1áen moyen.

Eg. n8. Panel of fine cngravings, partly cnhanccd by black lú1es, from thc dcpths of thc cave of
Combarclles. Drawings of Mammoths, a llorsc and an cquinc animal with cars intcntionally transformed
into horns of a primitivc Bull. Width of thc panel, 1 m. 30 cms. After Breuil.

Fig. II9. Engravcd panel, 4 metrcs from thc ground, in a nanow fissure in thc back of the cave of
Font-de-Gaume. A Feline, fairly deeply incised, seems to be hunting Horses, two of wbich appcar to
be in pcrspectivc. After Breuil.
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two upper Aurignacian levels of the Abri Labattut, quite near the preceding rock shelter.
Mons. Didon gave it to the Museum of St. Germain. On the same rock, and looking not
quite so old, are several small animals drawn in blue-black: one, rather better preserved
than the rest, is a Stag 43 , more delicately drawn than one would have expected in such a
distant epoch. The twisted perspective of its antlers (fig. 93) is the same as that of the
Aurignacian Stags in Cantabria, and also those in ea.stern Spanish art. With the discovery
of the paintings on flat stones of the pre-Magdalenian levels at Parpalló (Valencia),
the Stag of the Abri Labattut, which, up till then, had been unique in French wall art,
established the connection between Franco-Cantabrian Aurignacian art, and tbat of Eas-

Fig . I20. Bisons modelled in clay and propped against a rock in the midst of the last hall
of thc cave oí Tuc d'Audoubert (Ariege) . Photograph by Max Begouen. Discovered by Count
Begouen and his sons.

tern Spain, which seems to be its continuation and development during the Solutrean and
Magdalenian ages.
Another block, fallen from the roof in the Abrí Labattut, displayed a red stencilled hand.
It is evident that these blocks, which fell on to the heartbs and were buried by them,
prove that ali the drawings are of earlier date than the levels containing them, but we cannot be more precise: they may be only slightly older, perhaps practically contemporaneous,
or they may be much older. Personally, H . Breuil thought only the little Stag was upper
43 H. Brcuil:
Anthr. 1927.

Oeuvres d'art paléolithiques inédites du. Périgord et art oriental d'Espagne. Revue
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Aurignacian, and the stencilled red hand and the big bi-chrome animal belonged to the end
of the mid-Aurignacian.
Only one painted block hailing from Laugerie Basse 44 , rested directly on the upper
layer ( Magd. V and VI) of the Abri des Marseilles: the style is rather late, certainly belong-

Fig. I2I. Horse cngraved in lhe cave of Marsoulas. After Breuil.
Scale 1/4. Notice the fi lling in with scratches comparable to thc old
Magdalenian of the Cantabrian Pyrenecs.

ing to the upper Magdalenian. The head and horns are black, the rest of the body painted
in flat red wash plastered with redor brown stains, or with black spots arranged in quincun.x, like those on the Bison of Marsoulas, which we mentioned before.
44. D. Peyrony: Sur deux oeuvres d'art magdaléniemzes découvertes récem111e11t en Dordognc. A. F. A. S.
I92I, pp. 905. 906.

FRENCH CAVES: EVOLUTION OF THE PAINTING

..

Fig. I22. Bisons engraved on a rock wall thinly coated
with clay; their horns full face; very arcbaic Magdalenian
technique. From the cave of Trois Frercs (Ariege). Notice the conventionalized arrows on the Bison's flanks . Discovered by Count Begouen and his sons; photograph by
Max Begouen; the silhouette of the Bisons is much deformed by tbe perspective of the photograph.
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2. Evolution of engravings in the caves of the sarne region.
The cave of Teyjat 46 (north-west Dordogne) contained exclusively upper Magd. V and
Magd. VI deposits. Pieces of very clear amber stalagmite, broken of the cascade by Magdalenian Man, and the part that was left intact, had been engraved with delightful animal

Fig. 123. Very finely cngraved Bison
from the foot of the cave of Marsoulas. Scale r/6. After Breuil.

figures (fig. r24), in a firm precise line; one part had been buried in the Magd. VI level.
The contemporaneity of the engravings with the upper Magd. V level is confirmed by the
discovery in the layer at its base o( a piece of an engraved Bison, the other half of which

45 L. Capitan, H. Breuil, D. Peyrony et P. Bourrinet: Les grmmres sur cascade stalagm1"l?'q11e de la grotte
de la Maírie a Teyjat (Dordogne) . Congrcs Internat. d' Anth. et d'Archéol. préhist. 1912. Gcneve, pps. 4r85r4.-H. Breuil, D . Peyrony et P. Bourrinct: Concrétio11s avec conlre-empre·i-nle des gravmes de Teyjat. Bull. et
Mém. Soc. Anth. París, 9 Jan. 1908.
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was discovered in the intermediate stcrile laycr; part of another block, on which was a Horse, was broken, and the other part, on which ·were the hoofs, was found in the Magd. VI
level. Except for sorne traces of colour along the back of a small Reindeer, there are no
signs of paínting.
At Font-de-Gaume, cutting through thc largc polychrome Bisons, but covcrccl sometimes by red tectiforms of later date, are little Mammoths drawn in infinitely delicatc
lincs (fig. r27); their heavy coats are very marked; they can only belong to Magd. VI, in
spite of the rarity of this animal at that pcriod; as they are all by the same hand and of
t.he last age, we conclude that the passagc across the country of one the last troops
of these pachyderms struck the imagination oí these late 1Iagdalenians very strongly. \Ve
have noted that the polychromes and the figures in flat brown wash at Font-de-Gaume are
sometimes (figs. r25, r26) so deeply cut that they are almost in relief, and others are engraved v.ith a fine, but Yery firm linc, giving an almost excessive delicacy to the details:
this shews us what the artists of l\lagd. V and VI could do.
It is difficult at Font-de-Gaume to date t.he other very few engravings, except comparatively. The Horses facing the Feline (fig. ng) in the end fissure shew a very
fine art, comparable to the most recent figures in Combarelles (sector farthest in), principally of the same age as the slightly shadccl black paintings in the same part of the
cave (fig. rr8).
Older engravíngs ( Magd. IV and III), more deeply cut, are in the front part of Combarelles (figs. rr6, rr8); like most of thosc at Bcrnifal 40 and Calévie, they pretty often attempted real reliefs, but these stand out bettcr and are more perfect at Comarque 41 and
especially at the rock-sheltcr .u of Cap Blanc (fig. n7). There a block, fallen into the
l\lagd. III hearths, fixes the age of lhc magnificent frieze, and, by extension, of the
other analogous sculptures in thc ncighbourhood (Abri Reverdit at Sergeac ª,etc.). The
blocks sculptured 'vith anirnals at Laugeries Haute 60 and Basse si, and at J ean-Blanc 63 ,
are the same. \Ye must not forget that sculptured blocks of the same art (fig. II4) were

46 L. Capitan, H. Breuil et D. Peyrony: Les fig11res grai•ées ti l'époque paléolithique sur les parois
de la grotte de Bemifal (Dordog11e). Rcv. de l'Ecolc d'Anlhr. 1903, pp. 202-209.
47 L. Capitan, H. Brcuil et D. Pcyrony: Xoui•cllcs grottes oniées de la mllée de la Be1111e. L'Anlhr.
1915, pp. 505-518.
48 Dr. Lalannc and H. Brcuil: L'Abri srnlpté de Cap-Blanc a Laussel (Dordog11e). L'Anthr., 19II,
pp. 385-402.
49 Frank Dctage: Sergeac, 1m bem1 site pirigo11rdin, 1111 ce11fre de recherches préln'storiques. Monli&rnac, r927.
50 D. Pcyrony: Une léle d'Ovibos scnlpt¿e, découverle ti Laugen'e Ha1tfe (Dordogne) . L'Anthr.
1925, pp. 267-270.
51 Comlc Begouen: Un bloc de picrre calcairc gravé des Eyzics á Berli11. Praehistorischc Zcilschrift, 1930, pp. 246-266.
52 D. Pcyrony: 1Yo11velles fouilles aux C/wmfs-Blm:cs cu }ca11-Blm:c. A. F. A. S. 1912, fP· 522-528.
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found at Fourneau du Diable, Bourdeilles 0 (Dordogne) and La Vallée du Roe, Sers u
( Charente), buried in the final upper Solutrean levels, which were already steeped in Magdalenian III elements, which must have existed as early as that on the banks of the Vezere and elsewhere.
This is a magnificent art, not newly born, but in full possession of its faculties, and
comparable to that at Isturitz (Basses Pyrénées); the earlier efforts, both in Dordogne and
Charente, as in the Pyrenees, are very far from this, and infinitely more primitive in
style.
La Mouthe 55 produced engravings which still show traces of faded painting of spotted Reindeer, a small Mammoth, anda fine scraped and engraved Reindeer, which may be
contemporaries of the polychromes, anda good many older drawings, sorne comparable to
the Combarelles engravings, such as the I bex, etc.; in the hall of the "Hut", and, on the
wall to the right of the spotted Reindeer, the Horses and Rhinoceros, like the panel of
little Bisons, are in more archaic Magdalenian style: there is a stiffness in their legs, and
the horns of the Bisons are seen three-quarter face, as they are in the Magd. II and I engravings at Le Placard. Sorne very simple drawings on a panel in the spotted Reindeer
hall are so very primitive in style that they must be Aurignacian, and H. Breuil thinks the
same of the large Bovines sculptured on the roof of the first hall with drawings.
La Croze a Gontran de Tayac 56 , with the remains of meanders on its walls, which
once were clay-covered, and to-day are covered with concretions, has sorne animals of a
very archaic style, which must belong to a fairly ancient Aurignacian period.
La Greze 61 , with its very stiff Bison with foil face horns (fig. no), and sorne other
remains of animals, not always in pure profile, is of the same type. The animal was buried
under a Solutrean deposit.
But the nurnerous engraved blocks found in the upper Aurignacian of Sergeac 58 (La53 D. Peyrony: Les gisemenls préhisloriques de Bourdeilles (Dordogne). Mém. ro des Archives de
J'Institul de Paléontologie Humaine. r932.
L. Capitan and D. Peyrony: Les Reliefs solutréens d1t Foumeau d?t Diable, com1111me de Bourdeilles
(Dordogne). C. R. Acad. Inscr. et B. L. r925, p. 43.
54 Dr. H . :Martin: La Frise sculptée et l'atelier solutréen dtt Roe (Charenle), :Mém. 5 des Archives
de l'Institut de Paléontologie Humaine, 1928.-Les Sculptures du Roe (Citaren.te). Préhistoire, T. I,
fase. 1.-L'atelier solutréen du Roe (Charente), sa frise sculptée. L'Antbr. 1928, pp. 2-16.
55 Emile Riviére: La grolle de La Mouthe (Dordogne). A. F. A. S. I I Aout 1897.-Les d.essins
gravés et peimts de la grotle de la Mouthe (Dordogne). C. R. Acad. des Se. 30 Septembre 1901 and Revue Scientifique, 19 Octobre 1901.
56 H. Breuil, L. Capitan and D. Peyrony: La Croze a Gcmtran, Tayac, Dordogne, grotte a dessins
a11rignacie11s. Rev. Antbr. 1914, pp. 277-280.
57 L. Capitan, H. l3reuil and M. Ampoulange: Une nottvelle grotte préhistorique
paro-is gravées:
La grotte de la Greze. C. R. Acad. Inscr. et B. L. 1904, pp. 487-495, and Revue. Ecole d'Antbr. 1904,
pp. 320-325.
58 G. Grant MacCurdy: Paleolitltic art as npresented in the collections of llze American Museum
of Natural History. The American Museum Journal. 1914, pp. 225-237.
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battut) (fig. n2), of Laussel 69 and La FeITassie, shew us that, at this time, the Dordogne artists were already capable of making fine bas-reliefs, though they were nearly
always rather stiff and primitive. This is the age of the Venuses and Archer of Laussel,

)(
Fig. I24. Fine engravings on a stalagmitic block from the Grotte
de la Mairie, Teyjat (Dordogne), shewing: one Cervus elaplms, one
Horse and one Reindcer (female lying down with her fawn), coming
from the Magdalenian V level. Width ofthe panel 54 cms. After Breuil.

and the Fish 00 at the Gorge d'Enfer rock-shelter (fig. n3), extraordinary bas-reliefs which
have no competitors in the dark caves.
G. Lalanne: Bas-relief a figuration lmmaine de l'abri sous roche de Laussel (Dordogne) . L'Anthr.
pp. r29-r40.-Découverte d'u.n bas-relief a représenl.ation limnah1e dans les fOl-tilles de La11ssel.
L'Anthr. r9n, pp. 257-260.
60 D. Peyrony: Les abris Lartet et du Poisson a Gorge-d'Enfer (Dordogne). L'Anthr, r932. pp.
242-268.
59

I9I2,
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I n Gironde, the Pair-non-Pair 61 engravings are also Aurignacian. Daleau, their discoverer, did not give their real character; they are far more detailed and more íinished than
his painstaking, but very inadequate copies would have one think. They were buried in
an upper Aurignacian level, and date therefore from the dawn of that age.

F1:g. z25. Engravings associated with severa! painted Bisons; the Bison on the left is the same as the
one in brown flat wash, fig. 102; the two others are early polychromes. Font-de-Gaume. After Breuil.

I n the Dordogne, since mid, and even lower Aurignacian times, there were, on blocks,
rough attempts at animal figures of a really very primitive type. These were associated
with silhouettes of many vulvae (fig. 108) andan occasional phallus. I n the Pyrenees at
Gargas, there is only a single example of a similar vulva, and far from the daylight; in
other places they are entirely lacking in wall art in the galleries, and are confined to sculptured blocks in the rock shelters. The small size of the Dordogne caves, and the generally
sandy character of their deposits, does not oíten leave a day coating on the walls, and
finger drawings of "maccaroni" type are only found at La Croze a Gontran.

61 F. Daleau: Les grnvures sur rocher de la caverne de Pa1:r-non-Pair. Actes de la Soc. Archéologique de Bordeaux, 1897 (séance du 13 Novembre).
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The cave of Pech-Merle (Pech-David) 62 is quite different. There are bardly any Magdalenian engravings (op. cit., fig. 39 Bull and Hind; fig. 45, Bear's hcad), but, where the
great extent of clay-covered walls allowed, the Aurignacians multiplied the "maccaroni" and
finger trails wlúch had no real meaning (op. cit. figs. 18, 37-40, 42, 44, 46, part of 49
and 51) . Amongst them (fig. 106) there are rudimentary or more complete animal heads
(op. cit., figs. 43 and 53, here a Bulls head), Bulls (part of fig. 53, op. cit.), Ibexes (op. cit.,

Fig. r26. Engraving, dccply cut in sorne parts, acompanying the polychromc
Bison figure 103. After Brcuil.

fig. 50), Bisons (op. cit., fig. 51), Cervus megaceros (op. cit., fig. 19), another Deer (op. cit.,
fig. 21), human figures rampant, etc. (figs. 15, 16, PI. 19 and Pl. 49), and various :Jiammoths (op. cit., figs. 36, 43, 49, Pl. 53) •3 •
62 A. Lcmozi : La Groltc-Tcmpil' d11 Pcc/1-Afcrlc, 1111 1101tvea11 Sa11ct11airc préliistoriq11c. A. Picard.
1929. H. Brcuil: :Vottvellcs jigurations l111mai11es de la caueme David ti Cabrerels (Lot). Rev. Anthr. 1924,
pp. 232-238.
63 To be noted in the south-cast of Francc: l), drawings on clay of Aurignacian style in the
cave of Aldene: :M. Gucrret: Découverle de dessins préhisioriques da11s la gro/le d'Aldene (co1mmme de
Cesseras, Hérault). Bull. Soc. Hist. Nat. Toulouse, 1927. 2nd trimestrc.-2), Engravings oí archaic Aurignacian style in the cave of Cbabot a Aigucze Gard): A. Lombard-Dumas: La Sculpbtre préltistariq11e
dans le déparlcment d1t Gard. Nimes, 1899.-P. Raymond: Les gravures de la grotte 111agdalé11ien11e (inexact) Chabol á Aigueze (Gard). Rev. Préb. 1905.-3), the archaic bas-reliefs in the grotte du Figuier at
St. Martin (Ardeche): P. Raymond: Une nauvelle grolte 111agdalénie1t11e ( ?) ti gravures dn11s l'Ardeche.
Rev. Préhistorique, 1906, p. 250.
19

We have therefore at Cabrerets ("Pech-Merle" or "Pech-David") one of the most remarkable collections of finger-drawings in any cave, similar in every way to those of Trois
Freres, Gargas, Hornos and Altamira. There is no doubt they are all the same age, though
at Cabrerets they can only be dated by comparison with other sites. So ends our detailed
objective analysis of Aquitano-Cantabrian wall art, with its annex in Andalusia. We have
not enlarged on, though we noted, its upper Aurignacian connexion with the upper Palaeolithic art in rock shelters of the Spanish Levant.
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CHAPTERVII
General view of the Evolution of Art on cave walls.
I. Evolution of the Paintings.
Let us now glance backwards and note the astonishing uniformity in general evolution
of this art of Palaeolithic peoples, often separated by considerable distances and differing
greatly in their bone and flint outfit 64 •
The hands, stencilled first in red and later in black, or other colours and other designs,
are found at the start justas much in Cantabria as in the Pyrenees, in Dordogne and in Lot.
They seem to last longer in the Cantabrian Pyrenees. The red positives of hands also persist longer there, combined with archaic figures in flat red wash, stencilled violet hands, big
red or sometimes violet signs like clubs, conventionalised hands and feet, ali sometimes
reduced to tridents. Portel is the only Pyrenean site at which such hands are found. There are
red hand-prints at Collias (Gard), combined with animals in spotted or ragged-edged red
lines, which seem to be a survival, as we have said before.
In Andalusia 6 º, there are no hands, but these are replaced by yellow finger drawings,
meanders and snaky lines, from which animals emerge, comparable to the "maccaroni" in
the northern clay.
These timid attempts at red line drawing combined with hands, quickly pass into figures drawn in thick and thin lines, red, or more often yellow (according to the place)
and very rarely in black. These are found from Andalusia to Cantabria, from the Pyrenees
to Lot and Dordogne.
Then comes the line which tries first to show the reliefs by shading, and very oc64 The first attempts made to construct a chronology of Palaeolithic art were: H . Breuil: L'Evoltttion de la Peinture et de la Gratmre sur murailles dans les cavemes ornées de l' áge d'lt Renne. Premier
Congres Préhistorique de France, r905-Abbé H. Breuil: L 'Evoltttion de l'art pariétal des cavernes de
l'age dtt Renne. C. R. r3eme Congres d'Anth. and Archéol. Préhist. Monaco, r906, pp. 367-386. Sucessive corrections and additions to this previous attempt were made in the volumes of Font-de-Gaume,
Cavemes Cantabriques, and La Pasiega.
65 No archaeological layer containing bonc and flint tools is known as yet in Andalusia.

casionally by slashes; it thickcns, widens, has ragged edges or turns into wide bands madc
with a pad, a running togethcr o( spots (Cantabria and Collias): several times, the red
paint covers considerable parts of thc animal or else the whole body. Red is most popular
in Cantabria and the Pyrenees; black soon predominates in Dordogne and Lot.
It is not long before certain figures are excellently drawn, but there are also very
crude and exaggerated ones (Altamira). Sometimes the engraved line is combined with old
washes of colour or with ragged-cdged drawings. Here and there, at Abri Blanchard

Fig. 127. Very lightly drawn
of Font-de-Gaume. After Breuil.

~fammoth,

61 cms. long, latcr than the polychrome figures of thc cave

(Sergeac) and Portel, a black contour line is combined with a red background, and twocolour studies are produced, which certainly date from the mid-Aurignacian (Sergeac). At
Sergeac (Labattut), the upper Aurignacian already boasts delicate drawings of Deer slightly shaded in black which might be Magdalenian, if it were not for their horns, which are
in twisted perspective, similar to thosc of all the Aurignacian Deer in Dordogne, Lot, the
Pyrenees and Cantabria, and also those in the paintings of the Spanish Levant. Except
at Candamo, a cave just beyond the circle we are studying, no Stag in Magdalenian art is
ever again drawn in this manner.
As well as the figures of animals, painted signs of the same technique are constantly as-
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sociated in Cantabria and Andalusia with the paintings: first, simple thin line drawings of
small designs, then in long thick lines. They are mostly tectiforms, but, in Andalusia, they
are combined with others, also red and in the same technique, spirals or spotted ovals, etc.

Fig. z28. Thc two first Solutrcan flints picked
up by l\!cssrs. Taylor-Ballota and Harlé. Actual size.

These collections of signs are lacking in France, but found on flat stones at Parpalló (Valencia).
Such is the first Aurignacian cycle of Palacolithic art.
The second cycle begins modcstly with slightly traced black drawings, often simple

Fig. z29. Graver, scrapcr, cte. of Magdalcnian type, arrow-head with non-Solutrean retouch. With
lhe exception of the trimmed blade in the centre which belonged to the de la Pedraja collection, ali the objects
are in the Altarnira Museum. 2/3 actual size.

sketches; then wide black smears more or less primitive; but soon the line steadies and a
graceful silhouette is produced, more fluid in style than the Aurignacian; slashing cuts are
ingeniously employed to shew the coat and to give the parts in relief. But only the first
stage of this new cycle is practised in the Andalusian caves, where the latest stage seems
never to have even begun. Here and there, the colour covers the body as in the first stage,
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and black (blurred as if applied with a stomp) takes the place of the slashes. Then brown,
or sometimes flat red wash, ora series of spots, ora mixture of both, is used to vary the
filling in of the body. Black, which at first was limited to certain parts of the figures,
now outlines them entirely. This is the age of the beautiful polychromes, in which the draw-
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Bone and stagshorn instrnments collected by Messrs. Sautuola and Ha.rlé. Actual size.

ing is perhaps not quite so pureas that of the slashed black figures and the later stomped
ones, though theirtechnical perfection is distinctly superior. Engraving, which, up till then,
was rarely united with painting, now is usually associated with it.
In the Cantabrian region, tectiforms continue, combined with olcl Magdalenian black
drawings and rectangles with radiations, which occur again in Andalusia. The signs accompanying the polychromes, simple comb-shaped red signs, rare in the Cantabrian region,
are more numerous in the Pyrenees ( Marsoulas), where the comb-shaped signs (conventionalised hands) and tectiforns occur; the latter are found with the polychromes at Font de
Gaume and La Mouthe, though they are different in type to the Cantabrian ones.
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Then comes the end of Magdalenian art; small red line drawings of animals at Niaux,
Ussat and the little cave at Cabrerets (the latter not published), combined with spots of
Azilian style, arrows and red club-shaped and other signs. Finally, the barbed bands of
l\1arsoulas are definitely the last manifestations on rock walls of dying Upper Palaeolithic
art.
3

4

6

7

Fig. IJI. Bone and stagshom objccts collected in the cave. Scale 2/3:-r, 4, 6). Ex
collection de la Pedraja.-3) At the Museum of St.-Germain-en-Laye.-5) At the Institut de Paléontologie Humaine, París; the rest come from Mr. de Sautuola's excavations and are at the Altamira Museum.

II. Evolution of the engravin,qs.
Parallel with this evolution of painting, there is the evolution of engraving and sculpture on walls. More than painting, it depends entirely on the quality of the rock, whether
hard or easy to work.
Except perhaps in Andalusia, the art of engraving or drawing on rock surfaces al-
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ways originates from mechanical lines, parallel furrows left by fingers on soft clay of the
walls or roofs of caves; animal figures spring from the complicated meanders and "maccaroni". At first, these also are drawn in parallel sheaves and furrows made by fingers,
soon to be replaced by toothed tools, then by ends of stick etc. in the case of those drawn
with a single line. \ Ve have seen that the origin of painting in Andalusia was exactly
complementary to this.
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Fig. i32. Stagshom objccts from the cave. z 3 actual size.-I, 3, 4, 5, at the :\Iuscum of St.-Gennain-en-Laye.-2, Ex-Collcction de la Pcdraja.-6, Altamira l\Iuscum.

Then, even in Andalusia, line drawings on clay and later on rock, with a flint, produced
silhouettes, first rough and awkward, in spite of their naturalistic living touch (like the
earlier ones on clay of Ardales), then more elaborate and detailed, but with stiff legs, not
necessarily, as has bccn wrongly said, with only one leg for each pair. The horns of bovine animals and Ibexes, as in Aurignacian paintings, are usually seen full face, except for
Bisons which very soon have their horns drawn in profile. The cervoid animals havc their
horns in twisted perspectivc as in the paintings.
In Dordogne, the quality of the rock ve1y soon led the artists to try bas-relief and to
make use of accidental sbapes of the rock, working principally on blocks, and rock wa11s
in the open air. Bas-reliefs of animals and humans of both sexes (the sex alone was first
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The cave of Pech-:Merlc (Pech-David) 12 is quite different. There are hardly any ~fag
dalenian engravings (op. cit., fig. 39 Bull and Hind; fig. 45, Bear's head), but, where the
great extent of clay-coYered walls allowed, the Aurignacians multiplied the "maccaroni" and
finger trails which had no real meaning (op. cit. figs. 18, 37-40, 42, 44, 46, part of 49
and 51). Amongst them (fig. 106) there are rudimentary or more complete animal heads
(op. cit., figs. 43 and 53, here a Bulls head), Bulls (part of fig. 53, op. cit.), Ibexes (op. cit.,

Fig. I26. Engraving, dccply cul in sorne parts, acompanying lhe polychrome
Bison figure 103. After Brcuil.

fig. 50), Bisons (op. cit., fig. 51), Cervus megaceros (op. cit., fig. 19), another Deer (op. cit.,
fig. 21), human figures rampant, etc. (figs. 15, 16, P1. 19 and PI. 49), and various )fammoths (op. cit., figs. 36, 43, 49, Pl. 53) 83 •
62 A. Lemozi: La, Grotlc-Tr111plr d1t Prch-Merlc, 1111 11011vra11 Sa11ct11airc préliistoriq11e. J\. Picard,
i929. H. Breuil: Xout'elles Jigurations l111111aú1es de la caverne D"vid rl Cabrerels (Lo!). Rev. Anlhr. 1924,
pp. 232-238.
63 To be noted in the south-east oí France: 1), drawings on clay of Aurignacian stylc in the
cave of Aldene: )1. Gucrret: Découverle de dessins préhisloriques da11s la gro/le d'Aldcne (commu11e de
Cesserns, Hérault). Bull. Soc. Hist. Nat. Toulouse, 1927. 2nd trimestre.-2), Engravings of archaic Aurignacian style in the cave oí Chabot ¡\ Aiguezc Gard): A. Lombard-Dmnas: La Sc11l;pt11Te préln'stor1"q11e
da11s le dépariement du Gard. Nimes, 1899.-P. Raymond: Les gravures de la grotfe 111agdalinienne (incxact) Chabot ti Aigzteze (Gard). Rev. Préh. 1905.-3), the archaic bas-reliefs in the grotte du Figuicr at
St. Martin (Ardeche): P. Raymond: Une 11011velle gro/le magdalé11fe1111c ( ?) a gravures dans l'Ardeche.
Rcv. Préhistoriquc, 1906, p. 250.
19

vVe have therefore at Cabrerets ("Pech-:Merle" or "Pech-David") one of the most remarkable collections of finger-drawings in any cave, similar in every way to thoseof Trois
Freres, Gargas, Hornos and Altamira. There is no doubt they are ali the same age, though
at Cabrerets they can only be dated by comparison with other sites. So ends our detailed
objective analysis of Aquitano-Cantabrian wall art, with its annex in Andalusia. We have
not enlarged on, though we noted, its upper Aurignacian connexion with the upper Palaeolithic art in rock shelters of the Spanish Levant.
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CHAPTER VII
General view of the Evolution of Art on cave walls.
I. Evolution of the Paintings.
Let us now glance backwards and note the astonishing uniformity in general evolution
of this art of Palaeolithic peoples, often separated by considerable distances and differing
greatly in their bone and flint outfit u.
The hands, stencilled first in red and later in black, or other colours and other designs,
are found at the start justas much in Cantabria as in the Pyrenees, in Dordogne and in Lot.
They seem to last longer in the Cantabrian Pyrenees. The red positives of hands also pcrsist longerthere, combined witharchaic figures in flat red wash, stencilled violet hands, big
red or sometimes violet signs like clubs, conventionalised hands and feet, all sometimes
reduced to tridents. Portel is the only Pyrenean site at which such hands are found. There are
red hand-prints at Collias (Gard), combined with animals in spotted or ragged-edged red
lines, which seem to be a survival, as we have said before.
In Andalusia 06 , there are no hands, but these are replaced by yellow finger drawings,
meanders and snaky lines, from which animals emerge, comparable to the "maccaroni" in
the northern clay.
These timid attempts at red line drawing combined with bands, quickly pass into figures drawn in thick and thin lines, red, or more often yellow (according to the place)
and very rarely in black. These are found from Andalusia to Cantabria, from the Pyrenees
to Lot and Dordogne.
Then comes the line which tries first to show the rcliefs by shading, and very oc64 The first attcmpts made to construct a chronology of Palacolitbic art wcre: H. Breuil: L'Evoluticn de la Peintme et de la. Gravure sur 11111railles dtms les cavemes ornécs de l' tige d1t Ren11e. Premicr
Congrcs Préhistoriquc de Francc, 1905-Abbé H. Brcuil: L'Evolution de l'art pariétal des ca.vemes de
l' tige dz' Rem1e. C. R. l3eme Congres d' Anth. and Archéol. Préhist. ~Ionaco, 1906, pp. 367-386. Sucessive corrections and additions to this prcvious attempt werc madc in thc volumcs of Font-dc-Gaumc,
Cavcmes Cantabriques, and La Pasiega.
65 No archaeological layer containing bonc and flint tools is known as yet in Andalusia.

casionally by slashes; it thickens, widens, has ragged edges or turns into wide bands made
with a pad, a running together of spots (Cantabria and Collias): several times, the red
paint covers considerable parts of the animal or else the whole body. Red is most popular
in Cantabria and the Pyrenees; black soon predominates in Dordogne and Lot.
It is not long before certain figures are excellently drawn, but there are also very
crude and exaggerated ones (Altamira) . Sometimes the engraved line is combined with old
washes of colour or with ragged-edged drawings. Here and there, at Abrí Blanchard

Fig. 127. Very lightly drawn Mammotb, 6r cms. long, later tban the polychrome figures of the cave
of Font-de-Gaume. After Breuil.

(Sergeac) and Portel, a black contour line is combined with a red background, and twocolour studies are produced, which certainly date from the mid-Aurignacian (Sergeac). At
Sergeac (Labattut), the upper Aurignacian already boasts delicate drawings of Deer slightly shaded in black which might be Magdalenian, if it were not for their horns, which are
in twisted perspective, similar to those of all the Aurignacian Deer in Dordogne, Lot, the
Pyrenees and Cantabria, and also those in the paintings of the Spanish Levant. Except
at Candamo, a cave just beyond the circle we are studying, no Stag in Magdalenian art is
ever again drawn in this manner.
As well as the figures of animals, painted signs of the same teclmique are constantly as-
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sociated in Cantabria and Andalusia with the paintings: first, simple thin line drawings of
small designs, then in long thick lines. They are mostly tectiforms, but, in Andalusia, they
are combined with others, also red and in the same technique, spirals or spotted ovals, etc.

Fig. I28. The two first Solutrcan flints picked
up by Messrs. Taylor-Ballota and llarlé. Actual size.

These collections of signs are lacking in France, but found on flat stones at Parpalló (Valencia) .
Such is the first Aurignacian cycle of Palaeolithic art.
The second cycle begins modestly with slightly traccd black drawings, oflen simple

Fig. r29. Graver, scrapcr, etc. of ~fagdalenian type, arrow-head with non-Solutrean retouch. \\'ith
the cxccption of the trimmed blade in the centre which belonged to thc de la Pedraja collcction, all the objects
are in thc Altamira Museum. 2/3 actual sizc.

sketches; then wide black smears more or less primitive; but soon the line stcadies anda
graceiul silhouette is produced, more fluid in style than the Aurignacian; slashing cuts are
ingeniously employed to shew the coat and to give the parts in relief. But only the first
stage of this new cycle is practised in the Andalusian caves, where the latest stage seems
never to have even begun. Here and there, the colour covers the body as in the first stage,
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and black (blurred as if applied with a stomp) takes the place of the slashes. Then brown,
or sometimes flat red wash, ora series of spots, ora mi,-xture of both, is used to vary the
filling in of the body. Black, which at first was limited to certain parts of the figures,
now outlines them entirely. This is the age of the beautiful polychromes, in which the draw-
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Eg. r30. Bone and stagshorn instmmcnts collected by Mcssrs. Sautuola and Harlé. Actual sizc.

ing is perhaps not quite so pureas that of the slashed black figures and the later stomped
ones, though their technical perfection is distinctly superior. Engraving, which, up till then,
was rarely united with painting, now is usually associated with it.
In the Cantabrian region, tectiforms continue, combined with old Magdalenian black
drawings and rectangles with radiations, which occur again in Andalusia. The signs accompanyingthe polychromes, simple comb-shaped red signs, rare in the Cantabrian region,
are more numerous in the Pyrenees ( Marsoulas), where the comb-shaped signs (conventionalised hands) and tectiforns occur; the latter are found with the polychromes at Font de
Gaume and La :\Iouthe, though they are different in type to the Cantabrian ones.
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Then comes the end of Magdalenian art; small red line drawings of animals at Niaux,
Ussat and the little cave at Cabrerets (the latter not published), combined with spots of
Azilian style, arrows and red club-shaped and other signs. Finally, the barbed bands of
Marsoulas are definitely the last manifestations on rock walls of dying Upper Palaeolithic
art.
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Fig. IJI. Bone and stagshorn objects collected in the cave. Scale 2/3:-1, 4, 6). Ex
collection de la Peclraja.-3) At the Museum of St. - Germain-en-Laye.-5) At the Institut de Paléontologie Humaine, Paris; the rest come from Mr. de Sautuola's excavations and are at the Altamira Museum .

II. Evolution oj the engravin.Qs.
Parallel with this evolution of painting, there is the evolution of engraving and sculpture on walls. More than painting, it depends entirely on the quality of the rock, whether
hard or easy to work.
Except perhaps in Andalusia, the art of engraving or drawing on rock surfaces al-
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ways originates from mechanical lines, parallel furrows left by fingers on soft clay of the
walls or roofs of caves; animal figures spring from the complicated meanders and "maccaroni". At first, these also are drawn in parallel sheaves and furrows made by fingers,
soon to be replaced by toothed tools, then by ends of stick etc. in thc case oí those drawn
with a single linc. vVc have seen that the origin of painting in Andalusia was exactly
complementary to this.
;
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Fig. z32. Stagshorn objccts irom tbe cave. 2/3 actual size.-r, 3, 4, 5, al thc Museum of St. -Germain-cn-Layc.- 2 Ex-Collection de Ja Pcclraja.-6, Altamira Muscum.
1

Then, even in Andalusia, line drawings on clay and later on rock, with a flint, produced
silhouettes, first rough and awkward, in spite oí their naturalistic living touch (like the
earlier ones on clay of Ardales), then more elaborate and detailed, but with stiff legs, not
necessarily, as has been wrongly said, with only one leg for each pair. The horns of bovine animals and I bexes, as in Aurignacian paintings, are usually seen íull face, except for
Bisons which ve1y soon have their horns drawn in profile. The cervoid animals have their
horns in twisted perspective as in the paintings.
In Dordogne, the quality of the rock very soon led the artists to try bas-relief and to
make use of accidental shapes of the rock, working principally on blocks, and rock walls
in the open air. Bas-rcliefs of animals and humans of both sexes (the sex alone was first
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drawn on rocks, the feminine being most frequent) are seen from earliest days, the ones of
Upper Aurignacian date already displaying a great mastery of the process.
Very few engravings can be classcd with ccrtainty as early or mid-Solutrean. It is only
at thc end of the Upper Solutrean, already half Magdalenian in style, and contemporary
with Magdalenian III of various other parts of thc Dordogne and Charente, that high rcliefs, such as the large sized sculptures in the round, have all the artistic charactcr oí Magdalenian art, as can be seen at Cap Blanc, etc. I n spite of the difference in the industries, it
is obviously the same art, and the same can be said of the sculpture on a big stalagmitic
pyramid at Isturitz, where however the oldest l\fagdalenian (as in most of the Pyrenean
caves) begins with old 1\Iagdalenian IV, dircctly superposed on the Solutrean (when it

Fig. z33. Rib dccoratcd with gcomctrical dcsigns found at thc cave
entrancc. Actual sizc. At lhc Muscum of St.-Germain -en-Laye.

cxists) . Thc hardness of the rocky walls in the Pyrenees and the Cantabrian region docs
not allow of sculpture, so there are only engravings. At Trois Freres (the older level of
the sanctua1y) and at La l\Iouthe (the panel of Bisons), the style is fairly archaic, with Bison horns in twisted perspective. There is a peculiar style in the Cantabrian region (starting perhaps at the extreme end of the Solutrcan), figures with bodies often striated as in
the cngraving on bone of :Magdalenian III, associated with, or later than the old black
paintings of the same caves. They are also at )larsoulas ( ::\lagd. III).
But in the Pyrenees, the abundant masses of clay in the deep caves of Tuc d' Audoubcrt
and Montespan encouraged the fine sculptors of .Magdalenian I V times to model the superb
clay Bisons of the first cave and thc ugly figures of the latter. Yet, engraving, fine in
the Pyrenees and at first deeply cut in the Dordogne, was the most usual art, and masterpieces were produced in the cameo-likc style of the Trois Freres, the fine hair on the coats
at l\farsoulas, and the delicate figures in thc depths of Combarelles. After Magdalenian IV,
free engraving becarne rarer, and thosc examples which do exist are sometimes on the
clayey earth or on sandy clay (Niaux, Bédeilhac) and on wide flat stones ( Madeleine,
Limeuil, etc.). It is generally found in conjunction with painting, either in picttu-es with
much black shading ( Marsoulas), or in plain brovm wash (Font-de-Gaume), or with polychromes (Altamira, Font-de-Gaume, Marsoulas). At Font-de-Gaume, the deptb and width
of the incisions, in certain parts of the body, results in bas-relief.
20

Ft'gs. r34-z35.

AeovE: Stagshorn baton. Actual size. Altamira Muscum .
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BELOW: Dcsign on thc flat of thc samc engraved baton, actual size: to thc lcft,
two Izard's heads, onc facc downwards; to the right, two hind-quartcrs of indcterminate animals (probably thc samc spccics), the lower onc upsidc down.
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A charming group of dclicate figures of Magdalenian V date was found at Teyjat,
this was pure engravíng full of life and truth. \Vhen \Ve rcach late Magdalenian VI times,
there are only the fine engravings of Mammoths at Font-de-Gaume, sorne scarce drawings
at Altamira and Marsoulas, or those delicate engravings on small blocks oI stone from
open rock shelters like Limeuil, La Madeleine and lhe Abrí Murat (Rocamadour) .

I
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4

Fig. r36. Bone and stagshom instruments discovered whcn diggiug at the cave cntrancc. 1), I /4
actual sizc; 2, 3, 4), actual sizc; 5), cnlarged, 1/4.-Museum oí St.-Germam -en-Layc.

Such is a birds eye view of Palaeolithic painting and engraving, perhaps subject to slight
variations, but fixed henceforward on these main lines, which more than thirty years research, in more than forty five caves and painted rock shelters, authorises us to presentas a
complete study.
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Eg. r37. Flint and quartzite objccts. 2), found when digging at thc entrance;-3), 2/3 actual size;
-5), enlarged I /4. The rcst are actual sizc. l\luscum oí St.-Gem1ain-en-Laye.

Fig. r38. Broad flakc of ophitc from the lowest base of the Altamira deposits; the trimming ( x x x)
is more-recent and has not the reddish patina of the rest. Found by Alcalde del Río. Actual sizc.

•

CHAPTER VIII
Altamira, the excava tíons and archaeological con tents.
I. Olde1· excavations.
Messrs. M. S. de Sautuola, E . de la Pedraja, J. Vilanova, Taylor-Ballota, and E . Harlé,
from the very first, picked up much débris of fauna (mammals and molluscs), andan
interesting industry of Solutrean and l\fagdalenian facies, between the entrance and the
Hall of paintings, on the surface or in the very shallow excavations in ground strewn
with blocks. Cartailhac and Breuil also collected a good <leal \vithout excavating, between the fallen blocks. M. de Sautuola, first explorer of this cave, devoted a great part of
his brochure to a study of the deposits; he illustrated a certain number of objects: a
piece of slatc, pierced by a hole for suspension, a thick and eyed needle; sorne horn javelins with cylindrical or quadrangular shafts, several of them with single bevelled base and
bearing ornamental lines; various bone stilcttos, anda bonc rod sharpened at both ends, the
sides ornamcnted with ralher irregular chevrons (fig. r30).
E. Harlé published sorne other objects in Les M atéria1-tx r88r: more pieces of javelins with ornamental lines and severa! flints, two of thcm Solutrean; onc (fig. r28) is a
point with concave base, and the other, a not very regular willow-leaf. One of these he
gave to the Toulouse Museum and the other to Taylor-Ballota.
E. de la Pedraja found a flint blade retouched on one side (fig. 129, No. 3), a cubitus
sharpened into a stiletto (fig. 131 , No. 4), a smooth cylindrical bom javelin (fig. 1 3I,
No. 6), a small squared horn rod with ornamental lines (fig. 132, No. 2), and the end of a
horn implementwith notches cut in spirals (fig. 131, No. r). Mons. Botín gavetothe I nstitute
of H uman Palaeontology another analogous object (fig. 13I, No. 5), with sorne fragrnents
of round and square little rods. But all the rest of l\L de Sautuola's collection is intact,
and now in the Museum ncar the Altamira cave. It includes t he following objects not
mentioncd by him: the cnd of a javelin, decorated with longitudinal parallel lines and
series of notches (fig. r32, No. 6), a coarse stagshorn point (fig. 130, No. 7), a pierced
baton with no engravings, made from atine with a round hole pierced at the base (fig. 13I,
No. 2) .

The only flints of definite type in the collection are: (íig. 129, Nos. l, 2) a classic
graver, a very thick end-scraper, a blade with a terminal notch (fig. 129, No. -tL and a
willow-lcaf dart head (fig. 129, Ko. 5) on whiclt the small retouches are on the flake face
of a small blade, the mid-rib occupying the other face. There are no small flint bluntbacked blades.
Three months before the arrival of Cartailhac and Breuil, Eduardo Sáinz found a
pierced baton (figs. 134-135), decorated with engravings, on the right sidc of tbe Painted
Hall, beforc reaching tbc paintings. It was rolling on the floor with a lot of rubbish,
between sorne fallen rocks. This was the first pierced baton and, indeed, the first engraved
bone found in Spain. It is of stagshorn rather badly preserved, much worn by Quaternary
Man, and partly split by the stones against which it had struck. lts oval hole and general
shape greatly reminds one of another pierced baton found at Massat, on which is a Bear's
head. On 1.he Altamira baton, in the midst of various series of slanting lines, two hindquarters of Ruminants are visible near the holc, for which the rest of the figures had
to be sacrificed. On the reverse si de, there are two horned heads and fore-quarters of Izards,
highly conventionalized.
Cartailhac and Breuil forbade any more excavations while they were present, anxious
not to destroy the deposits by hasty researches; however they found on the surface of
the shifted soil and in the dug-out hearths, several objects which were given to the
Museums of St.-Germain-en-Laye and Toulouse. These are: a small round end-scraper
(fig. 137), similar to thosc at Mas d'Azil and Sordes; various small thick end-scrapers of
capricious shape; a great many flakes of quartzite often pretty regular, never retouched;
a number of used pebbles of compact flinty rock, sorne in the shape of discs, others like
grinders, hammer-stones or small milis, others like pestels, the pebble being broken and
the sides of the section shev.ring signs of wear and retouch, etc. They also found sorne
worked bones, a rib ornamented on one face with chevrons (fig. 133), the incisor of a
Horse pierced with a hole at the root (fig. 131, No. 3), a stagshorn rod with rather flattened section and decorated on one side with lineal ornaments, on the other side covered
with striations (fig. 132, No. l), and various fragments with the same sort of ornament
· (figs. 132, Nos. 3, 4; 136).

II. Excavations of H. Alcalde del Río.
It was Don Her milio Alcalde del Río who, later on, af ter the other two ha<l left, explored as best he could the deposit strewn over the blocks in an older fall of rock and covered
by others more recent. The results of these excavations were afterwards set out in the volume on Altamira, as also in a book called "Pinturas y grabados de las cavernas prehistóricas de la provincia de Santander" (Santander, 1906).
In these, he made intcresting observations on the successiYe collapses oí the roof, three
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in ali, with a depth of four metres between each: the first is on the ground, not far from
the earliest paintings on the roof. Only the last rests on palaeolithic kitchen-middens, or
on a stalagmitic floor covering them. It was when this last collapse began that the evacuation of the cave took place. The two older falls are immediately beneath the visible
hearths, wlúch fill up the spaces between the rocks. Soundings near the entrance revealed thick black deposits, full of shells and bones and wíth a very few interesting objects, partially bmnt, showing 1.hat it was chiefly a place for cooking.
Farther in, the archaeological finds became more and more numerous, and there Don
H ermilio ma<le most of bis investigations. He noted two levels which were indeed difficult to separate; the most recent, 35-45 cms. in depth, consisted of a light slate coloured
earth mixed with charcoal, ash, rolled stones and angular pieces of limestone; the bones
here were smaller than those in the lower level and very broken; sea shells were very
abundant, chiefly Patellas and Littorinas and, more seldom, Pecten shells. The lower level
has very little charcoal and consists chiefly of clay a.nd broken Jimestone. Important
archaeological differences distinguish the two: in the upper level, Magdalenian, there
are mostly bone implements, and the ones in stone are less well cut, less varied, and fewer
in number than they are lower down; while in the lower level (upper Solutrean), the
stone tools are numerous and varied, consisting of single-shouldered points and other objects with characteristic single or bi-face trimming. It was to the upper part of this
lower level that H. Alcalde del Río attributed the works of art decorated with animal
figures, which he found chiefly on flat bones, shoulder-blades and ribs, engraved with
Hind's heads, the design filled in with fine striations 66 • A fragment of a pierced baton
with a small part of a deeply incised Stag's head, and two other objects of stagshorn,
decorated with a deeply cut animal's head and conventionalised fish, he dates as from
the upper layer.
The oldest tool (fig. 138), picked up quite at the base of deposits, is a large flake
struck off a quartzite pebble, and very roughly trimrned along the edges at two different epochs; indeed the most recent retouches retain the natmal colom of the rock,
blackish-green, ali the other worked surfaces have undergone a fairly deep reddish weathering; it is therefore certain that the tool is noticeably earlier than the deposit containing
it, and that, when left there, it was converted to a new use.
Throughout the deposit, rough flakes struck off flint nodules from the neighbour-

66 At Castillo, where the upper Solutrean of Altamira is lacking, various engravings, similar to those
published by Alcalde del Río as Solutrean at Alta.mira, were found in the old Magdalenian layer ( Magd. III
style of Cantabria), identical with that of the upper Solutrean ]ayer of Alta.mira, but it is difficult not to
tbink that the same art can bave existed both at the extreme end of the Solutrean and in the early Magdalenian, when we see that the new excavations ha.ve confirmed a complete continuity of human occupation
from one period to the other, and that the same type of sculptures in relief are found in the south of
France at the end of the Solutrcan and the dawn of the Magdalenian eras.
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F?"g. I39· Blades and flakes variously trimmed. Scale 2/3.-r, 2, 6), Solutrean level.- 5), Magdalenian level; 3, 4, 7, 8), undetermined.- Material: r, 7, ophite; 2, black flint; 3, blackish flint; 5, redclish
flint; 6, light grey flint. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
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Fig. r40. Ordinary gravers and double ended implements, scraper-gravers. Scale 2/3.-3, Solutrean
level.-r, 5, Magdalenian level.-2, 4, 6, undetennined.-Material: r, black llint; 2, rcddish jasper; 3, 5,
grey flint; 4, brown flint; r, double graver; 6, graver somewhat related to the beaked gravers. Collected by
Alcalde del Río.
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ing vallcy are predominant; there are also a good many pebbles more or less trimmed,
with flat faces often shewing signs of trushing in the middle. Pieces of flint are far
less numerous than flakes of quartzite or sandstone. Very well made and retouched
tools are found in both materials, but, naturally, they are best made when of flint, or one
oí the close-grained rocks.

2

Fig. I4I . Right and left angled gravers, with terminal, oblique or transverse trimming. Scale 2/3.
-3, 4. Solutrean level.-I, 2 , 5, undetermined. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

There are blades with no retouch on the edges, but shewing more or less signs of
wear; others had been trimmed ali along one edge, or along both (fig. 139) .
A certain number of blades or flakes had undergone the special trimming typical of
gravers; several, more Magdalenian in type, come from the upper layer. There are also

4

Fig. I42. Gravers on an angle of a broken blade or a flake. Scale 2/3.- 1, black flint; 2, grey flint
(three angles adapted as gravers); 3, brown flint with lateral notcb; 4, scored implement of whitish flint;
it scems to have come originally from a lateral graver with an oblique terminal trimming. Collected by
Alcalde del Río.

several very massive end-scraper-gravers, one at least of which comes from the Solutrean deposit (fig. 140) .
Alongside these typical gravers, should be classed a series of lateral gravers with
oblique or concave terminal retouch; certainly two come from the Solutrean layer (fig. 141).
T here are other lateral gravers on angles of broken blades, which are often hard to distin 2L
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guish from certain examples scaled off by percussion (fig. 142); these last seem to abound
in the cave of Altamira, where they do not appear to be confined to a set level.
Other narrow blades end in single or double end-scrapers; the lower levcl yielded two

2

3

Fig. r43. Single and double scrapers, on the end of a blade. Scalc 2 3. 2, 3.
Solutrean levcl.-4. l\Iagdalenian.- r, undetermined.-Material: r, 2, 3, violet
chalcedoneous flint; 4, black flint, one end worn. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

fine end-scrapers made in this way; their edges were carefully retouched (fig. 143, Nos. 2
and 3); a double end-scrapcr comes from the upper level. Other end-scrapers, more squat,
are made on a wide flake; they nearly all come from the lower level; they are carefully
made and much retouched (fig. 144).

Fig. r.¡..¡.. Broad thick scrapcrs. Scale 2/3.- 2, 3, 4, Solutrean le,·el.- r, undetermined.-Material: r, ílake of quartzite; 2, 3, blackish flint; 4, grey flint, very thick. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

There are often less defined types, which are less easy to classify: core-scrapers, sideend-scrapers, small round scrapers of Azilian type, declining into minute discoidal flints
which secm confined to the upper layer (figs. 145, 146).

Sorne shew a tendency to project in a sort of nozzle, recalling vaguely a point or awl,
and severa! blades or flakes end in a more or less straight or incurved beak (fig. r47).
BJades wi.th more marked retouch also exist: little blades with blunted backs (fig. r48,
Nos. r and 5) and sharp ends, pointed blades (No. 6), blades with a laurel-leaf profile finely
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Fig. I45· Scrapers more or less thick, or core-scrapers. Scale 2/3.- 4, Solutrean
level.-6, intermediate;-the rest are undetermined.- Material: I, yellow flint, very
thíck; 2, black flint, very thick; 3, 5, grey flint, thick; 4, reddish Ilint; 7, black flint,
thick. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

retouched (No. 7), incurved blades with a sometimes very remarkable dorsal retouch (Nos.
8, g, ro).
Several of the preceding flakes, which all come from lower levels, shew a definitely
Solutrean retouch, a great many pieces from the older level are frankly Solutrean, sorne by
their trimming, others by their shape. There is first a series of fairly short points, sorne

Fig. I46.

Small clises, actual size. Magdalenian leve!. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

of almost Mousterian proportions (fig. r49, No. r), and others are more oblong (Nos. z,
3, 5): the retouch is very characteristic, in spite of the coarseness of the materials used.
An imperceptible transition can be established between the points retouched on a single
face with the butts unworked, and the important and, at the same time, most distinctive
series of Solutrean Altamira points witha concave base (fig. r50) . This type is exceptional
in France except at Brassempouy (Landes), and in one of the Lespugues caves (Haute
Garonne), which have produced a few. Sometimes the flake face has no other retouches
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than those of the concave base; at other times, the two faces are trimmed completely by pressure: these tools are generally of quartzite, and more rarely of chalcedoneous flint. At
Cueto de la Mina, the Conde de la Vega found ali the transitions between the concave base
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6

Fig. r.¡7. Flakcs or blades with end~ trimmed into varicd typcs oí awls, or b<:'akcd. Scalc 2 3. Lcvcl
undetcrmined.-Matcrial: 1, violet chalcedony; 2, black ílint, thick; 3, greyish flint; 4, black flint; 5, grey
flint. Collccted by Alcalde del Río.

points and the shouldercd points of lhc upper levels, a transition which Alcalde del Río did
not find at Altamira. The Solutrean retouch variously applied on long blades (fig. 151),
ended in willow-leaf points (fíg. 151, No. 5), with retouches extending more or less to the
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Fig. r.¡8. Small and pigmy trimmcd blades. Actual size.-3, 4, 5, 6, Solutrcan level.-1, 2, 7, 8, 9,
probably Magdalenian lcvcl.- Material: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, black flint; 8, chalccdoncous flint; 4, hematite;
7, 8, 9, flakes struck off whcn making gravcrs. Collccted by Alcalde del Río.

flake face, or not reaclúng it (No. 4). Lastly, of these retouched blades, none are more
typical of Périgord than the single shouldered points, though Spanish points bave often
a less careful retouch than their counterparts of Laugerie Haute, Badegoule and le Placard (fig. I52).
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Bone and Horn Industry.
vVorkcd bones and engravings are i.o be met with from the lower leve! upwards;
amongst the first are big daggers of sharpened stagshorn: No. I, fig. 153 comes from the
extreme base of the deposit; there are sorne far more complete specimens about 20 cms.
long. From the lower level come other objects: a javelin with pointed base, two parts

3

Fig. z.¡.9. Points trimmcd only on one facc. Solutrean levcl.-l\fatcrial: r, 4, 5, ophitc; 2, chalccdoneous flint; 3, black flint. No. 2 was found with the engravings of !Iind's heacls in the upper part of
thc Solutrcan level.- No. 5 has been trimmcd on thc oppositc Cace towards the point for a third of
its length.-Nos. 3 and 4 reduccd 3 milimetrcs in rcproduction. Collcctcd by Alcalde del füo.

of a long stiletto '1.i.th a series of many notches. From the upper level of the lower layer
come a wholc series of shoulder-blades, engraved with animal figures which were in direct
contact with typical Solutrean points.
The greater number of worked bones come nevertheless from the upper layer, anda
good many cannot be assigned to any definite level. There are long stilettos, stagshorn
rods with either a circular, half-rounded or square section; severa! have a pointed base,
others a single bevel base (fig. 154); they are very numerous and varied in the Magdalenian level. The upper layer produced pierced teeth of Horse and Ox, used as pendants,
a bead in sectioned bird bonc, anda whole series of needles, generally thicker and more
massive than in the French sites (figs. 155, 156); these needles are rounded or flattened.
One of the most remarkable objects discovered was a spatula in stagshorn, slightly
arched whcn viewed from one side, fashioned like a big stilctto with a flat head spreading
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Fig. ISO. Solutrean points with concave base, similar to those found at Brasscmpouy and Lespugucs. Solutrcan leve!.-Material: r, 2, 4, ophite; 3, chalcedoneous flint. I and 4, both faces alike; 2, and
3, trimmcd on lower face only, 2 round the base and in the concavity.-r and 4 found on the surface of
the Solutrcan level with the engravings of Hind's heads. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
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Fig. I$I. Blades with Solutrean trimming. Actual size, except for No. 5 which has been slightJy
reduced. Solutrean level.-Material: I, red marbled flint; 2, tertiary flint; 3, chalcedoneous flint; 3, brown
veined flint.-No. 4 was found with the engravings of Hind's heads. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
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out suddenly into a polisher, and divided from the rest of the implement by shoulders (fig.
157, No. 3).

Artistic objects.
"Hunting marks" have been already noted on a stiletto (fig. 153, No. 4); several other
fragments have the same sort of decoration. Another class of ornament wide apart notches
spaced along the stem of rod with a more or less square section, is distinctive of the upper
layer (fig. r53, No. 8); a good many of those are figured (fig. r30 and r58). They are
combined with other decorative elements, dog's teeth and diagonal or transversal cuts, so
that they produce relatively complicated pattems, up till now peculiar to the Altamira and
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Fig. r52. Typical single-shouldered points and others less typical. Actual size. Solutrean lcvcl.Material: r, 5, black flint; 2, yellowish jasper; 3, dark brown llint; 6, yellowish llint. Collected by
Alcalde del Reo.

Castillo caves, and to one archaeological level there. A few objects of the same style have
however been found in the Magdalenian 3 level at le Placard ( Charente) and at Arlay in the
Jura. vVe need not search in these decorations for the remains of degenerate figures as
in many of the decorative designs of the French Magdalenian. This decoration has a
technical origin, as have also the lines of oblique or transversal cuts on pieces of rib, and
the series of chevrons of figs. r33 and 157·
A few arrow patterns should be mentioned: on a pierced Bull's tooth (fig. 155, No. 2);
on a fragment of small javelin (fig. 158, No. 7), recalling the engraved "arrows" on the
Bear's teeth of the necklace of Sordes (Landes); they seem to be rather scarce amongst the
samples of French troglodyte art. A certain number of the decorative designs, placed on
the sides of rather massive rods, are less geometric and inclined to be curvilinear (fig. 157,
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Fig. ISJ. Bonc an<l stagshom instrumcnts. Scale 3/4. Solutrcan level.- 1 and 4, from thc extreme
base of thc !ayer No. 2.- 6, 7, 8, certainly Magdalcnian leve!, most of the othcrs probably from the same.
-Material: I, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, II, stagshorn; 4, bone; 5, 9, bird bone. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

- 169Nos. 4 and 5; fig. r53, No. 7); it can be asked if here there is not the remains of a figurative
art. This becomes a certainty when we reach a stagsho1n tine, deeply incised (fig. r58,
No. 2), with ellipses filled in by small cross-bars; there is no doubt that these ellipses recall
certain conventionalised Fish of the French upper Magdalenian.
It is wise to await the discove1y of more material before tracing the genealogy of decorative patterns to their figurative origin: but we can anyhow note an advanced stage of
geometrical degenerescence of animal silhouettes on the pierced baton of the Botín collection.
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Fig. 154. javelin heads wíth single-bevelled base. Mbstly from the :'.\lagdalenian level, sorne uncertain.- Material: stagshom, except 7 which sccms to be bone. Scale 2/3. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

There is also a very degenerate figure of a Deer looking backwards (fig. r59, No. 3),
engraved on a rib made into a polisher; this object comes from the upper layer. The two
other remains of animal figures of this layer are deeply incised on the end of a thick chisel
(fig. r59, No. 2), on a fragment of a pierced baton (fig. r59, No. 4), and are also of very
mediocre execution.
In fact, the Magdalenian layer contains various objects with geometiical decoration,
generally in straight lines, sorne degenerated figures, and sorne bad figures deeply incised.
This characteristic of a deeply cut line, fairly frequent in the upper level, is missing on the
engraved objects in the Solutrean level; here the designs are exclusively naturalistic, as
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far as we know, and consist entirely of shoulder-blades, on which the prirnitive artists have
cut with light but sure touch in a succession of incisions, well-studied Hind's heads. Many
have been already published, but a more careful drawing of one is given here. An example
of this art has been found, bearing not only a Hind's head, but the four legs of a Bison
(fig. r6o). There is complete similarity of style between the drawings of Hinds on shoulder-blades and those of Hinds in the galleries and on the big painted roof, and their contemporaneity cannot be doubted. This leads us to a series of conclusions. These drawings
are therefore in part contemporary with the upper part of the Solutrean level, and, in
part, as we know from Castillo, with the lower Magdalenian III of that cave ª 1 ; the red
frescoes and part of the black paintings are older than these Hinds (this has been
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Fig. r55. Horse and Bull tecth, bird bonc bead (r, 2, 3, 4). $cale 3/4. Magdalcnian leve!. Collccted
by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. r56. Bone needles (5, 6, 7). Actual sizc. Magdalcnian level. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

said already), and date therefore from before the end of the Solutrean. Lastly, the
polychrome frescoes, more recent than the Hinds, since they often cover them and are
never cut through by them, are certainly later than the upper Solutrean.
But the l\fagdalenian of Altamira is certainly older than the layers containing
harpoons at Castillo, which are lacking at Altamira, as are all traces of recent occupation. The polychrome frescoes are therefore ve1y considerably later in date, and although
belonging to the Cantabrian upper Magdalenian, when the cave was no longer lived in,
they shew, as does Marsoulas in France, a prevalent use of the deserted ca.ve as a place
o f sanctuaiy.
67 During Dr. H. Obcrmaicr's systcmatic excavations many fragments of engravcd shouldcr-bla·
des were found, but only in thc Magdnlcnian leve!, none in the purely Solutrean deposíts (page 193).
Scc also note 66 (page 159).
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4

F7'g. z57. Various objects. Magdalenian level.-2, 4, enlarged 1/4.-3, actual size; I, 5, 3/4.-r, 2,
omamented with cuts on the sides.-Material: 3, 4, 5, stagshorn; 3, a sort of awl polisher, slightly curved; 5, section rather flat. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
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Other parts of the cave.
Beyond the vestibule and the entrance to the big frescoes, there is no archaeological
deposit properly speaking; however in the frescoed hall, on the ground, particularly at the
foot of the walls, there is much débris of bones and Patellas.
3

6
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8

Hg. r58. Various stagshorn implemcnts decoratcd with incisions or convcntionalized figures.-1, 7,
8, [scale 3f4; others actual size. Magdalenian lcvel.-5, given to Toulouse Museum by M. de Sautuola.
Others collected by Alcalde del Río.

In November 1906, in the right hand gallery IV, a certain number of objects were
picked up orí the rocks fallen from the roof (No. 23 on the plan), rocks on which are engravings. There were several pieces of red ochrc, the teeth of wild Boar and small bovine animals, fragments of a Pecten shell, quantities of tools, flint blades without trimming, stilettos and sectioned bird bones (fig. r6r).

2

4

Fig. z59. Engravings on bone and stagshorn. Actual sizc. r, 5, uppcr part of the Solutrcan level
with Solutrean flints; 2, 3, 4, Magdalenian lcvcl. The two Hind's heads are engravcd on shoulderblades. 3, on a polisher made of an animal's rib; 2, on a stagshorn chiscl; 4, on a piece of perforatcd
stagshom.
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Fig. r6o. Shoulder-blade with the head of a Hind and an incomplete Bison. Solutrean level. Collected by Alcalde del Río.

Hg. I6I. Bone piercers and polisher, bird bone tubes, flint bladcs, collected in the big corridor by
H . Alcalde del Río.
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III. The Oberm aie'r excavations of 1924-1925.
There were two stages of these excavations in the left zone of the vestibule, marked
on the detailed plan (fig. 162) . The first excavations in 1924, from August 20 to September ro, were undertaken to clear the surface of this vestibule, mostly covered by
enormous blocks fallen in a chaotic mass from the roof, and cemented together by stalag-

11

Fig. r62. Detailed plan of Altamira vestibule at the time of the excavations
of 1924-25. P, the entrance. Y, pa1aeolithic deposits visible. Exc, Excavations
1924-25.

mitic concretions. The second period lasted from J uly 15 to September 15 1925, the cost
being generously borne by the Duke of Berwick and Alba, to whom is due not only the
modern exploration of Altamira, but its general salvation.
The director of excavations was Professor Obermaier, assisted by Don J aime Oliver
Asín, of Madrid. Va1ious experts visited the work, giving more or less of their help.
Amongst these were: Professor H . Breuil, of París; the Conde de la Vega del Sella, Madrid; P. E. Jalhay, Lisbon; G. G. McCurdy, Newhaven, U. S. A.; Count Begouen, Tou-
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louse; Professor T. de Aranzadi, Barcelona; J. de Larrea, Basque Museum, Bilbao; and
K. H. Panhorst, Berlin.
In the month of August 1925, the danger of an immediate collapse oí the vestibule
roof increased; a falling block just missed killing Mr. Obermaier and a workman. This
danger was arrested, thanks to the immediate precautions taken by the Duke of Alba,
Professor Obermaier and Engineer Alberto Corral, of Santander. The part of the roof
which was most threatening was first supported by massive wooden beams; and then a
great wall was built in "cyclopean" style, made of about four hundred cubic metres of
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Section of the cave vestibulc, present state. P, cntrance. E, door into painted hall (I on the
general plan). Y, Palacolithic dcposit covercd by rocks fallen in Quaternary times from tbe old roof.
M, big supporting dry stonc wall crccted in 1925.
Fig. z63.

solid blocks and including the big mass of fallen rock accumulated in the middle of the
vestibule, lasting witness to the final great collapse, at the end of Quatemary times (fig.
163). Nowadays the whole back part of the roof rests on this wall; had it fallen, it
would probably have dragged with it the celebrated painted ceiling of the Hall of
Paintings. This construction, forced on us by necessity, cuts across the old direct descent
into the Hall of Paintings, and the present entrance is placed to one side (see plan, fig. l).

l. Excavations.
On the surface, there were usually two successive layers oí limestone blocks (r, 2,
of the section, íig. 164), the whole being about a mctre thick. This was the result of
two successive collapses, and, between them, there were no archaeological remains.
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A. Magdalenian.
The Magdalenian Jayer began between the fallen layers 2, 3, reaching also the level
between the blocks of the fall 3-4, \vith a maximum depth of about 50 cms. These
levels were partly clayey, partly full of small stones (burnt Jimestone, etc.) and
cooking stones; they are very black, that is to say, full of remains of ash and charcoal, which proved that the excavations had reached what was chiefly a wide expanse of hearths and kitchens. The ·workshops are either in the surrounding space or far-

3
a
?> m .
2
--e::::=-----=====----===~
Fig. z64. Section of tbe arcbaeological levels of the vestibule, drawn during the r924-25 excavations
05

and shewing íive successive collapses of the old roof; the most recent, I and 2, rest on a thick stalagmitic
1ayer C, under which are the Magdalenian hearths M, and the third collapse of the Magdalenian epoch,
3. The Solutrean hearths $, and the contemporary fall of rock 4, are lower and rest on a still older
collapse 5; any thought of piercing this Jayer had to be given up.

ther in or outside. The archaeological remains lay mixed pell-mell amongst the blackened stones, sea shells and animal bones partly burnt and broken. Amongst these, were
a good many phalanges of Stags, etc. systematically split, probably to extract the oíl.
N ear the surface, the Magdalenian layer was transformed into brecchia firmly attached to
the fallen blocks; lower down, it was partly washed, fairly easily shifted and partly conglomerate. At the bottom, it was a clayey black mud extremely damp.
23

B. Solutrean.
No clear-cut definite separation existed in the part excavated, but the Solutrean level was more reddish. Towards the centre of the vestibule, it was fairly dry and often
partially ·conglomerated; near the cave wall, it was pure brecchia, very damp and black
towards the base, for it rested on an impermeable stalagmitic !ayer covering the blocks
fallen during collapse 5. The stalagmitic layer has an average thickness of 30-35 cms.
As a rule, the excavations of 1924-25 reached a depth of about 2 ms. 50 cms. They extended as far as the fallen rocks 5. Unfortunately, the dangerous state of the actual roof did
not permit us to dig at a greater depth, for the breaking up of the big blocks, even
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Fig. 165. Section of thc big painted hall (No. Ion thc plan): E, Entrance and <loor to ihc hall,-a, old
surfacc levcl before thc improvemcnts.-b, archacological clcposit encroached on by thc improvements,
when thc circular path was dug out.- m, position of painted curled round Bison, Pl. XXVII.-n, position of Bison Pl. XLII.

though simply by hammer-strokes, had already caused several falls of small pieces of
rock from the actual roof.
It is very probable that, lower down, there are other palaeolithic deposits, especially
Aurignacian ones, for there are engravings and paintings of that age in the cave. vVe
might also hope to find remains of the lower Palaeolithic, for such traces are not infrequent in the immcdiate neighbourhood.
Thanks to the successive falls of limestone strata from the roof, separated one from the
other by archaeological levels, the principal phascs of human occupation here can be reconstructed (fig. 164). Afterthecollapsemarked 5 ontheplan, the Solutreansestablished them-
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selves in the vestibule ( Men of the final Solutrean period); they were however seriously
disturbed from time to time by rocks falling from the roof. The same happened to the Magdalenians (oí lower Magdalenian times). So that we can say for certain that, during these
two occupations (Solutrean, Magdalenian), there were no sudden instantaneous collapses,
but slowly two layers oí the roof fell, those marked 4 and 3 on the section fig. I64. The
rock fall 2, the one before the last, seems to have been swiít and catastropbic. 1t evidently drove Man out oí the vestibule, which remained in a chaotic and dangerous state. At
this time, the vestibule was deserted, because uninhabitable, but it was still possible to slip
through all this chaos and reach the interior, for the polychrome paintings are undoubtedly of later date than the Magdalenian archaeological deposits (fig. I65). lt was then
that the Hall oí Paintings became a secret polychrome sanctuary, hidden, dangerous and
difficult of access. A last swift collapse I blocked the narrow entrance and the way through,
and the cave of Altamira was definitely sealed by Nature.
This last catastrophe took place no doubt before the end of the Quaternary age, for
the surface cracks in the vestibule contained not the least archaeological trace attributable to the upper Magdalenian (with harpoons), nor the final l\fagdalenian, nor any sign of
the N eolithic.

2. Fauna in the Cave of A.ztamira.

Below the Solutrean.
Red Deer, CermtS elaphus.
Horse, Equus caballitS.
Limpet, Patella vulgata.

Solutrean.
Red Deer, Cervus elaphus (very abundant).
»
»
Horse, Eqnus cabalhts
Bovine animal, Bos sp., cf. Bison (very abundant).
(fairly abundant).
Ibex, Capra ibex
»
»
Izard, Capella rupi,capra
Wild Boar, Sus seroja ferus (rare).
Roe Deer, CermtS capreolus (rare).
Bear, Ursus sp. (rare) .
Fox, Canis vulpes (rare).
vVolf, Canis lupus (rare).
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Lynx, Felis lynx (rare) .
Reindeer, Rangifer tarandus (very rare: a fragment of horn) .
Seal, Phoca sp. (one canine tooth).
:Mammoth, Elephas prim1:gem:us (proved by the objects in worked ivory: necklace) .
Fallow Deer, Cervus dama ( ?) .

M agdalenian.
Red Deer, Cervus elaphits (very abundant).
Horse, Equus caballus (abundant) .
Bovine animal, Bos cf. Bison (abundant and very big) .
The two last animals are less abundant than they were in Solutrean times.
Izard, Capella ntpicapra (numerous) .
Ibex, Capra ibex (fairly numerous) .
Roe Deer, Cervus capreolus (rare) .
vVolf, Canis lupus (ve1y rare).
Hare, Lepus sp . (very rare).
Mammoth, Elephas primigenius (shewn by the objects in worked ivory) .
A ves: great bird bones, probably those of Crane.
Remains of Fish; back and side bones.
There are shell-fish in very considerable quantities, far more than in the Solutrean
level; they are alrnost exclusively limpets, Patella vulgata, a very big kind, the variety Sautuolae, and Littorina littorea also very big).
Whelk, Buccinum (rare) 6 ' .
The distance between the cave of Altamira and the coast where living shell-fish could
be collected, is about 6 kilometres as the crow flies. On the return journey, the troglodytes
laden with shell-fish (which they perhaps carried in skin bags) had a fairly steep slope
to tackle, so that a double journey to the coast must have taken at least three hours anda
half.

3. Fauna and Climatology.
The Reindeer, Rang1jer tarandus, is not shewn in the art on rocks of the Cantabrian
region, but its skeletal remains have been found in the following caves:
Serinyá (Gerona) ( Magdalenian).
Aitzbitarte ( Guipúzcoa) ( l\fagdalenian) .
67 H . Breuil has found sorne remains oí Crab.
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Armiña (Vizcaya) ( Magdalenian).
Valle (Santander) ( Magdalenian).
On the Cave of Castillo, near Puente Viesgo (Santander), the Reindeer appears:
r.) In the (upper) Aurignacian a and b, the Solutrean, the lower Magdalenian and in the clay between Magdalenian a and b.
2.) In the lowest layer with no typical tools, under the Micoquian (lower Palaeolithic).
Finally, in the Cave of Ojebar (Santander), where there are no traces of Palaeolithic Man.
[See H. Obermaier: El Hombre Fósil, 2nd. ed. Madrid, r925, p. r65.]
The number of sites in which Reindeer bones have been found, and the great distance
separating the caves of Santander from those in the south of France, excludes the probability tbat it is an importation of Reindeer bones with which we have to deal. Such an
importation by l\Ian, reaching districts so remote from those where hunters could have
brougbt the hides, is most improbable. vVe must also remember that in the Cave of Ojebar,
there are no traces oí human occupation during Palaeolithic times, which proves that the
animals found there were killed and devoured in the cave by wild beasts.
Other cold species contemporary with the occupation of Altamira by Quaternary
l\fan are:
l\Iammoth, Elephas pri11iigent'11s, which was also found in the upper Palaeolithic of
Castillo, near Puente Viesgo, and various bones of which have been discovered in other
sites such as:
r. Cueto de la l\Iina, near Posada (Asturias), in the Solutrean level.
2. In the Quaternary clay, which contains no human industry, at Udías and Pámanes, near Santander.
\\'oolly Rhinoceros, R1t1:noceros tichorinus, found in the Quaternary clay of Unquera
(Santander).
Marmot, Arctomys 1narniotta. Under the Micoquian at Castillo; and under the Solutrean at the Cueva de la Peña, near San Román de Candamo (Asturias) .
This cold fauna, dueto infiltrations from the south-west of France, is amply confirmed by glacial geology: centres of ancient glaciers were noted everywhere in thc Cantabrian Cordillera by Professor H. Obermaier.
r. To the east of the Picos de Europa, in the Sierra of Isar and, perhaps, in the Peña
Labra.
2. To the south of the Picos de Europa, in the Peña de Curavacas, the P eña Prieta,
Peña Espigücte and Picos de Mampodre.
3. To the west of the Picos de Europa, in the Braña Caballo, Peña Ubiña, in the Picos de Aneares.
The chief centre of Quaternary glaciation in the whole of this zone lies in the Picos de Europa, studied in detail by Professor Obermaier in r9r4, r9r9, r 920. There
were glaciers of considerable size in the eastern massif (zone of Andara), in the cen-
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Fig. 166. Solutrean single-shouldered points, tanged points or those with concave base. Actual size.
- Material: r, 2, 3, 5, 6, various kinds of cretaceous flint; 4, quartzite; 7, chalcedony.
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tre (reaching an altitude of 2672 metres), and in the western massif (Picos de Cornión).
The result of this study permits the conclusion that, during the last glaciation, the limit
of perpetua! snow descended to within 1400-1500 metres O. D. On the Cantabrian coast,
there was therefore a "south-Scandinavian" climate with cool, relatively short summers, and
with fairly long and very snowy winters, but it is exaggerated to talk ofitas either polar
or arctic.
f a u n a ( m a r i n e ) ªª:
S u b - a r c t i c m o 11 u s c a n
C y p r in a is l a n di e a (Castillo; Cueto de la Mina; Balmori; Peña de San Román
de Candamo).
P e e t e n i s l a n d i e u s ( Cueto de la Mina).

4. Industries in the deposits of Altamirafrom the 1924-25 excavations.
The objects collected during H. Obermaier's excavations belong, as we have said, to
two groups; they harmonize pretty well as far as one can see "vith the results obtained
by Alcalde del Río, who considered his own work as a mere beginning of exploration.
v\Te describe them in succession:

A. Solutrean level. a. Stone tools.
The stone tools with Solutrean rctouch in flint or fine quartzite are (fig. 167): a laurelleaf point retouched on both faces: a willow-leaf point with the same trímming on both
faces; various long blades with the Solutrean retouch on one face only; various dart heads
with Solutrean trímming on both or one face, and with concave base.
Various imperfect single-shouldered points derived from the above tools, but cut asymmetrically and obliquely, one angle forming the shoulder, the other, a rudimentary tang
(fig. 166).
Some íew typical single-shouldered points like those found in France (fig. 166). It is
just the same upper Solutrean as that found at the Cueto de la :J1ina (Oviedo), by Count
de la Vega del Sella; but it is not the same upper Solutrean, no doubt more modcrn,
found by Alcalde del Río farther in the hall; in the latter, there are points with concave
base alongside numerous shouldered points, like the French ones, but less carefully made.No
intermediate types and no laurel-leaf points were found by hirn. The flint blades of this
level were fine, well proportioned, Magdalenian in type, and very little retouched; the
ones rnade of quartzite were naturally coarser.
68 For a study of the distribution of the molluscs in the different lcvels, which is very instructive
for thc Cantabrian climatology, see "El Hombre Fosil" by H. Obcrmaier. 2nd ed. 1925: p. 53, Pecten isümdicus; pp. 166 and 176, Cyprina islandica.
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Fig. 167. Chipped stonc objccts from the Solutrean lcvcl. Actual sizc.-r, willow-leaf broken at
both points, of fine quartzitc; the broken base is trimmcd on the rcverse.-2, vcry curved willow-leaf
with a limited trimming on the reverse at both cnds.-3, small jasper laurel-leaf, vcry weathercd, with
incomplete trimming on the rcverse.-4, another of translucent brown cretaceous Ilint.-5, knife blade
with saw-edge and blunted back, whitish chalcedoneous flint.-6, small incomplete bladc with finely
trimmcd back, of ferrugineous jaspcr.-J, middle part of a blunted back bladc of the samc flint as 4.8, small yellowish jasper blade with slender incurvcd point a.nd saw-edges.-9, bladc with saw-edges, one
cdge more or less blunted, blackish flint.-ro, thin wide blade, slightly broken, with very flat trimming,
grcyish ycUow jasper.-rr, thick scraper-graver, Solutrean trimming on one fa.ce.

l

3
2

4
5

Fig. I68. Various chipped stone tools from the Solutrean level.-I, scraper-graver of flint with
greyisb-yellow patina.-2, quartzitc laurel-leaf, the reverse trimmed on almost ali edges with facets
which are sborter than those on the other face; the left of the base on the reverse is scored.- 3, point
with Solutrean trimming on one face, the sa.me flint as No. 1.- 4, very thick flint with Solutrean trimming; on the reverse the facets are shorter than on the face and extend along tbc left edge and the two
sidcs of the point, transformed into a heavy flat-faced graver by the striking off of two smali wide blades
from the base ali along tbc right hand edge; greyish blue flint.-5, elongated oval i.mplement, trimmcd on
both faces; a pcbble of indurated shale.-r, 2, 3, 4, actual size; 5 reduced to 1/2.

:24
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The tools (fig. 168) found here were: end-scrapers on blades, on short wide flakes;
round fairly wide scrapers with sorne slight working on the flat face; ordinary core-scrapers (called pata de cabra by the Spaniards); fairly frequent ordinary gravers (fig. 169),
with slightly slanting terminal retouch; awls or borers, both strong; all these flints are
often burnt and so decomposed that they have turned wlúte and have the fragility of chalk.

4

3

2

1

5
Hg. z69. Flints from the Solutrean level.- r, angle-graver, with oblique and concavetransversal trimming, greyish-yellow and bluish flint.-2, ordinary graver of cretaceous black flint.-3, trapeze-shaped
flint, with flat trimming on three sides, greyish-white jasper.-4, double graver; the top an ordinary graver, the base a one-sided plane, coarse yellow jasper.-5, carefully made core-scraper of black flint. Ali
actual size.

vVe rnust also note the long pebbles of compact schist which have served as hamrnerstones, flal{es and fragrnents of rock crystal, and tools very roughly rnade in quartzite.
Fragrnents of peroxyde of iron and lirnonite, balls of ochreous clay, redor yellow ochre
pencils in different shades, wood-charcoal and greyish-white marl giving all the rnaterials
used for rnanufacturing the paints. In the cups of sorne of the lirnpet shells, there were
traces of red and yellow, or greyish-white paste, shewing that they were used as saucers
for paint. No doubt these pigments were rnixed with fat, and colours of this sort must
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Fig. z70. Bone, deerhorn and ivory tools from the Solutrean level.-r, 2, 7, ivory.-3, bone.-4, 5,
6, stagshorn.- 1 and 3, javelins with single bevel.-5, 7, spindle-sbaped.-6, fragment witb rectangular
section. Actual size.
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certainly have been hot when used, like the encaustics of the lVliddle Ages. Other cups
were contrived in the hollows of bones; these we mention later. In spite of their animal or
vegetable origin, we class here, below the minerals, sorne other objects, either employed in
or brought to the cave, small rods of fossil Cidaris, a sort of sea hedgehog from the local
limestone, three fossil teeth of a Shark anda good rnany fairly big pieces of succinite, a
kind of amber, coming very probably from the Tertia1y lignites of Estrada, near San Vicente de la Barquera, 35-40 kilometres west of Altamira.

Solutrean level. b. Bone tools.
The different types of So1utrean stagshorn javelins are the fo1lowing (fig. r70):
r) . with a single bevel.
z), with a pointed or a blunt base.
vVe rnust also mention a small short chisel made of a Stag's tine with a sharpened end;
other utilized bones, little cups arranged in the articulation hollows of the scapula of Horses, iliac bones of Stags, or in tbe distal end of the rnedullary canal of a Horse's tibia.

Fig. r7r. Ivory perforated pendants,
omamcnted with cuts; slightly reduced. Solutrcan level.

There were pierced teeth, Horse, Bison and Bear inciso;s, Stag, Lynx or Fox canines.
Sorne sma11 non-edible shells were brought there as ornarnents, but they ·were not pierced.
The rnost remarkable ornaments were four pieces of a necklace found together (fig.
r7r), srnall alrnost rectangular plaques of ivory, pierced for suspension, of which we
give the exact rneasurernents.
First piece: 44 millirnetres long,
r5
»
wide
z
"
thick
Upper face, ali the edge is decorated with small marginal cuts.
Lower f ace, decorative cuts only along the right side.
znd piece: 40 rnillimetres long.
r5
"
wide
2
»
thick.
upper face, as in the first piece.
Lower f ace srnooth, and without cuts.

3rd piece: 43 millimetres long.
16
,.
wide.
2
thick.
UfrPer f ace, like first piece.
Lower face, irregular cuts, only on the surface.
4th piece: 45 millimetres long.
16
•
wide.
2
»
thick.
Upper f ace, as the first piece.
Lower face, smooth and without cuts.

4

3

Fig. r72. :\lagdalenian flint implemcnts (Only sorne types illustratcd).- 1, end-scrapcr.--2, 3, ordinary
gravers.-4, blunted back knifc bladc.-6, blunted back pigmy blade.- 5, 7, 8, corc-scrapers. Actual size.

B. Magdalenian layer. a. Stone tools.
Besides the cores and untrimmed blades, wc must mention the following types (fig.
172): 1), discoidal cores; 2), sharpened blades, retouched at the end to a symmetrical
point, or curved right or left; 3), Yery small fine blades, one with a blunt back and
sharpened end; 4), very íew angle gravers, the slanting end retouchcd; 5), a good many
ordinary gravers, generally incurved to right or left; 6), little blades struck off in the
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course of the manufacture of gra\'ers; 7), a few end-scrapers on blades; 8), various corescrapers almost round, often multiple, that is to say with various scrapers arranged at
differcnt places and on varied faces of the object.
Different kinds of quartzite were the raw material of less typical coarsc tools (fig. r73).
The more interesting are: I), thick round scrapers on flakes or pebbles; 2), a big wide

1
2

3
Fig. I73· Quartzite tools from the Magdalenian level. Scale I /2.- I, síde-scrapcr.- 2, polygonal disc
chippcd on both faccs.- 3, flat pebble with crushed edgcs and pitting in the centre of the face.

quartzite flake, the two ends retouched into semi-circular scrapers; 3), flakes of more or
less Mousterian type with retouches along the edges; 4), a polyhedric sandstone ball.
There are also: a) flakes and fragments of rock crystal, anda pretty very pure quartz
crystal; b), pieces of galena, one fairly big; e) oblong or flat pebbles of hard schist, having been used as hammer-stones and shewing various transversal scratches; d), pebbles
with flat or pecked out surface; e) one oval pebble with traces of red paint on the two ends;
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Fig. I74· Magdalenian bone, horn and ivory implements. Actual size.-I, bone.-2 1 ivory; both single-bevel javelins.-3, 4, 5, 6, fragments of javelins witb rectangular section.-J, another kind of scction.-31 is bone and the others, stagshom.
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f) a big painted pebble with many traces of red, certainly the remains of a figure painted
on it, now undecipherable; there are remains of real lines.

,

,

'

,

"

,

'

d

l

Fig. 175, Magdalenian stagshorn and bone implements. Actual size.-1, 4, javelins incurved or
straight with round or elliptical section.- 5, bird bone bead.-6, eycd needle.- 7, rib decorated with engraved transversal lines.

M agdalenian layer. b. Bone tools.
I. Stagshorn. Besides the ordinary splinters caused by the paring down of antlers
witb a graver, there are:
r. Stagshorn tines, cut through and the end either sharpened to a point or bevelled,
with numerous bruises she\ving intense use; a pointed one is very big; another has a rather
vague engraving of a foreshortened head (fig. I76) .
2 . A Stag's tine transformed into a very incomplete pierced batan.
3. Various rods, javelins or chisels, round or square in section, viz:
a) straight cylindrical javelins with a pointed base.
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b) a cylinclrical javelin with a pointed base, decorated with very simple geometrical
patterns and slanting cuts, turning round the shaft.
e) numerous straight or curved javelins with cylindrical shafts (there are only fragments) with pointed base and, towards the middle, cuts to hold it in place; this pojnted
base formed a barb as in the paintings at Alpera. .
d) thin cylindrical javelins with pointed base, sometimes with the underside covered
with slanting cuts.
e) thick long conical javelir.s with a plain bevel, flat at the base, covered with fine
cuts (one is of ivory).

Fig. r76. Very weathered stag's tine shewing traces of hardly
decipherable engravings; in the centre and above, perhaps a foreshortened homed head; below, to the right, a very doubtful animal
head in profile. Scale 2/3.

f) thin javelins with square shafts, the flat spongy face covered with slashes. On the
sides, geometrical ornaments are deeply cut and regularly spaced as in a yard measure.
Between these cuts are slanting lines (fig. 174).
II. Other objects in bone: a) a piece of a Horse's rib (?) decorated with cross-cuts in
clusters (fig. 175).
b) various fragments of needles, only one complete with its eye.
e) a tubular bead of sectioned bird bone.
d) pierced teeth, several canine teeth of Stag, a Bison incisor pierced from front to
back (started from the front) .
Amongst other things which may have been used as ornaments, we note small nonedible pierced shells. I n the Solutrean, there were the same small rods of Cidaris and
coloured ochres.
The Magdalenian of Altamira corresponds exactly with the lower Magdalenian of
Castillo, of Cueto de la Mina (level D), and of the cave oí Balmori.
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It is therefore earlier than the Magdalenian levels C and B of Cueto de la :Mina, which
is of more advanced style, namely the last stage of harpoons with a single row of barbs.
'vVe know that this last level, advanced Magdalenian V, is also found at Valle, Pendo, Castillo, etc., and that it even exists in rather later levels, Magdalenian VI, at Pendo and Valle,
with harpoons having two rows of barbs 69 •

Fig. r77. Three flat valves of thc big Pecten shell, pierced near the hinge; they were hiddcn
under lime.;tone blocks covered with stalagmite in a transversal subterrancan fissure in the gallery
between HaUs IV and V, facing No. 26 on the plan. Scale 1/2.

These later 'Magdalenian levels with harpoons do not exist at Altamira, although the
polychrome paintings force us to admit that the Men of these times slipped into the cave
for secret ceremonies, using it as a real Sanctuary.
69 Count de la Vega del Sella: Paleolítico de Cuelo de la Mina (Asluria$). Las Cuevas de la Riera y Balmori (Asturias). "Comisión de Investigacíones Paleontológicas y Prehistóricas", Mem. 13 and 38.
~Iadrid, 1916, 1930. H. Obermaier: Ocuvrrs d'art du Jlagdalti11ícn final Je la Grotte du ··Pendo", pres
Sa11la11dcr (Espag11e). Préhistoire. París, 1932 (pp. 9-18).
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5. Gallery V. Subterranean cleft in the rock.
In 1926, when Dr. H. Obermaier was arranging a path in Gallery IV-V (sec fig. Ion
plan, across No. 27), he had to rcmovea highand fairly projecting stalagmitic mass, obstructing thc passage. Under this stalagmitic formation, he carne upon big limestone blocks,
fallen in earlier times from thc roof and between which was an extremely low very narrow passage which he was able to follow for a length of ten metres. It was filled with

--- _ :-:-:~~~~:.. ---.. --- .. --·- --- .... -- --..... -. .. - .... --- -.. ---- ........ --··------. ---- ------- .. -Fig. 178. Heavy quartzite hand-axe worked on both faces, archaic Abbevillian (ex-Chellean) style,
from the loam of the slopes ncar the cave. Scale r/z.

yellow clay in which he found the following objects, collected together and ata depth of
20 cms.:
Three poor flint blades.
One q uartz flake.
One rock crystal flake.
Severa! Patellas (limpets), thc big Quaternary type.
A flat pebble with remains of black and red colouring matter and engraved lines.
Three flat valves of Pecten]acobaeus, perforated at the top hinge íor suspension, perhaps part of a necklace or amulets (?) (fig. 177).
A lower jaw-bone of Canú vulpes.

- 196Remains of rodents.
It was impossible for a ..Jian to live in this hole, the objects must therefore haYe been
hidden or placed there intentionally in Quaternary times.

6. Lower Palaeolithic remains in the vicinity of the cave.
Primifo·e ..Jfan had already visited the neighbourhood in Palaeolithic times, as is seen
by a considerable quantity of stone tools found during recent years in the Quaternary clay
which covers a great part of the surfacc of the rock round the cave. Thc tools were made

Fig. r79. ;\fassive pear-shaped quartzite hand-a.xe, worked on both faces; thc same tcchnique as thc
preceding too!. Scale 2/3.

principally of hard quartzite, and include hand-axes of various types, sorne big and worked
only on the upper face, with rounded base anda cutting transverse edge, corresponding to
the stone artefacts of the Nlousterian and older levels. Similar tools were found in great
quantity in the not vcry distant cave of Castillo, near Puente Viesgo, in the valley of
the Pas, associated with remains of Elephas antiquus and Rhinoceros M erckii, shewing
that, in those times, thc north of Spain hada warm "African" climate, typical of thc last
interglacial phase.
A rapid examination of the material available reveals the fact that it does not all belong to the same age. Both the morphology and the patina of the tools belong to different

Fig. r8o. l\lassivc quartzite flakc of Lcvallois lypc; long flat trimming along the uppcr facc. On thc
reverse, thc bulb has been struck off by chipping; thc oppositc cutting edgc has been scorcd. Such lools
abound in the upper l\'fousterian levcls of Castillo. Scalc 2/3.

Fig. r8r. Two massive quartzite Lcvallois flakcs, transformcd into small cleavers by secondary blunting
of thc side cdges, leaving the cutting cdgc untouchcd; similar to those in the upper Mousterian levels of
Castillo and Cueva Morín (Santander) . Scale 3/5.

- 198stages. The oldest tools are very dark brown and, by their coarseness (chopped on an anvil),
are like the old Chellean or, rather, Abbevillian bi-faced ones (figs. I78, I79); others, lighter in colour, and flaked with hard wood, seem to be Acheulean; yet others, considerably less weathered (figs. 180, r8r, 182), seem in every way to resemble those in the
Mousterian level of Castillo, Cueva lVIorín and the Cueva de Gudón. This is not the most
typical lVIousterian of this region, for, as we know, it includes with the typical small

Fig. 182. Two massive quartzite flakes re-cut into thick disc-shaped scrapers. Scale 2/3. At Castillo
such tools accompany types such as figs. 180, l8r.

size Mousterian set of tools, a great many bigger quartzite ones, the most remarkable of
which are the axes with wide cutting edge, made on Levallois flakes. It is very probable that
sites of these different ages exist, either at Altamira itself, under the fallen rocks which
could not be moved, or in one or other of the sealed caves, whose existence it is easy to
divine beneath the covering of clay and grass near Altamira, especially near the little track
leading to the small village of San Esteban.
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Fig. 183. Ensemble of thc big polychrome animals on thc paintcd cciling of thc "Hall of Frcscocs"
(Gallcry I). 1\umbers corrcspond to the Plates.

Plale l. r) Hill oí Altamira. The entrance to the cave is near thc nfuseum building.
2) General view oí the cave entrancc, the lVIuseum, the monumcnt to Sautuola and
the sunk alley before the cntry, the site of part of the original vestibule which collapscd.
(Photographs by Miss C. l\Iowbray.)
Plate II. 1) Entrance of the cave of Altamira, dominated by the obelisk to Sautuola.
2) Altamira Museum, serving also to house the guardian-guide.
Plate III. View of the hall containing the large paintings and the painted roof with
the big polychromes, looking towards the back of the hall.
Plate IV. View of the painted ceiling with the big polychromes, looking towards the
entrance, with the supporting wali.
Plate V a. Galioping Horse drawn in wide red lines (C. C. pl. XCIX).
b. Panel on the ceiling at the back of the hall, \\ith numerous club-shaped signs.
Plate V J. Panel painted with many club-shaped signs, etc., in the middle and towards
the end of the big ceiling.
70 The numbers of the old plates previously published are notcd in the new index following thcir
modem cnumcrations. C. A. = Caveme d'Altamira. C. C. = Cavcmes Cantabriqucs.
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Plate VII. Panel painted with club-shaped signs and other old red pictures coYered
by black drawings, on the right of the ceiling in the hall of the big paintings .
. Plate VIII. Red Elk (C. A. fig. 56).
Plate IX. Red Horses in f1at wash, surcharged by stencilled and positive hands,
engravings and black drawings (C. C. pl. XCVIII).
Plate X a. Horse in plain red, surcharged "·ith engravings and unfinished polychrome
(C. A. pl. IX).
b. Red animal surcharged with a black shaded Bison andan unfinished polychrome
(C. A. pl. VIII) .
Plate XI . GaJloping Bison surcharging a Horse in plain red (C. A. pl. X).
Plate XII a. Polychrome Bison. b. Polychrome Bison.
Plate XIII. Galloping wild Boar (C. A. pl. XV).
Plate XIV. Photograph of the above.
Plate XV. Stationary Bison. (C. A. pl. X...'CII).
Plate XVI. Photograph of the above.
Plate XVII . Headless polychrome Bison (C. A. pl X...'CIV).
Plale XVIII . Photograph of the above.
Plate XIX . Stationary polychrome Bison. (C. A. pl. X..'CIII).
Plate XX. Photograph of the above.
Plate XXI. Curled round Bison (C. A. pl. XXVII).
Plate XXII. Photograph of the aboYe.
Plates XXIII, XXIV. Group of three bosses of Bisons curled round (pls. XXI,
XXV, XXVII).
Plate XXV. Curled round Bison (C. A. pl. X...\.VIII).
Plate .Y.YVI. Photograph of the above.
Plate XXVII . Female Bison curled round (C. A. pl. X...'CVI).
Plate XXVIII. Photograph of the above.
Plate XXIX. Galloping and bellowing Bisons (C. A. pl. XVI).
Plate XXX. Photograph of the above.
Plate XXXI. Bison coucbant, turning its head (C. A. pl. X...'CV).
Plate XXXII. Photograph of the above.
Plate XXXIII. Female Bison and head of black Bull (C. A. pl. XIX).
Plate XXXIV. Photograph of the above femalc Bíson.
Plate XXXV . Photograph of the hind-quarters of the female Bison, head of the
black Bull and various parts of neighbouring figures.
Plate XXXVI . Polychrome Bison and \Volf hidden in the centre of it (C. A. pl.
XXI).
Plaie XXXVII. Bison and wild Boar (C. A. pl. XVII) .
Plate XXXVIII. Photograph of the above and parts of adjoining figures.
Plate XXXIX. Bison and other animals interlaced (C. A. pl. XII).
Plate XL. Horse and Hind (C. A. pl. XI).
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Plate XLI . Photograph of the above.
Plate XLII. Big polychrome Bíson, walking (C. A. pl. XVIII) .
Plate XLIII. Photograph of the above.
Plate XLIV . Small black shaded Bisons (C. A. pl. VII).
Plate XLIV bis a. Photograph of the black Bison on the right of Plate XLIV.
b. Fore-quarters of the big Hind of Plate XL VIII.
c. Fore-quarters of the female Bison of Plate XXXIII.
Plate X~V . vValking vVild Boar (C. A. pl. XIV) .
Plate XLVI. Stationary Bison bellowing (C. A. pl. XX) .
Plate XLVII. Photograph of the above.
Plate XLVIII . Big Hind. (C. A. pl. XIII).
Plate XLIX . Photograph of tbe above.
Plate L. r) Bison's head full face, in the end corridor. 2) Hind's head painted in
black. 3) Bison drawn in black.
Ptate LI. Black tectiform signs in tbe end corridor.
Plate LII. Second cave, stalactites and skeleton.

26
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(All tlie Nos . given refer to those of the plan of the cave) .

Fig.

Plan of the cave of Altamira, Santillana del l\far, Santander, surveyed and
drawn by Mr. Alberto Corral (Engineer) and Dr. Hugo Obermaier.
Fig. 2 . Marks made by Cave Bears on the clay, covered or not by stalagmite on the
slope of a cascade of stalagmitic clay, at the end of a recess in Hall VI. r), r6 cms. wide;
3), 24 cms. long, not includingthe upper scratches; 5), the claw phalanges rneasure 9 crns. in
length.
Fig. 3. The big painted ceiling, after Cartailhac and Breuil. The figures at the back
and on the right are left exactly as they were interpreted and sketched at this date (r902) .
Fig. 4. Ensemble of polychromes after Cartailhac and Breuil.
Fig. 5. Engraved parts of galloping wild Bear. Pl. XIII.
Fig. 6. Engraved parts of stationary Bisen. PI. XV.
Fig. 7. Engraved parts of headless Bison. Pl. XVII.
F1:g. 8. Engraved parts of statienary Bisen. PI. XL'C.
F1:g. 9. Engraved parts of curled round Bison. Pl. XXI.
P.ig. IO . Engraved parts of curled round Bison. Pl. XXV.
Fig. II . Engraved parts of female Bison, curled round. PI. XXVII.
F1:g. I2 . Preliminary engraving and scraping for the polychrome Bison. Pl. XXIX.
The cleverness of the artist in adapting a rocky boss to the dorsal outline of the bellowing
Bison is remarkable: as is the fact, that, whilst the polychrome Bison of not very advanced
technique has only its eye engraved, there is a good <leal of engraving in the most recent and
the most skilled of these two figures.
Fig. IJ. E ngraved parts of Bison couchant turning its head. Pl. XXXI.
Fig. I4. Engraved parts of female Bison. PI. X2G'CIII.
Fig. IS. Engraved parts of Bison and ' Velf. PI. X.:'CXVI.
Fig. I6. Engraved parts of wild Boar and Bison in summer coat. PI. L'CXVII.
Fig. IJ. Engraved parts and painting of a tangle of animals and signs. Pl. X.:'CXIX.
Fig. I8. Engraved parts of a Horse and Hind. Pl. XL.
Fig. I9 . Engraved parts of Bison. Pl. XLII.
I.
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Fig. 20. Engraved parts of walking wild Boar. Pl. XLV.
F1:g. 2I. Engraved parts of stationary bellowing Bison. Pl. XLVI.
Fig. 22. Engraved parts of the big Hind. Pl. XLVIII.
Fig. 23. Ladder-like signs painted in red, derived from degenerated tectiforms, painted
in the cul-de -sac A of Hall III. No. r4.
Fig. 24. Slightly shaded black Stag in the entrance hall; this figure was hidden behind
the fallen blocks destroyed in 1910 by Alcalde del Río. Scale 1/5.
F1:g. 25. Bovine animal drawn in black 55 cms. Hall III. No. 4.
F1·g. 26. Horses drawn in black: l and 2) Scale I /5. Nos. II and r2 .-3 and 6). at the
back of the big hall.-3), Scale r/4.-6), Scale 1/5.
F1:g. 27. Black drawing of a Feline (?), Scale 1/4. No. 27.
P.1:g. 28. Black drawing of a Bison, shewing the transition from signs to clearly animal
figures, length 52 cms. No. 28.
Fig. 29. Black Ibex covered by stalactite, 38 cms. long. No. 34.
Fig. 30. Tvvo Ibexes and the head of a Hind painted in black. Scale r /4. Nos. 35, 36.
Fig. 3r. Horse very roughly painted in black in the end corridor. No. 53.
Fig. 32. Two heads or masks of animals (Bison and wild Boar?) drawn in black on
angles of the rock in the end corridor. Scale 1/4. Nos. 59, 62.
Fig. 33. Modified tectiform and other unintelligible figures, forming a group painted
in black on the right wall of the same recess. Scale r/5. No. 57 a.
Fig. 34. Group of various black painted tectiforms on the left wall of a recess in the end
gallery. Scale 1/5. No. 57 b.
Fig. 35 a. Sketch of black figures copied in 1902 by H. Breuil. Elementary black signs
and engravings on the left wall of the deep galleries between Hall VII and the back of the
cave (corridor X).
Fig. 35 b. Black elementary drawings and engravings on the right wall of the deep
galleries between Hall VII (corridor C) and Hall VIII, to the back of the cave.
Fig. 36. Black signs scattered along gallery V, from the top downwards, following the
guiding line on the figure. After H . Breuil, 1902. Above, on the left, quadruped (?).znd. line: Bison's horn (?), forehead, eye and horns of a second.-3rd. line: Solitary eye.
Fig. 37. Sketch of the decoration, drawn by fingers on clay on the roof of part II of
the right hand gallery, No. 2; length about 5 metres. In it can be seen an enormous head
of Bos prim1'genius and severa! other heads which are less clear, as well as one leg. A hut
is engraved at one end.
P.ig. 38. Sketch of the frieze of engraved and finger-drawn designs: A. Aurignacian
engraving of a Hind immediately beneath various bands drawn by fingers on the clay;
length about 45 cms.-B. Hind, Horse and Elefant engraved on finger-drawings; width of
the panel I m. 40 cms.-C. Unfinished engravings on finger-drawings; width 60 eros.
Fig. 39. Frieze fallen in the big gallery. Primitive spirals and archaic Horses: the vertical line follows an angle of the rock and represents the forehead of a Horse. Scale r/4.
Hall IV. No. 23.
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Fig. 40. Archaic Horses superposed on primitive meanders. Central part of the fallen
frieze. Hall IV. Scale 1/4.
Fig. 4I. Primitive meanders made with a comb-shaped implement, similar to sorne at
Hornos and Gargas. From the fallen frieze. Scale l /4.
Fig. 42 . Problematical figure, analogous to the anthropomorphic figures on the big ceiling, from the fallen frieze. Scale l /4. This figure was either accidentally destroyed, or hidden during the operations for preserving the cave.
Fig. 43. Several Ibexes engraved on clay on the rock frieze, Nos. 29, 31; on the wall
facing a bovine animal, No. 32, and ni.ne metres before reaching it, on the left hand side
of gallery V.
Fig. 44. Engraved head of an Izard (?), and a Bull: the latter cuts across the remains
of very old Aurignacian engravings. Scale l /4. No. 26.
Fig. 45. Bull and other engravings, high upon the frieze of gallery V; the Bull is 60 cms.
1
from the other engravings. Nos. 32, 33.
Fig. 46. Engravings on the right hand wall of the end gallery X.-r) Bison, forehead
facing No. 50.-2) a kneeling I bex (?), extremely vague as to the horns which have not
been copied. No. 5r.-The figure A, quite at the end of the gallery, may represent the hind
leg of a grazing animal, or a swirnming water-bird. Scale l /4.
Fig. 47. Engraved Bison near the Bison of fig. 46, No. 50. Scale 1/4Fig. 48. Very roughly engraved Bison. Scale r /4. No. 56.
Fig. 49. Drawing of a Fish (?), Horse's head, etc. on the clay floor in the last few
yards of the end gallery, near the wall. Scale 1/4.
F1:g. 50. Sketch of deeply sculptured figures, rnuch darnaged, on the cascade of eartby
stalagrnite in Hall nr. No. 6. The big Bull (?), on the right, rneasures I m. 55 cms.,
without its head which is destroyed; what remains of the animal on the left measures 77
cms.; at sorne distance to the right, and on the same surface as the fig. 5r.
Fig. 5I. Sketch of figures very deeply incised on the same cascade as Bull fig. 50, to
the left of it. No. 6. Same scale as fig. 50.
Fig. 52. Engraved Ibex, Aurignacian, on a red Horse with finely engraved outline and
under a big polychrome Bison: on the right side of the big painted ceiling, Pl. XI.
Fig. 53. Rayed figures on the big ceiling, probably representing huts. l and 2), to the
right, at the back of the big painted ceiling. 3), to the right of the big Hind. Scale 1/4.
Fig. 54. Engravings of what appear to be masked Hurnans, nearly ali with raised arms:
r,60 ms. high between the walking wild Boar and the left hand wall of the big painted
hall.-2), 40 cms. high, on the bellowing brown Bison.-3), 40 cms. high, above the hindquarters of the big Hind.
Fig. 55. Engravings of what appear to be Humans, probably masked and sorne with raised arms.-r) Height: 35 cms., near the walking wild Boar.-2) Height: 22 cms.,
behind the elbow of the big Hind.-3) Height: 30 cms., on the shoulder of the walking wild
Boar.-4), Height: 32 cms., on the right of the big painted ceiling in the zone of the
red signs.
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Fig. 56.-Engravcd anthropomorphic figure, placed near the forelegs of the big Hind.
The unfinished lines are doubtful, the phallus is in relief (champ-levé) . Scale 1/4.
Fig. 57. Hind. 72 cms. long, engraved in wide strong but not ve1y deep lines; more
recent tban a band of black paint, which they cut through. On thc left side of the right
hand gallery (between III and IV). No. r5 .
F1·g. 58. r) Tangle of engraYed animals: Stag, Horsc and Hind's hcad. :No. r6.-2 and
3) Finely engraved Hind's heads. Nos. 18, 20.- 4), Hind's head deeply engraved, in the
midst of the big polychromes. Scale r/+ Dra"ings by ).fiss l\Iowbray, except 4.
F1·g. 59 . Group of a big Stag andan I bex which seems to defy it. To the right on the
big ceiling. Hall I. Scale l / 10.
Fig. 60. Big Cervus elaphus, 66 cms. long (same as fig. 59), engravcd on the right hand
si de of the painted roof, not far from the red Horses. Scale r 4.
Fig. 6r. EngraYed heads of Bison and Ibex on the big ceiling. Scale r /4.
Fig. 62. Fine engravings of Hinds: r), 55 cms. long, underthe belly oí the walking polychrome wild Boar.- 2), 43 cms. long; No. 17; Drawings by Miss Mowbray.
Fig. 63. r), Engraving of a Stag. No. rg.-2 and 3), small bad engravings. Nos. 8, 9.
Scale r /4. Drawings by :Jiiss :Jiowbray.
Fig. 64. Engraved Hind running to the right. No. 2r. Scale l ..¡.. Dra"ing by :Jiiss
l\Iowbray.
Fig. 65. Engravings of Horses; r), near the narrow recess A, No. 7; 40 cms. long.- 2),
on the right of the end gallery X. No. 60; 62 cms. long.
Fig. 66. I ncomplctc Bison head, copied from a badly presenred drawing. Ko. ro. Scale I 4.
Fig. 67. Beautiful engraYed Bison and other indefinite figures; the lines cut through
two black painted bands crossing thc neck and shoulders; to the right of the gallery X.
No. 6r.
F1'.g. 68. A group of engraved Hind's heads and one Ibex, in the end corridor. N'o. 67.
Scale 1/-J.. Dra\\ing by :\Iiss :\Iowbray.
Fig. 69. Engravings:- r), a climbing Hind.-2), a Hind's head; in the end corridor,
No. 64.- 3), a Hind's or "Tolf's head; the eye is a natural accident of lhe rock; it is the last
figure on the left at the end of the samc corridor. Scale r/4. Drawings by Miss Mowbray.
Fig. 70.-r), In thc centre, very small Hind engraved on the big ceiling. Scale r /3.- 2),
I bex (?),to the left on entering, on thc big ceiling.-3), On the right, Izard andan undetermined head, on the left in a low recess of the end corridor, 'vith many other undecipherable lines. Scale r /4; 2 and 3 are sketches.
Fig. 7r. Engraved Stag and Ibex, in the end corridor, to the left of the H ind's heads,
etc. of fig. 68. No. 67. Scale r /4.
Fig. 72. Engraved Stag running to the left. To give the broad lines of the back and
throat, slight natural reliefs and fissures of the rock have been utilized; on the roof of the
end corridor. Ko. 55. Scale r /4. Drawing by :\1iss l\Iowbray.
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Fig. 73. Engraved Hind (?), towards thc middle of the end corridor, to the left of No.
56. Scale r /4. Drawing by Miss Mowbray.
Fig. 74. Engraved Stag (?),to the left at the foot of the end conidor, above and to the
left of the Hind's head (?), fig. 69, 3. Scale r /4. Drawing by Miss Mowbray.
Fig. 75. Part of the frieze of hands in the cave of Castillo, shewing the superposition
of yellow and red line drawings on the hands stencilled in red.
Fig. 76. Polychrome Bisons, superposed on red line dra\vings, which are themselves
more recent than the hands stencilled in red. Castillo.
Fig. 77. Group of hands stencilled in black and red, in the caYe oí Gargas. The black
hands are superposed on the red hands. t-\otice the fingers which are lacking, either cut off
or destroyed by sorne illness (leprosy ?), and also the arbitrary arrangement of fingers of
one or more hands. After Cartailhac and Breuil.
Fig. 78. Yellow finger-drawings and animals drawn with the same technique. La Pileta, l\Iálaga.
Fig. 79. Red signs shaped like hands and feet either recognizable or transformed into
tridents. Cave of Santián, Santander.
Fig. 80. R ed or yellow Horses and Stags of different Aurignacian dates. La Pasiega,
Santander. Notice the antlers with the principal shafts wide apart, almost like the drawings of Stags seen full face, while the tines are in profile. Notice also the position on a
Stag of a trident shaped sign similar to thosc at Santián and Altamira.
Fig. 8I. Complete Stag in fine red line drawing from La Pasiega, Santander, and
two pairs of antlers, one black, the other red, in the same style, from the cave of Le Porte!,
Ariege.
Fig. 82 . Red Aurignacian drawings of varied technique from La Pasiega. The central
Horse has its body painted almost ali over in red and its head outlined in black to make it
stand out. The superposed black line drawings of Horses are old :Magdalenian.
Fig. 83. Hinds and hornless cervoid animal, from the cave of CO\·alanas (Santander):
drawn in wide ragged-edged red lines made by stomping a series of spots. Aurignacian.
Fig. 84. Red Aurignacian Hinds of varied technique from the cave of La Pasiega;
the oldest are drawn in fine red lines; next come those which are more or less filled in with
colour, and the latest are coloured all over and finely engraYed. Notice the super-position oí
a black drawing of a head on one oí them. This is l\Iagdalenian.
Fig. 85. Small plain red Horse, engraved and painted; length r7 eros.; from the cave
of Le Portel; its technique and small size recall the eastern Spanish art.
Fig. 86. Panel from the cave of Pech-Merle, Cabrerets (Lot), with three layers oí Aurignacian paintings: r), hands stencillcd in black; 2), red line drawing of a Pike; 3), Horses painted in black, pa1ily flat wash and partly line drawing, the whole sprinkled with
red stains like discs or horse-shoes. Aíter Abbé Lemozi.
Fig. 87. Red line drawing of a Rhinoccros, Aurignacian, from the cave of Font-de-Gaume. After Breuil.
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Fig. 88. Black Bulls, upper Aurignacian, from the cave of Font-de-Gaumc. After
Breuil.

Fig. 89. Brown-black Horse, uppcr Aurignacian; cave of Le Portel. Original drawing
by Breuil. Length: 95 cms.
Fig. 90. Panel from the cave of Font-de-Gaume, shewing the superposition of an unfinished polychrome on an old Magdalenian (?) black line drawing, upper Aurignacian
black Bulls and the head of a Rhinoceros in red line drawing.
F1:g. 9I. Bi-chrome Aurignacian Horse from the cave of Le Portel: on a red or brownish-red washed background, outlined in black. Oiiginal drawing by Brcuil. Length:
I,15 ms.
Fig. 92. Bisons painted on a rock fallen into the late rnid-Aurignacian hearths of the
Abrí Blanchard, Sergeac (Dordogne); discovered by ~Ions. L. Didon; the original at the
Museum of Périgueux. Xotice the identity of style between this painting and figs. 88, 89,
90 and 9I: an identity which assures thcrn an approximative date. Length of the right Bisen: 45 crns.
F1'g. 93. Small black Stag painted on a rock which has fallen between two upper Aurignacian layers of the Abri Labattut, Sergeac (Dordogne). Discovered by 1\Ions. L. Didon; the original at the St.-Gerrnain-en-Laye Museum. The position of the antlers is the
same as in the Aurignacian drawing of La Pasiega, Le Porte! and the Eastern Spanish art.
Length: 40 crns.
Fig. 94. Early Magdalenian black line drawings, sorne slightly shaded:-1) Srnall black
drawings of Ibexes and Stags frorn Castillo, size of the panel, 73 cms.-z) Black Stag frorn
Pindal.-3) Black Stag frorn La Pasiega. Scale of last two figures: 2/15. Notice that
almost aU these Stags haYe only one antler in profile; if occasionally they have two, they
are both in profile.
Fig. 95. Tectiforms, painted or engraved, from the cave of Buxu (Cangas de Onís, Asturias). After Obermaier. To be compared with those in the deep corridor of Altarniraand
to sorne at La Pileta.
Fig. 96. Rectangles drawn in black with radiations at the angles; a comb-like sign and
others from the cave of La Pileta (:Málaga); related to one of the signs in the deep corridor
of Altamira and to those at Bu."\:u.
Fig. 97. SmaU black Horses, slightly shaded and also engraved, frorn the end of thc
cave at Combarelles. Old l\Iagdalenian. After Breuil.
Fig. 98. Small black shaded Horse, shading passing into flat wash. Castillo.
Fig. 99.-1, 2, 3), Black single line or very slightly shaded drawings frorn the cave of
Niaux.-4 and 5), in black filled in with slashes.
Fig. IOO . Marnrnoth drawn in black, partiaJly filled in with slashes. Cave of Pech-Merle, Cabrerets. After Abbé Lernozi.
Fig. IOI. Black shaded Bison, superposed on black line drawings, frorn Font-de-Gaurne.
After Breuil.
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Painted and engraved Bison in brownish-black flat wash. Font-de-Gaume.

After Breuil.
Fig. IOJ. Painted and engraved Bison in polychrome: blackish-brown, brownish-red
and red. Font-de-Gaume. After Breuil.
Fig. I04. Above. Polychrome Bison, both painted and engraved, length I m . 80 cms.:
superposed on black shaded figures and bearing red signs, sorne older cut across by engravings, others more recent, probably Azilian. From the cave of Marsoulas.-Below, a development of the lower portion of the red signs of the preceding figure: the big barbed oblique line is the same as that on the polychrome Bison. After Breuil.
Fig. Io5. Pictograph painted in red in the deep gallery of the cave of Niaux: Bison,
line-dravving in red, the backbone formed by a ridge of the rock; with a wound marked on its
flank. Club-shaped signs and spots grouped in Azilian style. This panel probably dates
from the extreme end of the Magdalenian. After Breuil.
Fig. I06. Part of the roof of the cave of Pech-Merle, Cabrerets; various designs on
clay, finger-drawings, a Mammoth and sorne vVomen. After Abbé Lemozi.
Fig. Io7. Horse drawn on clay from the cave of Gargas. Very reduced in size. After
Breuil.
Fig. Io8. Vulvae incised on pieces of rock from the mid-Aurignacian of the Abri
Blanchard, Sergeac (Dordogne). After L. Didon.
Fig. I09 . Hind-quarter of a Horse engraved on a frontal bone of that animal, from
the base of the Aurignacian at Hornos de la Peña. Actual size.
Fig. IIO. Deeply engraved Bison from the cave of La Greze (Dordogne). Fairly
archaic Aurignacian. After Breuil.
Fig. III. Engravings a Bison anda Horse, probably upper Aurignacian, from the cave
of Hornos de la Peña (Santander) . After Breuil.
Fig. II2. Fallen block with bas-relief of a Horse, found by Mons. L. Didon at the
Abrí Labattut, Sergeac (Dordogne) between two upper Aurignacian levels; length 68 cms.
Original at the Museum of Natural History, New York.
Fig. IIJ. Salmon carved in bas-relief on the roof of an abri in Gorge-d'Enfer, Les
Eyzies (Dordogne); length I metre. Drawing by Breuil.
F1:g. II4. Fighting Ibexes carved on a limestone block, fallen into the upper Solutrean
level oí the Vallée du Roe, Sers (Charente). After Dr. H. Martín.
Fig. II5 . Panel of a Reindeer anda Stag carved in bas-relief on a big conical stalagmitic mass in the cave of Isturitz (Basses Pyrénées). From a photograph by Mons. E. Passemard.
Fig. II6. Horse partly carved (front legs and belly) and deeply engraved; inside, two
small anthropoid drawings. Combarelles. After Breuil.
Fig. IIJ . Sculpture in high relief of two of the Horses on the frieze of the rock shelter
of Cap-Blanc (Dordogne); dated by the Magdalenian III hearths. Discovered by Dr. Lalanne. Photograph by Mons. Belves.
Fig. II8. Panel of fine engravings, partly enhanced by black lines, from the depths
27
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of the cave of Combarelles. Drawings of l\fammoths, a Horse andan equine animal with
ears intentionally transformed into horns oí a primitive Bull. \Vidth of the panel, r m. 30
cms. After Breuil.
Fig. II9 . Engraved panel, 4 metres from the ground, in a narrow íissure in the back
of the cave of Font-de-Gaume. A Feline, fairly dceply incised, seems to be hunting Horses,
two of which appear to be in perspective. Af ter Breuil.
Fig. I20. Bisons modelled in clay and propped against a rock in the midst of the last
hall of the cave of Tuc d'Audoubert {Ariege). Photograph by l\Iax Begouen. Discovered
by Count Begouen and bis sons.
Fig. I2I. Horse engraved in the cave of Marsoulas. After Breuil. Scale r/4. Notice
the filling in with scratches comparable to the old Magdalenian oí the Cantabrian Pyrenees.
Fig. I22 . Bison engraved on a rock wall thinly coated with clay; their horns full face;
very archaic Magdalenian technique. From the cave oí Trois Freres {Ariege) . Notice the
conventionalized arrows on the Bison's flanks. Discovered by Count Begouen and his
sons; photograph by Max Begouen; the silhouette oí the Bisons is much deformed by the
perspective of the photograph.
Fi:g. r23. Very finely engraved Bison from the foot of the cave of l\larsoulas. Scale
r/6. After Breuil.
Fig. r24. Fine engravings on a stalagmitic block from the Grotte de la Mairie, Teyjat
(Dordogne), shewing: one Cervus elaphus, one Horse and one Reindeer (female lying
down with her fawn), coming from the Magdalenian V leYel. vVidth of the panel 54 cms.
After Breuil.
Fig. r25. Engravings associated with several painted Bisons: the Bison on the left is
the same as the one in brown flat wash, fig. ro2; the two others are ea.rly polychromes.
Font-de-Gaume. After Breuil.
Fig. r26. Engraving, deeply cut in sorne parts, accompanying the polychrome Bison
figure ro3. After Breuil.
Fig. r27. Very lightly drawn Mammoth, 6r cms. long, later than the polychrome
figures of the cave of Font-de-Gaume. After Breuil.
Fig. I28. The two first Solutrean flints picked up by Messrs. Taylor-Ballota and
Harlé. Actual size.
F1g. r29. Graver, scraper, etc. of 1\fagdalenian type, arrow-head with non-Solutrean
retouch. \Yith the exception of the trimmed blade in the centre which belonged to the de
la Pedraja collection, all the objects are in the Altamira Museum. 2/3 actual size.
Fig. IJO. Bone and stagshorn instruments collected by Messrs. Sautuola and Harlé.
Actual size.
F1:g. IJI. Bone and stagshorn objects collected in the cave. Scale 2/3:- r, 4, 5). Excollection de la Pedraja.- 3) At the Museum of St.-Germain-en-Laye.- 5) At the Institut
de Paléontologie Humaine, París: the rest come from M. de Sautuola's excavations and
are at the Altamira l\Iuseum.
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Fig. IJ2 . Stagshorn objects from the cave. 2/3 actual size.-1, 3, 4, 5, at the Museum
St.-Germain-en-Laye.-2, Ex- Collection de la P edraja.-6, Altamira Museum.
Fig. IJJ. Rib decorated with geometrical designs found at the cave entrance. Actual
size. At the Museum of St.-Germain-en-Laye.
Figs. IJ4-I35. Stagshorn baton. Actual size. Altamira Museum.-Design on the flat
of the same engraved baton, actual size: to the left, two I zard's heads, one face downwards;
to the right, two hind-quarters of indeterminate animals (probably the same species), the
lower one upside down.
Fig. IJ6. Bone and stagshorn instruments discovered when digging at the cave entrance.-1), 1/4 the actual size;- 2, 3, 4), actual size;-5) enlarged 1/4. Museum of St.Germain-en-Laye.
Fig. IJ7 . F lint and quartzite objects.-2), found when digging at the entrance; 3),
2/3 actual size;-5), enlarged 1/4. The rest are actual size. Museum of St.-Germainen-Laye.
Fig. IJB. Broad flake of ophite from the lowest base of the Altamira deposits; the
trimming ( + ) is more recent and has not the reddish patina of the rest. F ound by Alcalde
del Río. Actual size.
Fig. I39 · Blades and flakes variously trimmed. Scale 2/3.-1, 2, 6), Solutrean level.5), lYiagdalenian level;-3, 4, 7, 8), undetermined.-Material: l, 7, ophite; 2, black flint;
3, blackish flint; 5, reddish flint; 6, light grey flint. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
F1:g. I40. Ordinary gravers and double ended implements, scraper-gravers. Sca1e 2/3.3, Solutrean level.- 1, 5, Magdalenian level.- 2, 4, 6, undetermined.-Material: l, black
flint; 2, reddish jasper; 3, 5, grey flint; 4, brown flint;-1, double graver; 6, graver somewhat related to the beaked gravers. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I4I. Right and left angled gravers, vvith terminal, oblique or transverse trimming.
Scale 2/3.-3, 4, Solutrean level.- 1, 2, 5, undetermined.
Fig. I42 . Gravers on an angle of a broken blade ora flake. Scale 2/3.-1, black flint.2, grey flint (three angles adaptedas gravers);-3, brown flint with lateral notch;--4, scored
implement of whitish flint, it seems to have come originally from a lateral graver with an
oblique terminal trimming. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I43· Single and double scrapers, on the end of a blade. Scale 2/3.- 2, 3, Solutrean level.-4, lVIagdalenian.-I, undetermined.-Material: l, 2, 3, violet chalcedoneous
flint; 4, black flint, one end worn. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I44. Broad thick scrapers. Scale 2/3.-2, 3, 4, Solutrean level.- l, undetermined.
Material: l, flake of quartzite; 2, 3, blackish flint; 4, grey flint very thick. Collected by
Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I45· Scrapers more or less thick or core-scrapers. Scale 2/3.-4., Solutrean level.
- 6, intermediate.-The restare undetermined.- Material: l, yellow flint, very thick; 2,
black flint, very thick; 3, 5, grey flint, thick; 4, reddish flint; 7, black flint, thick. Collected
by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I46. Small discs, actual size. Magdalenian level. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
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Fig. I47· Flakes or blades with ends trimmed into varied types of awls or beaked;
scale 2/3. Level undetermined.- Material: I, violet chalcedony; 2, black flint, thick; 3,
greyish flint; 4, black flint; 5, grey flint. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I48. Small and pigmy trimmed blades. Actual size.-3, 4, 5, 6, Solutrean level.I, 2, 7, 8, 9, probably Magdalenian level.-Material: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, black flint; 8 chalcedoneous flint; 4, hematite; 7, 8, 91 flakes struck off when making gravers. Collected by
Alcalde del Río.
F1:g. I49· Points trimmed only on one face. Solutrean level.-Material: I, 4, 5, ophite;
2, chalcedoneous flint; 3, black flint.-No. 2 was found with the engravings of Hind's
heads in the upper parto~ the Solutrean level.-No. 5 has been trimmed on the opposite
face towards the point for a third of its length.-Nos. 3 and 4 reduced 3 millimetres in
reproduction. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. ISO. Solutrean points with concave base, similar to those found at Brassempouy
and Lespugues. Solutrean level.- Material: I, 2, 4, ophite; 3, chalcedoneous flint;- I
and 4 both faces alike.-2, and 3, trimmed on lower face only, 2 round the base and 3 in
the concavity.- r and 4, found on the surface of the Solutrean level with the engravings
of Hind's heads. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I5I. Blades with Solutrean trimming. Actual size, except for No. 5 which has
been slightly reduced. Solutrean level.-Material: I, red marbled flint; 2, tertiary flint;
3, chalcedoneous flint; 5, brown veined flint.-No. 4 was found with the engravings of
Hind's heads. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. ISZ. Typical single-shouldered points and others less typical. Actual size. Solutrean level.-Material: I, 5, black flint; 2, yellowish jasper; 3, dark brown flint; 6, yellowish flint. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. r53. Bone and stagshorn instruments. Scale r /4. Solutrean level.- I and 4 from
the extreme base of the layer No. 2.- 6, 7, 8, certainly Magdalenian level, most of the
others probably from the same.-Material: I, 2 3, 6, 7, 8, IO, II, stagshorn; 4, bone;
5, 9, bird bone. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I54· Javelin heads with single-bevelled base. Mostly from the Magdalenian level,
sorne uncertain.-Material: stagshorn, except 7 which seems to be bone. Scale 2/3.
Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I55· Horse and Bull teeth, bird bone bead (r, 2, 3, 4). Scale 3/4. Magdalenian
level. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I56. Bone needles (5, 6, 7). Actual size. Magdalenian level. Collected by Alcalde
del Río.
Fig. I57· Various objects. Magdalenian level.-2 1 4, enlarged r /4.-3, actual size;
I, 5, 3/4.-r, 2, ornamented with cuts on the sides.-.Material: 3, 4, 5, stagshorn.-3, a
sort of awl polisher, slightly curved;-5, section rather flat. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. IS8. Various stagshorn implements decorated with incisions or conventionalized
figures.- I, 7 1 8, scale 3/4, others actual size. Magdalenian level.-5, given to Toulouse
Museum by M. de Sautuola. Others collected by Alcalde del Río.
1
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Fig. I59· Engravings on bone and stagshorn. Actual size.-r, 5, upper part of the
Solutrean level, with Solutrean flint;-2, 3, 4, :Jiagdalenian level. The two Hind's heads
are engraved on shoulder-blades.-3, on a polisher made of an animal's rib;-2, on a
stagshorn chisel;-4, on a piece of perforated stagshorn.
Fig. I6o. Shoulder-blade with the head of a Hind andan incomplete Bison. Solutrean
level. Collected by Alcalde del Río.
Fig. I6I. Bone piercers and polisher, bird bone tubes, flint blades, collected in the
big corridor by H. Alcalde del Río.
Fig. r62. Detailed plan of Altamira vestibule at the time of the excavations of r92425.-P, the entrance; Y, palaeolithic deposits visible. Exc. = Excavations of r924-25.
Fig. r63. Section of the cave vestibule, present state.-P, entrance.-E, door into painted hall (ron the general plan).-Y, palaeolithic deposit covered by rocks fallen in Quaternary times from the old roof.-M, big supporting dry stone wall erected in r925.
Fig. I64. Section of the archaeological levels of the vestibule, drawn during the r92425 excavations and shewing five successive collapses of the old roof; the most recent, r
and 2, rest on a thick stalagmitic layer C, under which are the Magdalenian hearths
.M, and the third collapse of the l\lagdalenian epocb 3. The Solutrean hearths S, and the
contemporary fall of rock 4, are lower and rest on a still older collapse 5; any thought of
piercing this layer had to be given up.
Fig. I65. Section of the big painted hall (No. r on the plan). E, entrance and door to
the hall.- a, old surface leve! before the improvements.- b, archaeological deposit encroached on by the improvements, when the circular path was dug out.- m, position of
painted curled round Bison, Pl. XXVII.- n, position of Bison Pl. XLII.
Fig. r66. Solutrean single-shouldered points, tanged points or those with concave
base. Actual size.-Material: I, 2, 3, 5, 6, various kinds of cretaceous flint; 4, quartzite;
7, chalcedony.
Fig. I67. Chipped stone objects from the Solutrean level. Actual size.- r, willowleaf broken at both points, of fine quartzite, the broken base is trimmed on the reverse.2, very curved willow-leaf with a limited trimming on the reverse at both ends.-3, small
jasper laurel-leaf, very weathered and with very incomplete trimming on the reverse.4, another of translucent brown cretaceous flint.-5, knife blade with saw-edge and blunted
back, whitish chalcedoneous flint.-6, small incomplete blade with finely trimmed back,
of ferrugineous jasper.-¡, middle part of a blunted back blade of the same flint as 4.8, small yellowish jasper blade ' vith slender incurved point and saw-edges.--9, blade
with saw-edges, one edge more or less blunted, black:ish flint.-ro, thin wide blade,
slightly broken, vtith very flat trimming, greyish yellow jasper.-rr, thick scraper-graver,
Solutrean trimming on one face.
Fig. r68. Various chipped stone tools from tbe Solutrean level.-r, scraper-graver
of flint with greyish-yellow patina.-2, quartzite laurel-leaf, the reverse trimmed on almost ali edges váth facets which are shorter than those on the other face; the left of the
base on the reverse is scored.-3, point with Solutrean trimming on one face, the same
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flint as No. r.-4, very thick flint with Solutrean trimming; on the reverse the facets are
shorter than on the face and extcnd along the left edge and the two sides of the point, transformed into a heavy flat-faced graver by the striking off of two small wide blades from
the base all along the right hand edge, greyish blue flint.-5, elongated oval implement,
trimmed on both faces; a pebble of indurated shale.- r, 2, 3, 4, actual size; 5 reduced to r /2.
Fig. I69. Flints from the Solutrean level.- r, angle-graver, with oblique and concave
transversal trimming, greyish-yellow and bluish flint.-2, ordinary graver of cretaceous
black flint.-3, trapeze-shaped flint, with flat trimming on three sides, greyish-white jasper.-4, double graver, the top an ordinary graver, the base a one-sided plane; coarse
yellow jasper.-5, carefully made core-scraper oí black flint. Ali actual size.
Fig. r70. Bone, <leer horn and ivory tools from the Solutrean level.- r, 2, 7, ivo1y.3, bone.-4, 5, 6, stagshorn.- r and 3, ja\·elins 'Nith single bevel.-5, 7, spindlc-shapcd.6, fragment with rectangular section. Actual size.
Fig. r7I. Ivory perforated pendants, ornamented with cuts, slightly reduced. Solutrean
level.
Fig. r72. ::\Iagdalenian flint implements.- r, end-scraper.-2, 3, ordinary gravers.4, blunted back knife blade.-6, blunted back pigmy blade.-5, 7, 8, core-scrapers. Actual
s1ze.
"Fig. I73· Quartzitc tools from the l\fagdalenian level. Scalc r/2.- r, side-scraper.2, polygonal disc chipped on both faces.- 3, flat pebble with crushed edges and pitting
in the centre of the face.
Fig. I74· .i\Iagdalenian bone, horn and ivory implements. Actual size.- r, bone.2, ivory; both single bevel javelins.- 3, 4, 5, 6, fragments of javelins with rectangular
section.- 7, another kind of section.- 3, is bone and the others, stagshorn.
Fig. I75· )fagdalenian stagshorn and bone implements. Actual size.-r, 4, javelins
incurved or straight with round or elliptical section.-5, bird bone bead.-6, eyed needle.
-7, rib decorated with engraved transversal lines.
Fig. I76.-Very weathered stag's tine shewing traces of hardly decipherable engravings; in the centre and above, perhaps a fore-shortened horned head; below, to the right,
a very doubtful animal head in profile. Scale 2/3.
Ft"g. r77. Three flat valves of the big Pecten shell, pierced near the hinge; they were
hidden under a limestone block covered with stalagmite in a transversal subterranean
fissure in the gallery between Halls IV and V, facing No. 26 on the plan. Scale. I /2.
Ft"g. I78. Heavy quartzite hand-axe worked on both faces, archaic Abbevillian (exChellean) style, from the loam of the slopes near the cave. Scale r /2.
F1'.g. I79· l\Iassive pear-shaped quartzite hand-axe, worked on both faces; the same
technique as thc preceding tool. Scale 2/3.
Fig. r8o. Massive quartzite flakes of Levallois type, long flat trimming along all the
upper face. On the reverse, the bulb has been struck off by chipping; the opposite cutting
edge has been scored. Such tools abound in the upper Mousterian levels of Castillo.
Scale 2/3.
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Fig. I8I. Two massive quartzite Levallois flakes, transformed into small cleavers
by secondary blunting of the side edges, leaving the cutting edge untouched; similar to
those in the upper Mousterian levels of Castillo. Scale 3/5.
Fig. I82 . Two massive quartzite flakes re-cut into thick disc-shaped scrapers. Scale
2/3. At Castillo such tools accompany types such as figs. 180, r8r.
Fig. I83. Ensemble of the big polychrome animals with the number of the corresponding plate.
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H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE I
1) Hill of Altamira. The entrance to the cave is near the Museum
building.
2) General view of the cave entrance, the Museum, the monument
to Sautuola and the sunken avenue leading to the entrance and occupying the site of part of the original vestibule which collapsed.

(Photographs by Miss C. Mowbray.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF 'A.LTAMIRA

PLATE II
1) Entrance of the cave of Altamira, dominated by the obelisk b
Sautuola.
2) Altamira Museum, serving also to house the guardian-guide.

(Photographs by H. Obermaier.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF 'ALTAMIRA

PLATE III
View of the hall containing the large paintings ano the painted roof
with the big polychromes, looking towards the back of the hall (I on
the plan, fig. r ).

..

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER

PL'.ATE IV

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF 'A.LTAMIRA

PLATE V
a. Galloping Horse drawn in wide red lines.
b. Panel on the ceiling at the back of the hall, with numerous clubshaped signs, primitive paintings of animals in red and engravings
of huts.
(Text, pages 21 and 23.)
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H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATEVI
Panel painted with many club-shaped signs, animals in red, engraved huts and black animal paintings superposed, in the midclle and
towards the end of the big ceiling.
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H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE VII
Panel painted with club-shaped signs and other old red pictures covered by black drawings, on the right of the ceiling in the hall of the
big paintings.
(Text, page 22.)
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H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE VIII
Red Elk.

(Text, page 22.)
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H. BREUIL & H . OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATEIX
Red Horses in flat wash, surcharged by stencilled and positive
hands and black drawings.
(Text, page 22.)
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H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE X
Horse in plain red, surcharged with engravings and unfinished
polychrome.
b. Red animal surcharged witb a black shaded Bison and an unfinished polychrome.
a.

(Te%t, page 23.)

....

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XI
Galloping pofychrome Bison surcharging a Horse in plain red and
surcharged by engravings.

(Ten, page 24.)

/

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE XII
· a and b.

Polychrome Bisons on the righl of the ceiling.
(Ten) pages 24 and 26.)
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H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATEXIII
Galloping wild Boar.

(Text, page 26.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XIV
Photograph of the galloping wild Boar, pl. XIII.

-
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H . BREUIL & H . OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATEXV
Stationary Bison.
(Text} page 27.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

\

PLATE XVI
Photograph of the stationary Bison, pi. XV.

H. BREUIL & H . OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XVII
Headless polychrome Bison.

(Te.-rte, page 28.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE XVIII
Photograph oí the headless polychrome Bison, pl. XVII.

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE XIX
Stationary polychrome Bison.

(Text, page 29.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATEXX
Photograph of the stationary polychrome. Bison, pl. XIX.

H . BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XXI
Curled round Bison.
(Te%t~

page 30.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER

PLATE XXII

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XXIII
Group of three curled round Bisons, on bosses of the ceiling. (Plates XXI, XXV, XXVII.)
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H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XXIV
Group of three curled round Bisons on bosses of the ceiling. (Plates XXI, XXV, XXVII.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XXV
Curled round Bison.

(Tezt, pa.ge 30.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMATER
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Photograph of the Bison, pl. XXV.

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
THE CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XXVII
Fernale Bison curled round.
(Te~t,

page 31.)

H. BREUIL' & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE XXVIII
Photograph of the female Bison, pl. XXVII.

H. BREUIL & H. OBER/11AIER
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PLATEXXIX
Bellowing Bison and fragments of another galloping Bison.

(Text, page 31.)

•

I

PLATE XXX
Photograph of the Bisons, pl. XXIX.

•

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATEXXXI
Bison couchant, turning its head.

(Ten, page 33.)

•
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H . BREUIL & H . OBERJ1AIER
THE 'CAVE OF ALTAMIRA

PLATE XXXIII
Female Bison and head of black Bull ( ?).
(Te~,

page 34.)
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PLATE XXXVII
Bison and wild Boar.
(Te.dJ page 37.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATEXXXIV
Photograph of the female Bison, pl. XXXIII.

..

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE XXXV.
Photograph of the hind-quarters of the f emale Bisan, head of tlíe
black Bull (pl. XXXIII) and various parts of neighbouring figures.

H . BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATEX:XXVI
Polychrome Bison and Wolf hiciden in the centre of it.

(Text, page 36.)
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PLATE XXXVII
Bison and wild Boar.
(Te%t~

page 37.)
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PLATE XXXVIII
Photograph of the Bison, pl. XXXVII, and parts of adjoining figures (Horse, pi. XL).

H. BREUIL & H . OBERMAIER
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PLATE XXXIX
Bison, Hind and other animals interlaced.

(Text, page 38.)
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PLATEXL
Horse and Hind.
(Text, page 40.)
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PLATE XLI
Photograph of the Horse and Hind, pi. XL.

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATEXLII
Big polychrome Bison, walking.

(Text, page 4r.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE XLIV
Small b\ack shaded Bisons.

(Te.~t, page 42.)

H . BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE XLIV

a.

bis

Photograph of the black Bison on the right of plate XLIV.
b. Fore-quarters of the big Hind of p1ate XLVIlI.
c. Fore-quarters of the female Bison of plate XXXIII.
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PLATEXLV
Walking wild Boar~ painted over an earlier one.
(Te%t, page 42.)
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PLA.TE XLVI
Stationary Bison bellowing.
(Te~tJ page 43.)
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PLATE XLVII
Photograph of the Bison, pl. XLVI.
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PLATE XLVIII
Big Hind.

(Text> page 44.)
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PLATE r.;
I)
2)

3)

Bison's head full face, in the end corridor (X). (Tezt, page 53.)
Hind' s head painted in black.
Bison drawn in black.
(2 and 3 in the lower Hall VI.-Text, page 51.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE LI
Black fectiform signs in the end corridor (X).

(Text, page 53.)

H. BREUIL & H. OBERMAIER
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PLATE LII
Second cave: stalactites, stalagmites and human skeleton.

(Te.d, page 8.)

